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NEI's Mission mll ]m m go m mi• 

NEI focuses the collective strength 
of the nuclear energy industry to shape 
policy that ensures the beneficial uses 

of nuclear energy and related 
technologies in the United States and 

around the world.



Industry Commitment 

• To control radioactive materials 

- in the spirit of the ALARA principle 

- ALARA - As Low As Reasonably Achievable 

• ALARA 
- optimizes radiation protection activities in the 

context of reducing total risk



What is Clearance? 

• A process for the removal of safe materials 
from nuclear facilities for unrestricted use

* Removal of "licensed" status

9 Path forward for reuse, recycle, or disposal



Current Situation 

"• Materials must be released routinely 

- during operations and decommissioning 

"* Material Release = "Clearance"' 

- clearance is a process 

"* Clearance process requires an evaluation 

- of radiological risk 

- to a given safe standard



Problem Statement 

° Acceptance criteria's are: 
- licensee dependent 

- material specific 

- based on inconsistent case-by-case approvals 

° Absence of a consistent acceptance criteria: 
- provides inconsistent public protection 

- undermines public confidence 

- wastes resources, perpetuates liability



Why is it Needed? 

Because current regulations: 
- are not health and safety based 

- are inconsistently applied 

- don't cover recycling 

- don't cover volumetric material 

- are inconsistent with international community



Isn't This BRC? 

• Yes and No 
- different scope 

- different objectives 

- different environment 

- different procedural process

U*-



BRC Vs. Clearance

"• Directed by Congress 

"• Broad Scope 
- release of facilities 

- release of lands 

- recycle of equipment 

- exempt waste streams 

"* fait accompli 
- policy statement issued 

without public input

° Self directed 
• Limited scope 

- release solid materials 
° reuse 

° recycle 

• disposal 

e surface & volumetric 

* Enhanced 
public participation



Proposed Solution 

• Establish clearance standard that is: 
- dose-based 

- national in scope 

- IAEA compatible 

- practical to implement 

- verifiable by stakeholders 

- final



Industry Position 

We endorse ANSI N 13.12, a consensus std.  

- ANSI 13.12 is based on 10 uSv/yr (1 mr/yr) 

- NRC should impose strict compatibility 

- ANSI 13.12 uses same dose criteria as IAEA 

- Uses practical screening values 

- Can be verified with available instruments 

- Would establish a "floor" and end liability



Steel Recycling 

* Deserves special consideration 
Orphaned sources are: 

"° Public health risk 

"• Steel worker risk 

"* Financial risk to steel industry 

• Clearance of steel 
- should not impede intervention of these sources



Recommendations 

* A national clearance standard 

- Should be developed through rulemaking 

- Should endorse ANSI 13.12 

- Should be expedited for: 

"* direct reuse 

"* direct disposal 

• Steel recycling: 

- Deserves special consideration
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Maine Yankee Atomic 
Power Company 

William H. Odell 

Decommissioning 

Update



OUTLINE

"* Brief on Decommissioning 

"* Waste Streams 

* Release of Materials



Maine Yankee Facts 

"* 860 MWe, 3 Loop, Combustion Engineering 

PWR 

"* On Line in 1972 

"* Produced 120 Billion KW-Hrs by 1996 

"* Shutdown 12/96 for Configuration Control 

"* Board of Directors Vote to Permanently 

Shutdown Plant 8197



Dose Reduction and 
Waste Stream 

"* Reactor Coolant System Decontamination 

"* Source Term Reduction using Gamma Camera 

"* Rip and Ship 

"* Disposal 
"* Economic and Regulatory Decision 

"* On Site Storage 

"* Direct Burial of Radwaste 

"° Direct Burial of Clean Waste 

"• Processing Off Site



2000 
Accomplishments 

e Containment Opening 
Enlargement 

* Completed RC Large Bore Pipe 

removal 

"* Removed and Shipped 3 Steam 

Generators and the Pressurizer 

"* Continued Commodity Removal 

"* Spent Fuel Pool Cleanup



Commodity Removal



Large Component 
Removal



Non Radioactive Waste 
Shipped 

Ca.e.o.. To-Date Pojected %Complete 

Asbestos 220,744 400,000 55.2% 

Other 10,790 30,000 36.0% 

Hazardous 18,709 100,000 18.9% 

Oil 12,397 24,000 51.7% 

Paper/Cardboard 74,340 500,000 14.9% 

Trash 523,300 1,250,000 41w9% 

Concrete 41,300 60,000,000 0.1% 

Soil 3,950,685 5,500,000 71.8% 

Demo Debris 2,173,960 7,000,000 31.1% 

Metal 5,852,377 15,000_000 39.0% 

Totals 1-2,878,800 89,804,000 14.3%



Radioactive Waste 
Shipped

Category To-Date Projected %Complete

Concrete 

Commodities 

Distributables

2,703,190 

3,872,084 

1,209,271

90,000,000 

9,679,264 

3,000,000

3.0% 

40.0% 

40.3%

Large Components 39216q250 4586250 70.1% 
__ - - -J A Ed

Totals 11,000,795 107,265,514 I U.-!J'4/0



D & D Look Ahead 

"• Reactor Vessel Head (2001) 

"* Reactor Vessel Internals 

Segmentation (2000-2001) 

"* Reactor Vessel Shipment (2001) 

"* Construct ISFSI (2000-2001) 

"* Move Fuel to ISFSI (2001-2002) 

"* Building Demos (2000-2003)



Removal of Materials 

from Maine Yankee 

"* Generally materials in the radiologically 

controlled area (RCA) of the plant are 

shipped to a processor or to a burial site 

as Radioactive Material.  

"* Some materials from the RCA like tools, 

trucks and personal items are 

decontaminated and surveyed for free 

release.  

* All other materials go through a release 

process for non-radioactive materials.



Release of NonRadioactive 
Materials 

"* Biased Surveys for plant derived 

radionuclides if required. Criteria for 

release from NRC IE Circular No. 81-07 

"* Aggregate Survey of each load. Criteria 

from NRC IE Notice 85-92 

"* Survey through the Truck Monitor in 

accordance with agreement with the 

State of Maine.



Conclusion

Past
Present

Future



Truck Monitor



Big Rock Point 
RLestoration Project
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Big Rock Point vision 

To conduct restoration in a 
manner which brings praise from 

all stakeholders: 
- The local community 

- The public at large 

- Our employees and their families 

- Our company 

- The nuclear community 

- Regulatory agencies 

- Our critics

3



Priorities 

* Safety 

Nuclear, Radiological and 
Industrial 

2. Efficient Restoration 

Use all resources productively 

3. Future 

Preparation of all people for 
future changes and opportunities

4



Milestones 

"* July 20, 1960 - Ground breaking 

"* Sept. 27, 1962 - First chain reaction 

"* 1962-1965 - Research and 
development work with Atomic 
Energy Commission 

"* Nov. 1, 1965 - BRP declared 
commercial 

"* July 22, 1977 - World record run of 
343 consecutive days ends 

"* June 4, 1991- BRP named a 
Nuclear Historic Landmark by the 
American Nuclear Society

5



Milestones

* June 29, 1993 - BRP became the

longest running plant in U.S.  
history

* Aug. 29, 

* Aug. 30, 
begins

* Aug. 3, 2000

1997- BRP shutdown 

1997- Decommissioning

- BRP employees

complete 23 years without lost time 
accident

6



Project costs

Total Project Est. $401 million 

PM/Staff 35% 

Dry fuel storage 15% 

Waste removal/disposal 13% 

Dismantlement 13% 

Contingency/reserve 11% 

Overheads 10% 

Tools/equipment 3%

8



Clean building debris 

S80,000,000 lb. concrete/rebar 

Options 

- 10CFR 20.2002 - $4 million 

- Out of state processor - $29 million 

- Direct disposal to licensed LLW 
facility- $ $ $ $ $ 

(cost for shipping and disposal only)

9



10 CFR 20.2002 

"• State DEQ supportive 

"° Independent, environmental monitor 

found no issues 

" Initial NRC staff review in progress 

"• Expect approval within a year 

"* Frequently asked questions: 

- Why not leave the material on-site? 

- Why not recycle this material?

10



Shutdoi 
8/29/9' 

Pre-Shutdown 

D-Plan & 
prep for 

shutdown

Currently

r 7/1/98 
A l 

Mobilization 
& hazard 
reduction

11/1/02 

B 1 

Systems & 
TPV internals F 

removal

Systems Fuel Moved 
Removal to ISFSI

5/1/02 
DFS 

on Site

Timeline

1/1/04

C 

TPV removal 
& license 

termination 
survey 
1 

5/1/03 

11/1/03

8/1/ 

Site 
restoration 

NRC Demo/Site 
Review Restoration 

771/04

11/1/11 

ISFSEIr

ISFSI 
operation 

Dry Fuel Storage

F 

Fuel shipment 
& ISFSI 

dismantlement 

Fuel to ISFSI Decon 
DOE Demo
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R Duke Engineering 
r & Services.  

A DukeEnergy Compeny 

Release of Solid Materials 

Ellen M. Heath 

Manager, Health Physics Services 

Duke Engineering & Services 

Marlborough, MA



Duke Engineering 
~&Services.  

A hk~e EnuBC=,wy Topicsn 

"* Decommissioning Experiences 

"- Materials Encountered 

"* Release Options 

o Application of Reg. Guide 1.86 

"* Material Disposition 

"* Conclusion



Decommissioning Experiences 

* Yankee Rowe 

• Connecticut Yankee

Argonne National Lab 

• ISU Research Reactor

- CP & Hot Cell

P Duke Engineering & Services.  
A Duke nergy Company



Materials Encountered

"* Equipment & 
Components 

"* Concrete 

"* Metal 

"* Asphalt 

"* Soil

"- Wood 
" PCB 

"• Asbestos 
"* Lead 

"* Heavy Metals 

"* Graphite

w Duke Engineering o & Services
A Duke Enrg Cmpany



Release Options 

* Unconditional Release of Non
Contaminated Materials 

"• IE Circular No. 81-07 

"* Materials Outside Radioactive Processes 

"• Decontaminated Materials 

* Collect Data for License Termination 

• Duke Engineering 

& Services.  
A Duke Enrgy Company



Application of Reg. Guide 1.86 

"* Radionuclide Mix 

"* Instrument Selection 

"* Background Determination 

"* Fixed vs. Removable Surface 
Contamination 

G Bulk Material Sampling 

Duke Engineering 
U& Services.  

A Duke EneM Comnpany



Implementation 

"* Area/Facility Operational History 

"• Removal of Contaminated Items 

"• Remediation 

"• Radiological Survey Plan 

"* Bulk Shipment Survey 

Duke Engineering 

o & Services.  
A Duke Energy Compnny



Candidates for Release 

* Equipment & Areas Outside Radiological 
Environments 

"• Plant Turbine Buildings 

"* Offices 

"* Open Land Areas 

* Some Materials Inside Radiological 
Environments 

• Concrete, Metal, Building Debris Duke Engineering 
IWO& Services

A Duke Energy Company



Not Releasable 

* Associated With the Radioactive Process 
"• Concrete 

"* Metal Components, Piping 

"* Areas of Spills, Leaks 

"* Resins, Filters 

"* Activated Materials 

• Duke Engineering 

40& Services.  
A Duke Evry Cmpany



Material Disposition Options 

"• Recycle 

"* Hazardous Waste Disposal 

"* Industrial Landfill 
"* "Beneficial Use" on Site

I Duke Engineering 
DO& Services.  

A Duke Enetj Company



Material Disposition Options

* Radioactive Waste 
"• Metal Melt 

"* Incineration 

"• Landfill 

"• Decontaminate & "Free Release' 

"• 10 CFR 20.2002 Determination

Duke Engineering 
r & Services.  

A Duke Energy GCtmNny



Regulatory Environment 

S10 CFR 20 
* Dose Based 

* IE Circular No. 81-07 
e Surface Contamination

e Reg. Guide 1.86
e Surface Contamination Based

R Duke Engineering 
& Services.  

A Duke Energy Company



Conclusions 

"• Release of Material Criteria Depends on 
Process Stage 

"• 10 CFR 20 Subpart E Radiological Criteria 

for License Termination 
"* "No Detectable" Dilemma 

e Environmental Limits of Detection 

D uke Engineering 

U & Services.  
A Duke nergy Company
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Control of Solid Materials: 
Need for Harmonizing State, National and 

International Clearance Standards 

Dr. Jas S. Devgun 

Chair 
American Nuclear Society's 

Special Committee on Site Cleanup and Restoration Standards 

Presentation to 

National Academy of Sciences 

Committee Reviewing NRC Rulemaking 

March 27, 2001 

Ph. 312-269-2283 devgun@Lnd.com 

Fax 312-269-7313 jas.s.devgun@mail.sargentlundy.com 

NAS 
Fkvgun 03 27-01 1
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www.ans.org 

Site Clean-Up Restoration Standards 

The ANS Special Committee on Site Cleanup and Restoration Standards 
(SCRS) is responsible for reviewing draft regulations from federal 
organizations related to decommissioning of nuclear facilities and providing 
ANS input to the rule making process. The committee maintains expertise in 
the areas of license termination, site release criteria, bulk materials free release 
criteria, and environmental restoration. The committee also assists the ANS 
President and other committees in these areas.  

Committee Chair 
Dr. Jas S. Devgun 

Devgun@Lnd.com 

NAS 
Devgun 03-27-01 2
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ANS/SCRS 

"• Special Committee on Site Cleanup and Restoration 

Standards 

"• Not in the business of writing standards 

"* Primary Role: 

- review and comments on behalf of ANS 

maintain expertise 

- position papers

H

NAS 
De•vgun 03-27-01 3



ANS/SCRS (Continued) 

Review activities 
"*NRC 

- [)evelopment of LTR since 1994 until Final Rule in 1997 

- Draft DG-4006 

Rulernaking on Control of solid materials 

Draft NUREG-1640 

"*EPA 

Monitoring EPA Efforts 
* 15 mrem/y site release criteria and groundwater protection 

• Clean Materials Program (metals) 

" DOE 
Release of non-real property standards 

* Revisions/additions to DOE Order 5400.5 

NAS 4 
Dcvgun 03 27-01 
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SCRS: Some Recent Activities 

• Participation in NRC's Rulemaking Workshops 
San Francisco, September 15-16, 1999 

Chicago, December 7-8 

"• ANS Annual Meeting 2000 Panel Session 
- "Clearance of Materials: Are we Any Closer to Consensus?", San Diego, June 2000 

"• Participation in NRC Decommissioning Workshop 
-- Rockville, November 8-9, 2000 

"* ANS Comments to DOE 
- December 4, 2000 

"* "How Clean is Clean" workshop 
"Clearance Methodologies: Harmonizing State, National, and International 

Standards",Tucson, February 25, 2001 

NAS 

rDvgtn 03-27-01 5



SCRS: Future Activities 

"• Continued participation in the national debate on this issue 

"• ANS Annual Meeting 2001 Proposed Session.  
- "Clearance Criteria - Still Eluding Consensus", Milwaukee, June 

2001 

"° Working on a Draft Position Paper on the issue 

NAS 

I)vgun 03-27 01
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ANS Position 

"* ANS has not issued an official position on this issue 

"* ANS has not endorsed ANSI N 13.12 

"* ANS Letter To DOE dated December 4, 2000: Comments on DOE 

Standard 
"ANS considers 1 mrem/y standard ... to be unreasonably low and without a finn 

scientific justification" 

"- "Scientific evidence would seem to support a dose limit several times larger than 

the proposed 1 mrem/y." 

Caution 
a SCRS position has not been reviewed/approved by ANS BOD 

NAS7 

D)vgui 03-27-01



Why Important 

Regulatory void 
- 10 CER 20 Subpart K requires demonstration of absence of licensed material prior 

to release of materials from licensed facilities 

• Management of such materials is a substantial cost fraction of 
D&D 

* Savings from disposition of bulk materials in local facilities 
* Conserves much needed disposal space at radioactive waste 

facilities 

• Recycling can provide significant means of reducing costs 

° Preserves valuable resources 

NAS 8 
Devgun 03-27-01 
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Problems and Issues 

No National or International Standards 

- Major limiting factor to recycling 

No internationally accepted clearance levels 

"One Glove Fits All" 

concentration standard will not work 

"* Disposal of materials inherently different from recycle and reuse 

"* Currently used techniques/equipment archaic, newer 

techniques/equipment allow delectability to extremely low levels 

Inconsistencies in regulatory approaches 

"* Lack of uniform release criteria 

"* Public acceptance 

9 
NAS 
Devgun 03 27-01



Federal Initiatives

NRC 
"* Rule making effort 

on Control of Solid 
Materials 

"* Issues paper, 
NUREG- 1640 Draft 

"* Workshops 
"* NAS study 

NAS 

D(vgun 03-27-01

)

EPA 
* Clean Materials 

Program

DOE 
* Release of Non-real 

Property 
o Revision/addition to 

DOE Order 5400.5 
* Plan to codify in 10 

CFR Part 834

10
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States 
"* Input through 

CRCPD 
"* Agreement states 

"* Generally agree with 
1 mrem/y criteria

Standards 
* ANSI N13.12 

- I nmrem/y criteria 

- Numerous 
exceptions noted in 
the standard

International 
* IAEA/EC 

Risk-based approach 
10 ýtSv/y (I torero/y) 
individual dose limit 

• OECD/NEA Task 
Group on Recycling 
and Reuse (NEA
TGRR- 1996 Report) 
- Compared total risks, 

recycling, disposal / 
replacement of disposed 
material 

- Considered transfer of 
risks

11NAS 
Dcvgun, 03-27-01
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NRC vs. EPA 

"• Long standing disagreement 
- GAO Report on Radiation Standards 

GAO/RCED-00-152, June 2000 

"• Differences: 

Ap roach 

- NRC: Start with safe dose limit and apply ALARA 

- EPA: Start with acceptable risk, then derive dose limit 

Statutory Basis 

- NRC: AEA 

- EPA: CERCLA 

"Radionuclides are not privileged pollutants!" 

an EPA catch phrase 

NAS 12 
Dcvgun 03-27-01 
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Understanding Where EPA is Coming From 

CERCLA/SARA 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, Liability Act of 1980 

Superfund Amendment Reauthorization Act (SARA) 1984 

Executive Order 12580 

Federal facilities must comply with CERCLA 

NCP lists 757 radionuclides as hazardous materials 

National Contingency Plan 

Per CERCLA all radionuclides are Group A carcinogens 

EPA acceptable risk rangelo- 4 to 10-6 

For license termination 
- NRC and EPA disagree 

- NRC LTR 25 mrem/y, EPA proposed 15 mrern/y 

- 15 rnrem/y equates to a cancer risk of 4x10-4 

NAS 
rkvgun 03 27-01 13



Recent DOE Actions 

SPrevious Guidance 

Nov. 17, 1995 Guidance Memo 

Draft Handbook for Controlling release for Reuse or Recycle of Non-Real 

Property Containing Residual Radioactive Materials, June 1997 

January 2000, Secretary of Energy memo 

- Moratorium on release of volumetrically-contaminated metals from DOE sites 

pending decision by NRC on need for standards.  

- Established Re-Use and Recycle Task Force to conduct a review of DOE 

policies on recycle.  

NAS 
14 
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Recent DOE Actions (continued) 

July 2000 Secretary of Energy memo 

- Suspended unrestricted release for recycling of scrap metals 

- Release of scrap metals prohibited for recycling if contamination is detected; 

- Directed revision ofrelevant DOE directives and guidance 

January 19, 2001 Secretary of Energy memo 

" Managing the Release of Surplus and Scrap Materials" 

- Moratorium on release of volumetrically contaminated metals and suspension of 

release of all metals from radiological areas continue.  

- Department will prepare an EIS 

15 
NAS 
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Inconsistencies in Radiation Standards 

* Not a new issue 
• 1992 Congress intervened in BRC 
• CIRRPC

• ISCORS (1994)

- NRC, EPA, DOD, DOE, OSHA, DOT, DOH 

GAO Report June 2000 

NAS 

Dregun 03-27-01 
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° Metals 
- release with no 

controls (into 
common trade) 

- Release for use 
within the 
nuclear industry 

- resource value 
vs. risk 

- disposal

* Concrete 
- recycle 
- disposal

• Other 
materials 
- reuse 
- recycle 
- disposal

NAS 
Devgun 03-27-01
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NORM / TENORM 

NORM 
"• State regulated 

"• Higher levels 

"* Longer half-life (Ra-226) 

TENORM 

International (EC) Issue 
"* Release of large quantities of TENORM at 1000 jtSv/y 

(non-nuclear industry) 
"* Nuclear industry subjected to 100 times stringent criteria 10 [LSv/y for 

clearance of material 

N^.S 18 
Dcvgn 03-27-01 
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Releases Under the Current System 

" Reactor Licensees 
Operational 

NRCits Reg Guide 1.86 

Case-by-case approach 

20.2002 submissions 

Decommissioning 

Bulk materials: no mechanism 

" Specific Licensees 
Criteria in Reg Guide 1.86 

State Regulations

NAS 

Dcvg-n 03-27-01 22



Problems with RG 1.86 

"* Surface contamination guidelines only 

"* No volumetric criteria 

"* Not dose based 

NAS 

Devgun 03-27-01
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Conservatism in NUREG- 1640

NUREG-1640 Vs. RG 1.86 

Surface Clearance Levels

NUREG-1.640 

dpm/100 cm 2 

280 

300 

820

RG 1.86 
dpim/100 cm2 

5000 

5000 

5000

Co-60 

Cs-I 37 

Mn-54

NAS 
Dcvgun 03-27-01
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A Reasonable Philosophy 

ICRP - 60 
Justification of practice 

Optimization 

I Ise of dose and risk constraints 

ICRP 
Considering new recommendations 

NAS 22 
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1 mrem/y and the Consensus 

"° Dose based criteria preferable 

"° Risk informed decision making 

"° NRC, EPA, and DOT may be coming closer on this 

"* HPS, NCRP, ICRP agree on 1 mrem/y as "trivial dose" 

"* IAEA and EC Clearance criteria 
10 [tSv/y (1 mrem/y) 

trivial, safe, acceptable

NAS 
tkvgun 03-27-01
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Dilemma 

"* Input from metals and concrete industries at NRC 
workshops 

- opposed to recycling of metals with residual contamination 

"* Public wants zero increased radiation risk 

"* Technically I mrem/y is 1 mremly, extremely low risk 

"* Reasonable basis for decision making 
"* As a dose limit it is achievable 

NA S 24 
Dcvgun 03-27 01
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Issues 

"° One standard dose/risk based 
- derive field applicable guidelines 

"° Standards based on material/use/scenarios 
"* Release mechanisms for materials from 

- operating facilities (e.g. 10 CFR 20.2002 submissions) 

- decommissioning facilities 

"* Soils - a significant issue 

NAS 
[kvgurn 03-27-01 25
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Issues (continued)

"* Pathways Analysis codes 
RESRAD 

accepted by DOE and NRC, not by EPA 

DandD 
- RJSKCALC 

"° Will the public accept the concept of trivial dose? 

NAS 
rkvgun 03-27 01 
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Risk in Perspective 

Risk 
- exposure to loss or injury or specific hazard 

"- "risk is inherent in any action, even inaction" 

- Elements 
"* What can go wrong? 
"* How likely? 

"• Consequences? 

"* Risk assessment 

- risk-benefit 

"• Risk management 

"• Risk perception 

"• Risk communication 

27 
NAS 
Devgun 03-27-01



Radiation 
Exposure

8%

55% Rn 

11% Internal 

11% Medical X Rays 

8% Cosmic 

8% Tcricstrial 

4%% Nuclear Medicine 

<3% ConsUrmer PTrodocts 

<I% Other 

NCRP Report 93

How Low is I mrcm/y ?

Relative Exposure

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

source

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11

Radon 

Brick House 

Concrete I louse 

'Terrestrial Denver 

Wood Itouse 

Internal 

Cosmic Chicago 

X ray Chest 

Flight NY-LA 

Computer 

I nirem/y

NAS 28 
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Need for Consensus is Evident 

One national standard 
- Consensus standard 

- multi-agency effort necessary similar to MARSSIM 

- Mechanism in place (ISCORS); solution awaiting 

° Consistent with international guidelines 

* Public consensus, communication and acceptance 

- ''needed to succeed" 

NAS 
29



Conclusions / Recommendations 

(DevgunlSCRS) 
• Yes, a national standard is needed 
• Reconcile "Control of Solid Materials" and " Clearance" 
• National consensus standard: all federal agencies must sign 

on to it 
• States must apply national standard - uniform application 
• 1 mrem/y is a reasonable dose standard 
• Separate disposal from recycle 
• Public acceptance 
• Time is now 

NAS 

De, u,, 1 27 0130



AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY

Washington Office Tel: 202/312-7400 
805 15th Street, NW E-Mail: dwasitis@bakerd.com 
Suite 700 http://www.ans.org 
Washington, DC 20005 Fax: 202/312-7401

December 4, 2000 

Mr. Harold Peterson, Jr.  
Air, Water and Radiation Division 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave. SW 
Washington, DC 20585 

Subject: ANS Comments on Revisions to DOE Order 5400.5 
Control of Releases of Materials with Residual Radioactive Contamination 
from DOE Facilities 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

The American Nuclear Society is pleased to provide you our comments on the above.  

We agree with the approach given in paragraph 2 of Chapter VI of the proposed criteria for 
release of scrap metal for allowing the release of property based on process and historical 
knowledge but with checks to ensure that the property has never been used for radiological 
activities. This is in keeping with the Multi Agency Radiation Site Survey Investigation Manual 
(MARSSIM) treatment of non-impacted areas and avoids unnecessary radiological surveys, 
which would result in the expenditure of taxpayer money with little or no benefit. However, we 
find paragraph 4 a of Chapter V too vague. The requirement that residual radioactivity be 
indistinguishable from background based on measurements using appropriate commercially
available technology and a comparison with similar non-impacted materials, leaves many 
questions unanswered. Our suggestions for clarifying this passage-are included in the attached 
document.  

On a strictly technical basis, ANS considers the I mremlyear standard for unrestricted release of 
metals for recycle to be unreasonably low and without a firm scientific justification. Background 
radiation doses generally vary from 200-300 morem/year across the United States, and extensive 
studies have shown no detrimental health effects from exposure to the higher background 
radiation. Therefore, the scientific evidence would seem to support a dose limit several times 
larger than the proposed 1 mremlyear, perhaps 25 mremlyear.  

Specific reaction to the above and other comments are attached for your consideration. DOE is to 
be commended for moving forward with this important issue, especially considering that the 
NRC effort in this area is currently stalled. There is clearly a need for a national standard for the 
clearance or release of materials and we strongly support steps in that direction. Our standards 
must also be consistent with the IAEA and the European criteria. We believe that this area needs 
the urgent attention and cooperation of the three federal agencies, DOE, NRC, and EPA, similar 
to the consensus effort that produced MARSSIM.  

Leaders in the dvelo•te'nt. dissemination and application of nuclear science and technology to benefit humanity.
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Mr. Harold Peterson, Jr.  
December 4, 2000 

If there are any questions related to our comments, please contact Dr. jas Devgun at 312-269
2283 or call me at 208-526-2930.  

Sincerely, 

James A. Lake, Ph.D.  
President 

CC: Dr. David Michaels 

BCC: 

Review Task Force Members 
Jas S. Devgun (Chair) 
Douglas W. Akers 
Leon E. Brown 
William E. Kennedy 
William J. Manion 
David W. Minnaar



ANS COMMENTS 
on 

DOE proposed criteria for control of releases of solid materials and with residual radioactive contamination 
from DOE facilities.  

Changes to DOE Order 5400.5 
Chapter V: Control and Release of Personal Property Including Metal for Recycling 

Chapter VI: General Requirements for Release of Property 

ANS Comment 1 

General Comment 

Recent ANSI Standard ANSI N13.12 (August 31, 1999) provides both surface and volume radioactivity 
standards for clearance of materials. Has DOE considered adopting this standard? 

ANS Comment 2 

General Comment 

The NRC initiated a rulemaking process through an issues paper on the control of solid materials published 
in the Federal Register on June 30, 1999 (Vol. 64, No. 125, Page 35090-35 100). A draft report NUREG
1640 was issued for public comment in 1999 and NRC concluded a series of workshops on this rulemaking 
effort in 1999. However, NRC has deferred a final decision on whether to proceed with this rulemaking and 
has asked the National Academy of Sciences to study possible alternatives for release of slightly 
contaminated materials.  

There is clearly a need for a national standard for the release of materials. If metal is released by one federal 
agency, say for example by DOE, what if it ends up in NRC or EPA jurisdiction? Unless there is a national 
standard, material released for unrestricted use could end up being restricted under other criteria.  
Therefore, ANS recommends that a multiagency task force be organized to develop a single consensus 
Standard that can be adopted by DOE, NRC and EPA.  

ANS Comment 3 

General Comment 

For release of real property, the DOE authorized limits are consistent with the NRC requirements in 10 CFR 
20 Part E, i.e., 25 mrem/y. Again, the NRC and EPA have not been able to agree on 25 mrem/y as the site 
release criteria. Disagreement in radiation standards continues as detailed in a recent GAO report, 
GAO/RCED-00-152, June 2000. Clearly, there is a need for consensus at the federal level where DOE, 
NRC and EPA do not go their different ways in developing such standards. We recommend following an 
approach similar to the multi-agency effort that produced the consensus MARSSIM methodology.
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ANS Comment 4

General Comment 

Our standards for unrestricted release of metals for recycle have to be in harmony with the international 
standards given the nature and volume of international trade (for example in recycled steel). The 
International Atomic Energy Agency and the European Commission have established an essentially dose
based criteria of 10 ýtSv/y (1 torem/y), even though the derived mass-specific and surface-specific levels 
may vary in different countries. DOE criteria in Chapter VI, paragraph 3.d. (2) (a) I is consistent with the 
international criteria (except for the collective dose criteria; see later comments). However, it is just as 
important to define the methodology (for example, pathways analysis methods and parameters) to 
demonstrate compliance with this dose limit.  

ANS Comment 5 

General Comment 

The issue of disposal of materials should be clearly separated from recycle. Unlike the recycle option, 
where the reuse scenarios for the material are limitless, disposal is a specific action that takes the material 
out of circulation and it is properly isolated from the human environment. The criteria for disposal will be 
different than if the material is recycled. For example, even based on the 1 mrem/y dose limit, the derived 
concentration guidelines will be different for the two cases. Specific language should be added in Chapter 
VI; see ANS Comment 9.  

ANS Comment 6 

CHAPTER V 
Paragraph V 4.a. (2) 

Section 4.a. leaves no room for a dose-based detection limit applicable to scrap metal. Unrestricted release 
of scrap metal can occur only if no radioactive material is detected. Although we can appreciate the 
purpose of conveyance of this message to concerned members of the public, the detail is glaringly absent.  
Who determines [Onot detectable[ and by "what methodology"? The statement "..until residual radioactivity 
is indistinguishable from background based on measurements using appropriate commercially available 
technology and a comparison with similar non-impacted materials" is too vague. This is a meaningless 
direction until DOE defines: a) how to measure background; b) what minimum accuracy, range of nuclides 
and sensitivity are required of the "commercially-available measuring equipment" and; c) what protocols 
must be employed, including the level of statistical significance of measurements.  

As stated currently, it could lead to applying different standards from site to site. It is problematic because 
background radiation fields vary significantly in different parts of the country and for non-impacted 
materials in different locales. Additionally, background could also vary significantly depending merely on 
how the instrumentation is shielded. From a scientific and radiological protection perspective, we believe 
that this unique, additional requirement cannot be easily or practically implemented, especially for the 
release of scrap metal absent some selected dose-based criterion, similar to that discussed later in Chapter 
VI.
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Consequently, the criterion as stated needs much clarification. To start with we suggest that it is more 
appropriate to require a statement such as "...based on measurements using commercially available 
instrumentation capable of detecting, as a minimum, surface guidelines specified in Table VI-1 of this 
order...". DOE should address the issues raised above.  

ANS Comment 7 

CHAPTER V 
Paragraph V.4 

The proposed changes do not address metal which may have radioactivity incorporated into the interior or 
matrix of the metal. This should be noted in Chapter V, Paragraph 4. Footnote 1 to Table VI-1 states that 
no generic concentration guidelines have been approved for material that has been contaminated to depth.  
This statement is buried too far back in the document. Similar language should be included in Chapter V.  

We suggest adding a paragraph under paragraph VI.3 such as "Scrap metal suspected of containing 
radioactivity incorporated into the interior or matrix of the metal (such as activated material or smelted 
contaminated metals) shall not be released unless it meets limits approved consistent with paragraph 
VI.3.d of this Order and approved by EH-I".  

ANS Comment 8 

CHAPTER VI 
Paracraph VI.2 

We agree with the approach given in paragraph 2 for allowing the release of property based on process and 
historical knowledge but with checks to ensure that the property has never been used for radiological 
activities. This is in keeping with MARSSIM treatment of non-impacted areas and avoids unnecessary 
radiological surveys which would result in the expenditure of taxpayer money with little or no benefit. For 
the site property evaluation, we recommend including MARSSIM in the text.  

For the property that has been decontaminated, checks must ensure that it has been decontaminated to meet 
the DOE authorized limits.  

ANS Comment 9 

CHAPTER VI 

We suggest inclusion of the disposal option in a more explicit form. It appears that Chapter V already has 
specificity for landfill disposal for scrap metal in paragraph V.4.c. (2). But the general requirements of 
Chapter VI should contain the landfill disposal option more explicitly by adding to paragraph VI.3.b. (2) 
following new wording: 

"For bulk wastes or personal property, including scrap metal, that will be disposed in permitted waste 
landfills, there is reasonable assurance the waste or property will not be recycled or otherwise reintroduced 
into general commerce."
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ANS Comment 10

CHAPTER VI 

In Chapter VI, the crux of what must be addressed in an E-authorized limit[ is a dose-based limit of 1 
millirem per year to an individual (see paragraph 3.d. (2)(a) U/). Except for scrap metal, this appears to 
provide for an implementable criterion to govern unrestricted release of non-real property.  

ANS Comment 11 

CHAPTER V1 
Parazraph VI 3. d. (2) (a) 1 

The statement as currently worded gives the criterion as an individual dose limit of I mrem/y or a collective 
dose criterion of 10 person-rem in a year as an alternative criterion. We recommend the individual dose 
limit (1 mremr/y) without any references to a collective dose.  

Although the DOE ALARA process requires consideration of collective dose to the population (DOE 
5400.5 paragaph 1.2.a. (2)), it's not appropriate for the release of property. MARSSIM methodology may 
be applied along with the RESRAD family of codes to determine potential maximum dose to individual 
members of the public from the release of real property. However, this will not lead to the determination of 
collective dose. For unrestricted release, collective dose is virtually impossible to determine.  

The use of the concept of collective dose is not consistent with ANS Position Statement 41, "Health Effects 
of Low-Level Radiation". Collective dose takes on meaning only if the concept of the Linear No Threshold 
hypothesis (LNT) theory is considered valid.  

ANS Comment 12 

CHAPTER Vi 

One area of concern is the requirement that the instrumentation used be capable of detecting the 
concentration indicated in Table VI-1. Footnote 4 of this table has a significant impact on the system 
detection limits. Footnote 4 indicates that [-where scanning surveys are not sufficient to detect levels in the 
table, static counting must be used to measure surface activity, and representative sampling (static counts on 
the areas) may be used to demonstrate compliance by analyses of the static counting data. The maximum 
contamination level applies to an area of not more than 100 cm 2 . These requirements would suggest that 
more sophisticated instrumentation will be required in the future to meet the system measurement 
guidelines of Table VI-1. Current instrumentation used for release measurements is a standard GM hand 
survey instrument. These requirements will make systems such as scanning assay systems that utilize 
multi-channel analysis and have isotopic analysis capability mandatory for performing Elfree releaseO 
analysis.  

ANS Comment 13 

CHAPTER VI
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Another area of concern is that.a DOE-approved release protocol will be required. This requirement could 
and will likely result in significant increases in quality assurance and system calibration requirements that 
are well beyond those currently in use. This modification could result in a significant increase in 
characterization costs due to (potentially) much more extensive requirements for measurement system 
validation, verification, and documentation.  

ANS Comment 14 

CHAPTER VI 
Paraeraph VI 3.f(2) (c) 

The statement " ..and DOE project management responsible for certifying the release must report directly 
to DOE" needs clarification.  

ANS Comment 15 

CHAPTER VT 

In paragraph VI 3.d (DOE Approval) and paragraph VI 3. f. (Certification and Verification), the 
responsibilities of various organizations, such as Field Offices, DOE contractors, DOE/EH are not clearly 
stated. We recommend that DOE designate a single office with the authority to approve the release criteria 
and the measurement protocol.  

ANS Comment 16 

CHAPTER VI 

The nomenclature of sections and subsections is confusing and hard to follow. e.g., paragraph VI 3.f.(2) (a) 
1/. We suggest a clearer nomenclature of sections and not mixing of alphanumeric, seemingly without a 
scheme.  

A.NS Comment 17 

CHAPTER VT 

Surficial activity guidelines in Table VI-I compare inconsistently with the ANSI N13.12 Table 1. Has an 
attempt been made to consider other guidance on this issue? 

ANS Comment 18 

CHAPTER VT 

Provision should be made in the characterization requirements for the use of scaling factors for beta and 
alpha emitters and relating those scaling factors to measurements of specific gamma emitters associated 
with the material being characterized. The volatility and solubility of both the scaled radionuclide and 
measured radionuclide should be considered when developing the scaling factors.
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ANS Comment 19 

CHAPTER /Ii 
General Editorial/Technical Suggestions 

Paraoraph VI 3 a. (5) 
Change "demonstrate that" to "that demonstrate" 

Paragraph VI 3.b. (3) 

The word "will" does not appear to belong in the second line.  

Paragraph VI 3.c. (2)(b) 

Delete ... "collective and"...  

Paragraph VI 3.d. (2)(a) 1/ 

Delete ... "or a collective dose of more than 10 person-rem in a year"...  

Paragraph VI 3.d. (3) 

Delete ... "or a collective dose of more than 10 person-rem in a year"...  

Para~raph VI 3.g. (1) 

Use "indicate" instead of "indicated" 

Parazranh VI 3.g. (I) (f) 

Radioactive waste has no bearing on documentation for the release of property. The documentation should 
include conditions of the property being released, the limits, and the survey process for release, not the 
decontamination efforts prior to the release.
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I appreciate the opportunity to address the Committee and to present the views 
of the American Iron and Steel Institute ("AISI") regarding the topic that this Committee 
is charged with addressing: "Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid Materials 
from Nuclear Regulatory Commission-Licensed Facilities." AISI is a trade association of 
North American steel producers. Its 47 producer member companies account for about 
70% of the steel produced in the United States and over 80% of the steel produced in 
Mexico and Canada.  

With me today is Mr. Anthony LaMastra, of Health Physics Associates, in 
Lenhartsville, Pennsylvania. Mr. LaMastra has been a consultant to U.S. steel 
companies on radiation control and related issues.  

AISI, on its own and through the Metals Industry Recycling Coalition has been 
deeply involved with the issue of release of steel and other metal products from nuclear 
facilities. It is an issue that has involved many different fronts. AISI submitted 
comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 1999 Issues Paper on Release of 
Solid Materials at Licensed Facilities and participated in the Commission's May, 2000 
proceeding on Efforts Regarding Release of Solid Material which led to the request to 
the National Academy of Sciences to which this Committee is responding. AISI, as a 
member of the Metals Industry Recycling Coalition also contributed its views on the 
Department of Energy's proposed changes to DOE Order 5400.5, regarding release of 
radioactively contaminated materials from DOE facilities. In addition, AISI has also 
been working with steel producers in other countries to through the International Iron 
and Steel Institute (IISI) to address the problem of radioactive contamination in steel 
scrap. AISI has also worked with the state radiation control officials regarding better 
identification of so-called "orphan sources" of radioactive metal, and we are working 
with the U.S. Customs Service and the Environmental Protection Agency on pilot 
projects to identify any potential radioactive contamination scrap steel being imported 
into the United States.  

AISI and the metals industries supported the recommendation of the NRC staff to 
request the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study and provide 
recommendations on the release of solid materials from nuclear facilities - the request 
that you are now engaged in answering. But that support included the caveat that "[flor 
this study to be meaningful, NAS must examine the commercial, economic and public 
perception issues raised" by release of radioactively contaminated metals.  

Thus we appreciate the fact that this Committee's "Statement of Task" includes 
the direction to the Committee to "explicitly consider how to address public perception of 
risks associated with the direct reuse, recycle, or disposal of solid materials released 
from NuRC-licensed facilities. The committee should provide recommendations for 
NuRC consideration on how comments and concerns of stakeholders can be integrated 
into an acceptable approach for proceeding to address the release of solid materials." 
(Paragraph (2) of the Statement of Task)
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This aspect of the Committee's task goes to the heart of AISI's concern with the release of steel from nuclear facilities. AISI's position is that the concern for the public 
perception of the safety of steel and other metal products can only be addressed by a policy of no free release of radioactively contaminated steel and metal products. Steel and other metal products should be released solely for specified restricted applications 
that would preclude its being scrapped, melted, and recycled for use in consumer or 
commercial products where it is not serving a nuclear-related purpose.  

The main reason we oppose "free release" from licensed facilities of scrap metal and other metallic products that are not to be used off-site for their original purpose is 
that once such materials enter the recycling stream in any significant volume, the 
marketability of metal products for commercial and consumer use will be severely 
adversely affected.  

Regardless of whether, as a matter of exposure models and current health physics, some level of radioactive contamination is deemed "safe" for released steel, 
that will not address our problem. Whatever the NRC and the DOE may say about the 
safety of products made from "released" metals having very low levels of radioactivity, 
the marketability of these products will be determined by public perceptions, not by 
objective evaluations of risk.  

The issue of public perception is an overriding concern for steel producers and other sectors of the metals industry whose markets depend heavily on public trust in the 
safety of our products. Even if only a small percentage of the public loses confidence 
in the safety of steel, the impact is substantial. For example, metal food containers is a 
$1 billion per year market. If the steel industry lost even 10% of that market, it would 
mean a loss of $100 million per year to the steel industry. If steel lost 50% of the food container market, it would no longer be a viable competitor in that market. Obviously it would be devastating blow to an industry already suffering a severe financial squeeze 
from the combination of world over-supply and illegal trade practices.  

Our concern about the effect of releasing radioactively contaminated steel into the general stream of recycled steel from which commercial and consumer products are made is not simply unwarranted paranoia. In 1999 Wirthlin Worldwide conducted a series of focus groups and a broader survey to gauge public reaction to the possibility of steel and other metals being released from nuclear facilities for recycling into 
commercial and consumer products. The reactions were overwhelming negative. For 
example, in the survey, when asked what their impression of steel would be if they knew that a small amount of steel from closed facilities containing far less than the 
government approved safety level of radioactivity was recycled into the mainstream 
production of new steel, the respondents gave an average rating of 43.6 on a scale of 0 
to 100, with 0 indicating an unfavorable impression of the material and 100 indicating a 
favorable impression. This was 24 point drop from the rating given to steel prior to 
introducing the issue of recycled steel from closed nuclear facilities.
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I might note here that over the past five years the steel industry has spent a great 
deal of time, effort and money to increase public awareness of the benefits of steel 
products - in terms of the safety of the products, the safety benefits of steel to 
consumers, and the fact that steel is far and away the most recycled material. The 
entire hard-won gain from that campaign would, we fear, be more than undone by one 
ill-conceived and unnecessary government policy decision.  

It is not, in our view, an acceptable alternative to say that government agencies 
and/or the steel industry itself would be able to overcome the negative perception by 
doing a better job of "selling" the safety of radioactively contaminated steel run nuclear 
facilities. Both the focus groups conducted by Wirthlin and the experience of 
government agencies suggest that, regardless of what the government says, (1) many 
consumers are not convinced that we know enough about long term risks of low level 
radioactivity that they would take a chance with products and materials to which they 
have daily exposure, and (2) many people simply do not trust any governmental 
agency, commission or department to tell them what is safe.  

Nor will consumers remain ignorant that this material is being released for 
general recycling. We have already seen instances of media stories on the possibility of 
having low-level radioactive metals "used for silverware, pots and pans, watches, 
eyeglasses.. .the zipper on your pants, your earrings, your belt buckle, a hip 
replacement joint, your baby carriage." (ABC World News Tonight with Peter Jennings, 
August 24, 1999) Another article in the magazine The Progressive similarly referred to 
"your bracelets, your silverware, the zipper on your pants, the coins in your pocket, 
frying pans, belt buckles, the chair you're sitting on, the batteries that are in your car 
and motorbike, the batteries in your computer"1 that could be radioactively contaminated 
if metal was released from nuclear facilities into general recycling. Against such graphic 
descriptions, the assurance of a government standard of "safe" level or radioactive 
contamination is not going to help us keep the confidence in the safety of our products 
on the part of many consumers.  

In short, as I said earlier, we believe that the public perception is adequately 
addressed only by prohibiting any free release of radioactively contaminated steel or 
metal products for general recycling into scrap steel used for commercial and consumer 
products.  

In fact release of radioactively contaminated steel into the general stream of 
scrap steel would be a "double whammy" on the steel industry. First, it would likely 
seriously damage the market for steel products by eroding public confidence in the 
safety of steel products. But even as free release would, we believe, undermine our 
market it would also add substantially to our costs. Steel producers do not in fact sell 
contaminated steel, and steel producers take extensive and expensive steps to prevent 
any radioactively contaminated scrap steel from reaching their steel making. A melt of 
radioactive scrap - which currently may result from the presence of "orphaned" sources 
in the scrap stream - can have severe consequences for a steel mill or other metal

1 Anne-Marie Cusac, "Nuclear Spoons," The Progressive, October, 1998 at 22.
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melting facility. Generally, any radioactivity in scrap is detected by a portal monitor 
upon entering a steel plant site and the load of scrap is rejected and information given 
to the appropriate radiation control office. However, there have been several instances 
in which "orphaned sources" have entered steel plants, escaping detection. The costs 
of decontamination, disposal, and shutdown associated with "radioactive melts" at 
minimills have ranged from $8 million to $25 million, and they are estimated to run as 
high as $100 million or more should a radioactive melt occur at a large integrated 
facility.  

To protect against the risk of a radioactive melt - and to protect their employees, 
their property, their products, and the general public - steel mills and other metals 
melting facilities utilize scrap monitoring alarm systems that are set to detect 
radioactivity levels slightly above background. Free release of radioactively 
contaminated metals from NRC-licensed facilities, however, could undermine the 
effectiveness of these monitors in preventing radioactive melt for a number of reasons.  

First these systems are sensitive to gamma radiation but not to alpha or beta 
radiation which may be present in volumetrically contaminated metal of the sort that 
might be released under a NRC dose-based standard. Thus allowing the free release 
of radioactively contaminated metals from licensed facilities would increase the risk of 
radioactive melt. This could be a serious problem even if the level of radioactivity in the 
scrap would meet dose-based standards when it is released, because the radioactivity 
could concentrate in the flue dust or slag to a higher level than in the incoming scrap.  

Second, even if the sensors detect the above-background radioactivity from "free 
release" scrap metal so that radioactive melt is avoided, the increasing frequency of the 
sensor alarm soundings would itself create problems. When a sensor alarm sounds, 
there is a possibility that the scrap contains a radioactive source which, if melted, would 
create a very expensive and disruptive problem for the facility. Thus, such alarms must 
be taken seriously. Responding to a sensor alarm involves substantial costs. Among 
these are heightened employee concern, disruption of facility operations, the provision 
of notice to governmental agencies, arranging for return of the scrap to the supplier, and 
segregating the load pending its removal. There is also the risk that, like the boy who 
called "wolf" too often, if sensor alarms sound with increasing frequency there is a 
danger that employees may eventually not take them with appropriate seriousness.  

The risk of increased incidents of radioactively contaminated scrap reaching 
steel plants is, of course, also a risk to workers in the steel industry. Even if the 
monitoring used in steel plants successfully detects any radioactive contamination, our 
employees will be subject to additional exposure in the detection and in any 
decontamination that must take place.  

In short, even while free release of radioactively contaminated steel would lead to 
de-selection of steel because of the public's perception of the safety of steel products, it 
would also increase the costs and risks to the industry and to our employees of 
ensuring that steel products are in fact safe. Because of where it is in the recycling
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chain, the steel industry becomes the last checkpoint for keeping radioactive 
contamination out of steel products. As the amount of radioactive material in the 
recycling chain increases, so too do the costs of ensuring the safety of steel products.  
In effect, some portion of the disposal costs of radioactive contamination will be 
transferred to the steel industry, a transfer that is unwarranted and unnecessary.  

So what approach do we propose? AISI and the Metals Industry Recycling 
Coalition have suggested the following approach to both the NRC and the Department 
of Energy.  

1. No unrestricted release of any radioactively contaminated steel or other 
metals from NRC-licensed facilities, even if the steel meets dose-based release 
levels which this Committee might recommend and NRC adopt.  

2. Metal-containing equipment or products from a licensed facility that are to be 
used for their original purpose off-site could be released without special 
restrictions if they meet a dose-based standard.  

3. Scrap metal or metallic items from a licensed facility that meets a dose-based 
standard that are not to be used for their original purposes off-site could be 
released for disposal in landfills, or released for processing for dedicated, 
nuclear-related, uses. These might be at an NRC licensed facility or a DOE 
facility. For example, scrap metal from licensed facilities could be released and 
reused in containers for storage of nuclear waste.  

4. If the operator of the licensed facility reasonably believes and certifies that the 
scrap metal has not been radioactively contaminated /in other words, comes 
from a non-radioactive part of the facility) and if the radiation detection 
technology and sampling/analytical protocols employed by the facility are 
sufficiently sophisticated and set to detect above background levels of alpha, 
beta, and gamma radiation for all relevant isotopes, the metal might be released 
for unrestricted recycling.  

5. Any release, under either number 3 or 4 described above, must be conditioned 
on appropriate labeling, tracking, and monitoring. The labeling and monitoring 
must be maintained to the point of disposal, reuse or melting. Only in that way 
would the steel mill know the source of material and be able to make an informed 
decision as to whether to accept it.  

6. Finally, while we understand that the Committee's responsibility is to make 
recommendations to the NRC, we believe the same approach should be taken by 
the Department of Energy with regard to any release of radioactively 
contaminated steel and metal products from DOE facilities.
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INTRODUCTION

- THE STEEL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

(SMA) 
- 51 NORTH AMERICAN COMPANIES: 

42 U.S., 6 CANADIAN, AND 3 MEXICAN 

- 147 ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: 

SUPPLIERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES TO THE STEEL 

INDUSTRY 

° SMA MEMBER COMPANIES 

- OPERATE 125 STEEL PLANTS IN NORTH AMERICA 

- EMPLOY ABOUT 120,000 PEOPLE 

- MOSTLY "MINI-MILL" ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE (EAF) 
PRODUCERS



INTRODUCTION

* PRODUCTION CAPABILITY 
- EAF REPRESENTS 47% OF U.S. PRODUCTION IN 2000 

- SMA REPRESENTS OVER HALF OF U.S. STEEL 

PRODUCTION 

* RECYCLING 

- SMA MEMBERS ARE THE LARGEST RECYCLERS IN THE U.S.  

- LAST YEAR, THE U.S. RECYCLED OVER 70 MILLION 

TONS OF FERROUS SCRAP 

* GROWTH OF SMA MEMBERS 
- EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY DUE TO LOW COST 

- FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATIONS 

- EAF GROWTH TO SURPASS 50%, IN JANUARY, 2001, 

AND ANTICIPATED TO BE 60% BY 2010



BELIEVE IT OR NOT 

RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED 

SCRAP HAS NO VALUE



n FREE RELEASE PROGRAM HAS NO 
SUPPORT IN METALS INDUSTRY 

* INTERNAL DOE STUDIES HAVE SHOWN THAT 

PRIOR RELEASES WERE NOT PROTECTIVE 

*SAME STUDIES SHOWED PAST SORTING METHODS 

USED AT OAKRIDGE WERE INADEQUATE 

e MATERIAL CONSIDERED "BELOW REGULATORY 

CONCERN" IS STILL NOT ACCEPTABLE TO MILLS 

* PROGRAM VIEWED BY MILLS AS A WAY FOR DOE 
TO SHIFT CLEAN-UP RESPONSIBILITY TO INDUSTRY 

*WOULD DAMAGE RECYCLING INDUSTRY'S 

REPUTATION



SMA RECOMMENDS 
S /RESTRICTED RELEASE 

"° ABSOLUTELY NO "DECONTAMINATED" SCRAP FROM 
RADIOLOGICAL AREAS RELEASED OFFSITE 

"* MATERIAL SHOULD BE REUSED BY DOE, STORED OR 
DISPOSED OF ONSITE AT FACILITY, OR DISPOSED 
OFFSITE 

"° DOSE BASED STANDARDS ARE NOT EFFECTIVE 
MEASURE OF PROTECTION- SOME CONTAMINATION 
COULD STILL EXIST 

"° CONSUMERS DO NOT WANT THIS MATERIAL 
RECYCLED, REGARDLESS OF THE CALCULATED 
RISKS



SOME DOE MATERIAL COULD BE 

RECYCLED 

° SOME MATERIAL FROM NON-RADIOLOGICAL 

AREAS COULD BE RECYCLED: 

- NEED STRICT CLEARANCE STANDARDS (SIMILAR 

TO THOSE RECOMMENDED FOR 

DECONTAMINATED MATERIALS) 

- NEED A TRACKING SYSTEM (MANIFEST, LABELS, 

ETC.) SO MATERIAL DOESN'T LOSE ITS DOE 
"IDENTITY" 

- MUST HAVE CERTIFICATIONS FROM 

CONTRACTORS & DOE THAT MATERIAL WAS NOT 

IN AFFECTED AREAS



POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS FROM 
STEEL INDUSTRY'S POINT OF VIEW 

" MORE SEVERE PENALTIES HANDED OUT FOR 
WILLFUL DISREGARD OF NRC RULES & FOR LOST 
DEVICES 

"* INDELIBLE MARKING ON ALL DEVICES 

"• REGISTRATION & TRACKING OF ALL GENERALLY 
LICENSED DEVICES 

"* PREVENT KNOWN SOURCES (DOE, NORM, ETC.) 
FROM ENTERING SCRAP SUPPLY 

"• REVIEW ACCEPTABLE LEVELS OF 
RADIONUCLIDES IN BAGHOUSE DUST FROM 
MELTING ACCIDENTS
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METAL SURVEY ERRORS

Recyclable Metal Must 
Be Surveyed to 
Determine If It Is Safe 
for Release

BNFL's Survey Results 
Were inaccurate

BNFL's contract allows it to sell salvageable metal (excluding nickel) 
on the open market to recover some of its cos§ .lowe:er, BNFL must 
survey the ma t ueeD- ment Order 5400,5 
criteria prior to release. Department Order 5400.5 states that for the 
isotopes of concern (uranium and technetium), all surface contaminated 
materials with activity levels exceeding 5,000 disintegrations per 
minute per 100 centimeters squared (dpmi100 cm2) averaged over a 
square meter or a maximum of 15,000-dprnr 00 cm 2 at a single point 
cannot be approved for release on the opan rarket. BNFL established 
an administrative limit of 5,000-dprmlt 00 cm2 at a single point Since 
BNFL's administrative limit does not allow for averaging over a square 
meter, the acceptable activity level is muchinio-. coniervative than that 
allowed by the Department 

As part of the process, before BNFL surveys a pwuticular lot of metal, it 
assigns the material to one of three classification levels utilizing process 
knowledge and field evaluations. This classification system is based on 
the Multi-Agency Radiation Survey and Site wnvestigation Manual.  
This system dictates the minimum amount of surface area in each lot 
that must be surveyed depending on the classification of the material.  
Class I material is known or expected to contain contamination above 
the Department's release criteria; therefore, 100 ,orcren: of each lot must 
be surveyed. Class II material is known or expected to contain 
contamination below the release criteria; thus, between 10 and 100 
percent of each lot must be surveyed. Class III material is expected to 
cortain little or no contamination, and about 10 percent of each lot must 
be surveyed.  

As the final step to the release process, the Operations Office hired an 
independent verification team to verify that BNFL was properly 
surveying recyclable metal. Through May 2000, the xerificatmon team 
tested 639 lots of metal that BNFL had surveyed and deterrnned to be 
appropriate for release. The team found that 22 lots exceeded the 
admmistrative lrmit, Of the 22 lots, 2 exceeded the Department release 
criteria. In several cases,die differences between BNFL's and the 
learn's survey results were significant. For example, in the begining of 
the p•roject, BNFL surveyed a lot containing lube oil pipe at 
530-dpm/O00 cm2 ; however, the verification team determined that the 
metal had an activity level of I 10,000. In a more recent case, a lot 
consisting of pipe supports at 1,973 by BNFL, bui the verification team 
determined the metal had an activity level of 16,000.

Page 7 
Details of Finding
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Survey Personnel Lacked 
Adequate Supervision 

Rlsk of Release of 
Contaminated Metals 
Increased

The percentage of lots the verification team rejected based on BNFL's 
admiinistrative limit due to BNFL's surveying errors almost doubled 
from 1.8 percent to 3.4 percent in the 4 months ended May 2000. As a 
result, on May 29, 2000, BNFL issued a temporary stop.work order 
concerning all surveying activities.  

Many of the results of metal surveys that have been documented to date 
as being inaccurate were a result of BNFL employees who performed 
the surveys not being adequately supervised. It has been noted that 
BNFL experienced significant turnover in survey supervisors. This 
large management turnover affected training and continuity with the 
BNFL survey program and was creating potential systematic problems 
with the release process. Specifically, the knowledge which the 
supervisors obtained concerning the areas of material most likely to 
conta:n contamination as well as recurring problem areas would have 
been lost unless BNFL doctumented the information in work records 
and then required every new supervisor and every new survey 
technician to review those records. BNFL, however, was not 
documenting recurring problem areas and thus did not initiate 
corrective actions on a trending basis. For example, the verification 
team reported problems with transformer surveys to BNFL in 
September 1999. T"he team then found three more iots where BNFL 
personnel incorrectly surveyed transformer activity levels in December 

S999, February 2000, and April 2000. The verification team also 
reported that problems were occurring with supply duct surveys in 
February 2000. During t-e next two months, the team identified four 
additional lots that exceded the release criteria.  

As a result of inaccurate surveys, the risk to the public that 
contaminated metals were released from the site was increased. Since 
the vermficatjon team does no, verify every item in each lot, additional 
sur eVing errors would not be detected, and in some cases, lots 
exceeding the release criteria may have been released. As of the end of 
May 2000, about 6.6 million pounds of unrestricted metal were released 
for recycling from the site. To date, no instances of contaminated metal 
have been repored by recipients of the recycl-ed meta.  

Although unrelated to our report, the Secretary of Energy suspended the 
release of potentially contaminated scrap metals for recycling from 
Department nuclear facilities effective July 13, 2000.

Page a
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September 12, WI00 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY 

FROM: Gregory H. Friedman (Signed) 
Inspector General 

SUBJECT: [NFOR.MATION: Audit Report on "The Decontamination and Decommissioning 

Contract at the East Tennessee Technology Park" 

BACKGROUND 

The East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP), formerly known as the K-25 Site, was established in 1942 to 

produce enriched uranium. Since the production mission ended in 1987, the Oak Ridge Operations Office 

(Operations Office), which is responsible for the ETTP, has focused on environmental management of the 

site. In August 1997. the Operations Office awarded a S238 million fixed-price contract to BNFL, Inc, 

(BNFL) to decontarmr.ate and decommission (D&D) three large uranium enrichment buildings in the 

ETTP. BNFL was also to recycle or dispose of the materials in the buidings and make the buildings 

available for commercial use by September 2003. Through June 2000, the Department approved upward 

price adjustments to the contract totaling $12 million. The objective of this audit was to determine whether 

"the D&D of the three buildings will be completed wtthin the current contract price and on schedule.  

RESULTS OF AUDIT 

BNFL is not on track to complete the D&D of buiidings K-29, K-31, and K-33, within the current contract 

price or on schedule. As of March 2000, BNFL had incurred 61 percent of the costs associated with the 

current value of its contract, but it had compieted only 14 perent of the project. The audit disclosed t.at 

BNFL's management team was ineffective. We found that the contractor had changed project na-een___.t 

teams twice durnng the first tw.y__ar _91 the contract and has been slow to identify and correct significant 

problems. We noted, as well, tha. the Operations Office did not pay sufficient attention to BNFL's 

escalating project cost. In discussions during The audit, the contracting officer was not aware that BNFL's 

total project cost would be significan than the contract price. o put the problem in perspective, 

we estimate t-heproj ec will cost S94 million more than the current contract amount of $250 qii.[oa and that 

completion is R' C2-hin- seud onthe current scope of work and 
does not nclude uncertiied reque sts for equ.table upward price adjustments totaling S107? million, which 

BNF-h•as already submitt-ed



Observations:

1. Status of knowledge of demand for LLW 
containers is very poor.  

1996 - Demand estimated at 417,000 tons steel.  
2000 - Demand estimated at 426,000 tons steel, 

but far higher proportion of Stainless and Alloy 
22, and mostly in the period 2011-2035.  

2. Status of Knowledge of supply of scrap from DOE 
facilities is very poor.  

1998-99 - Supply estimated at 625,000 tons 
carbon steel, 59,900 tons stainless steel, 67,000 
tons nickel.  
2000-2001 - Supply estimated at 865,000 tons 
carbon steel, 174,000 tons stainless steel, 37,600 
tons nickel. Most generated in period 2003
2008.  

3. Costs of surface decontamination ($600 - $2000 
per ton) are far in excess of the value of the scrap 
($50 per ton), even assuming someone wants it.  

4. Costs of disposal (burial) are obscenely high.  
Contract for $25MM to dispose of (not clean) 5000 
tons of scrap steel vessels that have been sitting on 
a one acre site at Portsmouth, ($5,000 per ton), is 
obscene.  

5. Best solution would be to seal up the GDP plant 
buildings and let them sit. The buildings are good 
for nothing else anyway, and no one will want 
them.  

6. Management of the D & D process is out of 
control. To quote Charles Crocker during the 
building of the Central Pacific RR in 1867, who 
said he would "never have anything more to do 
with anything that had to be managed in 
government style, " clearly nothing has changed 
in the intervening 133 years. DOE Inspector 
General has reported on the cost overruns by 
BNFL at Oak Ridge, and cannot even guess at the 
final total.



RECOMMENDATIONS TO SEC OF ENERGY TASK FORCE 

G. H. GEIGER 

" The melting and refining of large tonnage's of steel scrap should be done by 
companies and people with experience in this type of operation. That is the only way 
to do it EFFICIENTLY AND SAFELY.  

" There is no need to invest in a new facility to perform this work. Some incremental 
investment in environmental control equipment at existing sites will be required, 
however, in all cases. Nevertheless, this will cost far less than a new facility.  

" New technology should not be tried for this business. The history of new technology 
start-ups in the steel industry is fraught with excessive start-up times and many 
failures. This is not the place to try something new.  

" There are two existing commercial steel melting facilities whose owners have 
indicated a willingness to enter into further discussion to provide a leased, dedicated 
site to melt carbon and/or stainless steel for DOE.  

" The ratio of nickel available (68,000 tons) to carbon steel available (623,000 tons) is 
very close to that needed to convert all of the material to 300-series stainless steel, if 
desired. Ferro-chromium would have to be purchased at a cost of about $200 per ton 
of stainless steel product, but the resulting 300-series Cr-Ni stainless steel would cost 
$1000 per ton less than if purchased from the commercial market. For 700,000 tons 
of stainless steel over 10 years, the savings versus buying commercial material 
would be about $700 MM. The material could be rolled to whatever thickness is 
needed, from 0. 135 inch (12 gauge) for B-25 boxes to 10 mm for high-level waste or 
spent fuel flasks I recommend that the scrap be used to melt as much stainless 
steel as possible.  

"* The dedicated site can melt and cast slab material that would then be rolled into hot
rolled carbon or stainless steel coils directly at site B , or at another site on a tolling 
basis if melted and cast at site A.



Plant B 
Tons coil per year 

Total Operating Cost per ton DOE scrap melted 
Annual Fixed Cost w/o Fee $4,5 

Management Fee, net of taxes 

Total Cost per ton of DOE scrap melted 

Total Cost per ton of Coill 

Annual Capital Investment per ton of DOE scrap melted $1,9 
Annual Capital Investment per ton of coil 

Total cost per ton DOE scrap including capital charge, 

Total cost per ton coil including capital chargei 

Note: For stainless steel add 440 lbs.of ferrochromium at $0.53/lb to per ton cost

50,000 

$269.25 
90,000 

$60.00

13,545

$329.25 

$341.59 

$36.89 
$38.27 

$366.14 

$379.86

I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I. I

100,000 

$251.63 

$55.00 

$306.63 

$318.12 

$18.44 
$19.14 

$325.07 

$337.26



Plant A I 
Tons Coil per year 

Total Operating Cost per ton DOE scrap melted £ Annual Fixed Cost w/o Fee $6,575,000

Management Fee, net of taxes $3.000,000 

Melt/Cast cost per ton DOE scrap melted 

Capital recovery $3,344,233 

Toll Rolling Cost to hot strip 

Cost of Hot Strip w/o capital recovery 

Cost of Hot Strip with capital recovery_ 

Note: For stainless steel, add 440 lbs of ferrochrome at $0.53/Ib.to the cost per ton.  v . . . . . . ...

50,000 

$270.84

$58 1

$328.67 

$64.47 

$70.00 

$398.67 

$463.14

Total

100,000 

$232.83 

$30 

$262.83 

$0.00 

$70.00 

$332.83 

$332.83

I I



Capital Costs for Options 
Option 4 Brownfield DOE, melting and casting only 
3 scrap buckets 
Lime storage and charging system 
used 65 ton EAF 
new Transformer 
Spare transformer 
new Substation 
Cooling tower-furnace 
Water treatment and recirculation system 
Cooling tower-casting machine 
2 -reconditioned 120 ton cranes 
4- 65 ton ladles 
3- slagpots 
Slagpot carrier 
slag crushers/screens/dust control 
600,000 cfm Baghouse (new) 
HEPA filter system beyond baghouse (new) 
dust handling system 

oxygen supply plant 
slab casting equipment 
Caissons/piling 
Building to support 120-ton cranes 

with 90 foot width and height, 700 ft length 
ladle reline and preheat facility 
Ferroalloy storage and supply system 
Chemical analytical facility 
Met Lab (ASTM testing) 
Rail spur to bring in scrap 1 mile 
locomotive to move rail cars (used) 
Initial fill refractories 
Furnace power control system 
Electrical installation 40000 hrs @$60 
Mechanical installation 40000 hrs @$60 
Hydraulic installation 40000 hrs @$60 
Air permit
Water permit 
Project management 

Engineering @8% 
Contingency @20%

Subtotal 

Total

$300,000 
$200,000 

$1,500,000 
$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 
$4,000,000 

$500,000 
$3,000,000 

$300,000 
$2,500,000 

$240,000 
$300 000 
$300 000 

$1,500,000 
$6.000,000 
$2,000,000 

$500,000 

$12,000,000 
$2,000,000 

$7,200,000 
$500,000 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

$800,000 
$1,000,000 

$125,000 
$500,000 
$500,000 

$2,400,000 
$2,400,000 
$2,400,000 

$100,000 
$100,000 

$2,000,000 
$61,165,000 

$4,893,200 
$13,211,640 
$79,269,840

Option 5 Greenfield, melting and casting only 
3 scrap buckets 
Lime storage and charging system 
new 65 ton EAF 
new Transformer 
Spare transformer 
new Substation 
Cooling tower-furnace 
Water treatment and recirculation system 
Cooling tower-casting machine 
2 -reconditioned 120 ton cranes 
4- 65 ton ladles 
3- slagpots 
Slagpot carrier 
slag crushers/screens 
600,000 cfm Baghouse (new) 
HEPA filter system beyond baghouse (new) 
dust handling system 
oxygen supply plant 
slab casting equipment 

Building to support 120-ton cranes 
with 80 foot width and 500 ft length 

ladle reline and preheat facility 
Ferroalloy storage and supply system 
Chemical analytical facility 

Rail spur and yard to bring in scrap 4 
locomotive to move rail cars 
Initial fill refractories
Furnace power control system 
Electrical installation 
Mechanical installation 
Hydraulic installation 
Air permit 
Water permit 
Office/locker room 
Project management 

Engineering @8% 
Contingency @25%

Subtotal 

Total

$300,000 
$200,000 

$4,000,000 
$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 
$4,000,000 

$500,000 
$3,000,000 

$300,000 
$2,500,000 

$240,000 
$300,000 
$300,000 

$1,500,000 
$6,000,000 
$2,000,000 

$500,000 

$12,000,000 
$2,000,000

$7,200,000 
$500,000 

$1,0oo,000 
$1,000,000 

$800,000 
miles $1,000,000 

$125,000 
$500,000 
$500,000 

$2,400,000 
$2,400,000 
$2,400,000 

$100,000 
$100,000 

$1,500,000 
$2,000,000 

$65,165,000 
$5,213,200 

$14,075,640 
$84,453,840



Capital Costs - Option 3 
Plant 

Baghouse 
HEPA filter 
pressure slab caster, installed 
radiation detectors 
First fill refractories 
General refurbishment 
Electrical/Mechanical installation 
RAD Training 
Engineering 

Subtotal 
Contingency @20% 
Total 

Cost per ton 
Years amortized 
interest rate 
Capital recovery factor 
Annual cost 
Cost per ton @ 50K

A 
Without rolling 

capability 
0 

2,000,000 
12,000,000 

150,000 
500,000 

1,500,000 
2,000,000 

50,000 
500,000 

18,700,000 
3,740,000 

$22,440,000 

10 
8.00% 

0.14903 
$3,344,233 

$66.88

B 
With rolling 
capability 
6,000,000 
2,000,000 

0 
150,000 
500,000 

1,500,000 
0 

50,000 
500,000 

10,700,000 
2,140,000 

$12,840,000 

10 
8.00% 

0.14903 
$1,913,545 

$38.27



Option 3. Relocate commercial arc furnace and and retrofit existing DOE facility 
to conduct melting operations at that site.  

In this option, the material from the Dissasembling operation would be segregated 
by isotopes present, and the material which was considered Low Contaminated would be 
further cut into maximum five foot long pieces and moved to the DOE site, located in one 
of the existing GDF plants- This would involve shipping material from other DOE sites to 
the one with a retrofitted operation. The Highly Contaminated material would go to burial 
sites for final disposal, or is cut into one foot pieces for melting in existing small melting 
facilities in Oak Ridge for production of shield blocks.  

A commercial electric arc furnace would be purchased and relocated to a DOE 
GDP plant, installed, along with casting equipment, and the scrap would be melted, 
refined, and cast into slabs for further processing into sheet or plate product and 
fabrication into containers elsewhere. Slag and dust from the refining operations would 
go to Low Level Waste disposal, and the metallic product would be used entirely within 
the DOE complex. Operation of the facility would be by a contract operator using 
existing DOE GDP personnel.  

Option 4. An existing commercial electric arc furnace facility would be contracted 
for dedicated use for melting, casting, and rolling Low Contaminated scrap metals.  

In this option, segregation of scrap again separates the Low Contaminated 
material from the Highly Contaminated material, and the Highly Contaminated material goes to burial, or is cut into one foot pieces for melting in existing small melting facilities 

in Oak Ridge for production of shield blocks.  
Again the Low contaminated material is cut into maximum five foot pieces. It is 

then shipped to an existing commercial steel mill site, where it is melted, refined, cast, 
and rolled into sheet or plate. From there it goes to a commercial fabricator of containers 
to be used within the DOE complex.. Slag and dust from the refining operations would 
go to Low Level Waste disposal. The mill would be dedicated to this use by its 
owner/operator, who would provide the operating crews and manage the production 
operation under contract to DOE.  

Option 5. A new facility outside of the DOE facilities would be built to accomplish 
the melting, casting, and rolling of the Low Contaminated scrap metal 

This option assumes that some firm builds an entirely new facility to accomplish 
the same process as in Option 4.
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Washington State's Perspective 
on Controlling the Release of 

Solid Materials from 
Nuclear Facilities 

John Erickson, Director 

Department oI Health 

Division of Radiation Protection 

March 27, 2001



Washington State Radiation 
Program 

• 400 Radioactive Materials Licensees

• Low Level Radioactive

• Two Uranium Mill

* Several U.S.

Waste

Sites

Navy Facilities

* Hanford

Site



Our Radioactive Materials 
Licensees 

• Most licensees use sealed sources or 
relatively short-lived radionuclides.  

° Very few pose a threat to the 
environment.  A, ,i P..,.• ..,.l y 

Some licensees evaluate potentially 
contaminated material for possible 
release.



D&D in the Past 5 Years 

"• Two Uranium Milling Operations 

"• Nuclear Laundry 

"• Waste Processor/Decontamination 
Service Provider 

o Hanford



Methods Used for Release of 
Material 

• Normal operations 

- Survey for levels indistinguishable from 
background 

- Instrument dependent



Methods Used for Release of 

Material (cont) 

• Criteria in Regulatory Guide 1.86 

- Release of contaminated equipment 

-Release of building components 

- Release of contaminated metal



Methods Used for Release of 
Material (cont) 

* Case-by-case evaluations 

-Soil contamination from spills 

-Detector geometry issues for releasing 
odd shaped materials 

Non-uranium mine tailings



Methods Used for Release of 
Material (cont) 

• D&D License Termination Rule 

- Releases facilities for unrestricted use 

- Termination surveys for medical licensees 

and R&D labs 

- Meant for land and buildings only, not for 

removal of material from site



Hanford

* In general we get involved after
something has moved offsite and is 
found to be contaminated in some way 

- Recycled metal 

-Free released facilities 

- Contaminated facilities partially free 
released



Where We are Today 

While our use of case-by-case decision 

making is very complicated, it works 

well for the few licensees needing it.  

Overall our current system serves our 

needs.



What Do We Suggest? 

• Update Reg Guide 1.86 

-Provide specific activity limits of 

contamination based on dose instead of 

instrument capability 

- Define models and parameters to be used 

to meet the dose



More Suggestions 

* The tables in I OCFR on exempt 
concentrations and exempt quantities should 
be re-evaluated. They are not based on a 
dose limit.  

* Release of volumetrically contaminated 
material should be tied to these tables.



More Suggestions 

"• Use one millirem (10 microsieverts) 

risk-informed, dose-based criterion 

"* Consensus among these groups: 

- NCRP 

- IAEA 
- ICRP 
- ANSI 

- Some environmental groups 

"* Need to consider its application to naturally 
occurring radioactive material



Reasons for 1 millirem 

• One millirem annual dose constraint 
achievable 

* Allows multiple exposures 

• Vocal public wants zero increased radiation 
risk 

* Appropriate for removable material limit to 
be less than limit for fixed facilities 

(1 vs 25 mrem)



Restricted vs Unrestricted 

"* Oppose "restricted" category of free release.  

Radioactive material needs to be controlled 
or not controlled.  

"° Difficult to track over state boundaries.  

"° Limit should apply to all substances.  

"* If the dose is trivial the matrix is 
unimportant.



Finally 
How Low Should We Detect? 

• Ever lower detection limits are useful in 
research but not necessary at all levels of 
operation.  

• Balance the ability to detect low levels with 
the necessity for doing so.



cromments on Clearance Rules 
Organization of Agreement States 

Presented by John Erickson, Washington Division of Radiation Protection 

On behalf of the Organization of Agreement States (OAS) I would like to thank the National 
Academy of Sciences for the opportunity to provide comments on Clearance rulemaking 
issues. The OAS understands that you are hearing comments from several states on issues 
important to their particular state regarding clearance of radioactive material. The information 
presented by those states should help you understand the scope and range of issues important 
to states in general.  

The OAS would like to encourage the NAS to look towards creating a set of standards that 
could be used on a national level. These standards should address free release of material and 
guidance or standards for restricted release of material (for recycling or reuse of material with 
slight contamination). This approach is similar to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's tiered 
approach to termination of licensed sites. Different uses of radioactive material (including 
oilfield and pipeline diffuse NORM and activated components of accelerators in addition to 
materials covered under the AEA) need to be considered.  

Whenever standards are drafted, there must be discussions with regulators (including NRC, 
EPA, and states), licensees, professional societies, members of the public, and other federal 
entities (such as the Army Corps of Engineers and the Department of Energy). Consensus on 
standards is difficult to achieve, but there should not be differing standards for different 
regulatory agencies or federal entities.  

These comments are purposefully brief because of the late hour of the day, and because you 
will be receiving more specific comments from individual states. This issue will have an 
impact on states, and the members of the OAS are interested to hear about your progress on 
this issue. In fact, you may want to consider presenting information and obtaining additional 
comment and feedback at the OAS Annual Meeting in Santa Fe later this year (October 8-10).



tornmments on Clearance Rules 
Organization of Agreement States 

Presented by John Erickson, Washington Division of Radiation Protection 

On behalf of the Organization of Agreement States (OAS) I would like to thank the National 

Academy of Sciences for the opportunity to provide comments on Clearance rulemaking 

issues. The OAS understands that you are hearing comments from several states on issues 

important to their particular state regarding clearance of radioactive material. The information 

presented by those states should help you understand the scope and range of issues important 

to states in general.  

The OAS would like to encourage the NAS to look towards creating a set of standards that 

could be used on a national level. These standards should address free release of material and 

guidance or standards for restricted release of material (for recycling or reuse of material with 

slight contamination). This approach is similar to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's tiered 

approach to termination of licensed sites. Different uses of radioactive material (including 

oilfield and pipeline diffuse NORM and activated components of accelerators in addition to 

materials covered under the AEA) need to be considered.  

h•nenever standards are drafted, there must be discussions with regulators (including NRC, 

EPA, and states), licensees, professional societies, members of the public, and other federal 

entities (such as the Army Corps of Engineers and the Department of Energy). Consensus on 

standards is difficult to achieve, but there should not be differing standards for different 

regulatory agencies or federal entities.  

These comments are purposefully brief because of the late hour of the day, and because you 

will be receiving more specific comments from individual states. This issue will have an 

impact on states, and the members of the OAS are interested to hear about your progress on 

this issue. In fact, you may want to consider presenting information and obtaining additional 

comment and feedback at the OAS Annual Meeting in Santa Fe later this year (October 8-10).
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Committee on Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid Materials from Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission - Licensed Facilities 

Meeting #2 
March 26' - March 28', 2001 

by 
Kathleen McAllister, Chair 

CRCPD's E-23 Committee on Resource Recovery and Radioactivity 

INTRODUCTION 

Let me start by expressing my appreciation for being invited to participate in this important 
meeting. The control of solid materials from licensed facilities is a major National issue and this meeting 
of the National Academies' Committee on Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid Materials 
from Nuclear Regulatory Commission - Licensed Facilities provides an excellent platform for focusing 
attention on scientific evidence and policy issues.  

My experience includes working first as a civilian Physical Science Technician in the Naval 
Nuclear Propulsion Program, then as a Health Physicist for the New Hampshire Agreement State 
Program, and currently as a Radiation Control Officer for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' 
Agreement State Program and as chair of the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc.  
(CRCPD) E-23 Committee on Resource Recovery and Radioactivity. I am here today to express the 
views and recommendations of CRCPD's E-23 Committee.  

CRCPD is a nonprofit professional organization whose members include individuals in state and 
local government who regulate the use of radiation sources, and individuals with an interest in radiation 
protection. CRCPD was formed in 1968, and its primary purpose is to serve as a common forum for 
governmental radiation protection agencies to communicate with each other and to promote uniform 
radiation protection regulations and activities.  

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

CRCPD has been involved with issues concerning the control of solid materials for more than 
two decades. In 1981, its members passed a resolution asking the NRC and EPA to coordinate their 
efforts in establishing levels of concentrations of radioactive materials, specific to a particular waste 
stream, below which regulatory control is no longer required.  

In 1989, CRCPD issued a position statement affirming its support of coordination between the 
EPA and NRC for development of an individual dose criterion, and for establishing a policy and 
rulemaking based on sound, risk-based policy for exempting products or practices based on associated 
individual risks being trivial. States suggested establishing a reasonable frame of reference below which 
further regulation is unnecessary, and that demonstrates doses are as low as reasonably achievable 
without further cost-benefit analysis. CRCPD recommended 4 to 5 millirem because this was thought to 
be more appropriate than the range of 10 to 100 millirems being considered by NRC at that time. The 
recommendation was based on the possibility of exposure from combined exempted sources, regulatory 
actions already being taken with regard to licensed activities, and the recommendations of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).



IAEA had recommended that an individual effective dose equivalent in the range of 10 - 100 

microsieverts (1 - 10 millirems) per year would represent an associated risk that is trivial, and a risk 

which most experts can agree is acceptable.  

General consensus on this issue was said to be important, because inconsistencies between 

federal agencies are difficult to explain and justify to the public and licensees. States also recommended 

that NRC should coordinate any ensuing rulemaking efforts with other federal agencies, such as the 

Department of Transportation and the Department of Energy.  

Regulatory agency program managers in every state, which included those that had already 

entered into an Agreement with the NRC for the discontinuance of NRC authority over byproduct, source 

and special nuclear material below, certain concentrations within their state, those contemplating entering 

into an agreement. and those whose regulation of byproduct, source and special nuclear material 

remained under NRC's authority were participants to adoption of this resolution and position statement, 

which remain relevant to the matters under discussion today.  

BACKGROUNTD 

NRC and Agreement States (AS) ty-pically regulate through the issuance of specific license 

conditions or through the promulgation of generally applicable rules, with NRC's own regulatory 

program defining the level of protection to be achieved by AS programs. For purposes of compatibility, 

states must contain aspects of NRC's program to ensure conflicts, duplication of efforts, or gaps in the 

overall system of radiation protection in our nation from materials covered under Section 274 of the 

Atomic Energy Act (AEA) do not, occur.  

States must adopt requirements that are essentially identical to NRC's requirements regarding 

basic radiation protection standards and significant trans-boundary implications. However, states have 

flexibility for other NRC requirements. such as most licensing requirements, and they may impose more 

restrictive requirements than NRC as long as they have a health and safety basis and they do not preclude 

a practice that is in the national interest.  

In those cases where NRC has not established a requirement, a state has flexibility and discretion 

to adopt its own regulation, as long it maintains a program adequate and compatible to NRC's. This has 

resulted in differing approaches by states and NRC in establishing criteria for releasing slightly 

contaminated solid materials from licensed facilities. These differences are rooted in NRC's limited 

authority to apply its regulations and license conditions to only AEA material, the lack of generally 

applicable regulations promulgated by NRC to address the control of solid materials, and confusion with 

the interpretation and application of current guidance that addresses surface contaminated solid materials 

and not volumetrically contaminated materials.  

Both NRC and states currently approve the release of slightly contaminated solid materials from 

licensed facilities. Reactor licensees are allowed to release materials in accordance with criteria 

specified in NRC*s Reg Guide 1.86, w\Tith no additional approval process for their procedures used. For 

specific licensees, the criteria in RG- 1.86, or equivalent guidance documents are used for case-by-case 

evaluations, license conditions based on the guidance are used to establish release criteria, and some 

states have written release criteria into their regulations.

EXAMPLES OF CONFUSION FROM LACK OF UNI1FORM REGULATIONS



Improvements in radiation monitoring and detection capabilities since guidance on surface 
contaminated materials was developed have accentuated gaps and inconsistencies with application of the 
guidance and license conditions. Monitoring equipment used at a release location may have a less 
sensitive detection efficiency than monitoring equipment used at a destination site, such as a scrap yard 
or landfill.  

Very sensitive monitoring equipment has been installed at receiving facilities in order to 
intercept and protect workers and property from unexpected and improperly discarded stolen, lost or 
abandoned radioactive material. Monitoring equipment at landfills, incinerators and similar facilities is 
installed for the same reasons, and it is also used to ensure local environmental laws prohibiting burial or 
incineration of radioactive material are complied with.  

The increased sensitivity of instruments and increased utilization of monitoring equipment, 
especially at landfills, has resulted in the increased detection of radioactive materials. Occasionally an 
alarm involves a lost or abandoned discrete source requiring prompt intervention and control for 
radiation protection purposes, but much more frequently, it involves waste from discharged patients who 
have recently undergone medical procedures with dianostic and therapeutic radioactive materials.  

Patients often disregard, or do not understand, instructions given to them on the proper control and 
disposal of their wastes.  

Migration of solid. waste is "borderless" with regard to its transport and disposal, and this 
coupled with inconsistent regulations for safe, prompt, and legal disposition of a radioactive component 
to it has become not only a trans-border problem involving the states, but occasionally involving 
international trans-border issues between Canada and a state.  

Canada has performed safety evaluations and developed exemption quantities below which 
radioactive material is considered acceptable for disposal and unrestricted handling, with no further 
concern for its radioactive properties. Waste may be disposed of legally in Canada, but it causes 
confusion and aggravation when it is transported to, and detected in, the states.  

On a domestic level, accelerator produced radioactive material that is not covered under the 
AEA, and therefore not regulated by NRC, is also inadequately regulated by some states in which these 
medical procedures are performed. If this waste is transported to a monitored facility in a state that, by 
law, prohibits burial and incineration of radioactive material, its acceptance is refused in accordance with 
the facilities' permitting requirements. These, and similar situations involving patient waste, create a 
cascade of paperwork and expense for state agencies and the companies involved, it diverts resources 
from other priorities, and can indirectly serve to prolong the risk of exposure to far more serious 
consequences from chemical and biological contamination associated with the waste. Situations such as 
these occur daily, and do little to inspire confidence in a national system of meaningful radiation 
protection.  

Despite inconveniences caused to them by installing radiation monitoring equipment at their 
un-licensed facilities, it is reasonable to assume that landfills and scrap recycling yards, as well as 
municipal public sewer facilities, and possibly concrete facilities will take it upon themselves to install 
radiation monitoring equipment, not only to detect unexpected radioactive materials, but for purposes 
that are in addition to radiation safety concerns, such as protection from baseless liability claims, to 
address the fears and concerns of workers, and to prevent adverse public perceptions that could lead to a 
loss of customers or market share.

L .



These examples are meant to bring to the forefront concerns over every-day complications and 
confusions potentially recurring for states if a successful resolution to the issues and alternatives for 
controlling solid materials will apply only to NRC licensed facilities, and will not include the full scope 
of licensed activities regulated by AS.  

NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION 

Intentionally released solid materials slightly contaminated with byproduct, source and 
technologically enhanced naturally occurring radioactive material may inadvertently be combined with 
unintentionally disposed radioactive materials from stolen, lost or abandoned sources, as well as with 
disposed consumer products containing intentionally introduced radioactive materials specifically 
exempted from further regulatory control, all at a single process facility. Thereby causing these sources 
of radioactive materials to be combined during the recycling process and reintroduced into finished 
consumer products. Consequently, it is important to assure that considerations with respect to second, 
third, and even later generation consumer products are uniform and uniformly applied, and that 
assumptions and exposure pathway modeling includes conservative assessments on the potential that 
these types of sources will, on occasion, be combined, with particular attention paid to the 
re-concentration of radioactive materials in the byproducts from recycling such as slag.  

PROGRESS 

Substantial progress has been made by respected scientific bodies in verifying the underlying 
scientific evidence used as the basis for implementing risk-based decisions limiting ionizing radiation 
doses below which risk to human health and the environment can be readily described as reasonable and 
safe. With the current initiatives started by NRC, and investigations conducted by this honorable 
committee, this is a welcomed process for closing gaps in current regulations and associated guidance.  
Under the public participatory process. federal agencies, states, industry, environmental groups and 
members of the public are active participants in this process and are directly influencing the selection of 
uniform improvements. E-23's experience with this process has fortified our earlier recommendations to 
NRC, and we continue to advocate for the eventual promulgation of clear, consistent and enforceable 
regulations based upon a one millirem annual dose criterion and nuclide specific concentration guidelines.  

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. We recommend the promulgation of nationally applicable regulations, and development of 
concurrent guidance, that will address, but not necessarily be limited to, the following: 

Adequacy of survey techniques and instruments 

Training for personnel performing surveys

Survey requirements for objects with inaccessible and porous surfaces



Sampling methods for volumetric solids 

Core sampling procedures, or alternative methods for adequately measuring radioactivity 
in soils and concrete that have been exposed to neutron flux 

Survey and control methods for avoiding the improper release of items exposed to neutron 
flux that may potentially contain intemal activated components 

Sampling for alpha contamination 

Record keeping requirements 

Record retention 

2. Maximum permissible activity concentration levels should be derived for commodities containing 
long lived radionuclides from past accidents, atmospheric nuclear testing, and prior improper 
disposals.  

3. NRC and states should work as equal partners in an alliance to improve the control of solid 
materials and establish a uniform national regulatory system consistently adequate in protecting 
human health and the environment.  

4. Scientific evidence, consensus standards, and recommendations developed by respected 
organization such as CRCPD, OAS, NCRP, ICRP, IAEA, Health Physicis Society, and ANSI 
N 13.12 Committee should be the basis for technical decisions on dose-based criteria.  

5. Maintain a flow of communication aimed at resolving policy issues and generating consensus 
based on shared science
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Experiences 
Contaminah

With Release of 
'Solid Materials

"* Wastes 

"* Recyclable materif 

"• Products



Was tes 

• Soil 

* Waste water treatment sludge 

"* Electric arc furnace baghouse dust 
(NRC BTP) 

"• Calcium fluoride



Wastes

• Requests for J' sposa 
contaminated materiaL RCRA,

disposal facilities 
"* Reviewed as state equivalent 10 CFR 

20.2002 
"* Request may come from licensee or 

disposal facility



Considerations for Wastes 

"• Risk (RESRAD) < 1 mrem/yr.  

"• RCRA mixed waste that is not 
acceptable for disposal at an NRC or 
agreement state licensed facility 

"• Cost for disposal 

"* Disposal facilities generally in favor of 
receiving this material



Recycled Material 

"* Metals (' I iminum, carbon steel, lead) 

"* Reusable military and commercial 
equipment



Considerations for Recycled 
Material
* Risk (pathway 

- Exposure d 

Partitioning

ualysis) 

ng re&\c1 ding

_l the recy iing process

Exposure during use



Considerations for Recycled 
Material (cont.) 
"• Direct reuse or mixing with other 

"clean" material 

"* Future use of material 

"* Disposal cost and value of equipment 

* Recyclers generally not in favor of 
receiving this material



Products

* Fluorine ct mpou - gases

* Hydrofluoric acid - liqu,,



Considerations for Products 

SC has not to date approved any products 

"* Risk 

Human consumption or application 

Uses of the material 

"* Uses of products 

"* Value of products



Concerns 

"• Adequat, pathway evaluation 

"* Public p!•ception 

"* Detection at recyclers facilities 

"* Disposal capacity 

"* Costs
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"hW; Y did we need new regulations 
.*d a g for solid waste (SW)? 

4~guidance 
mitsý7atSW facilities say no "radioactivity" 

o��* meieW. facilities have installed radiation I 
d i.ctive materials (RAM) monitors 
e,,rences between monitors, policies, alarm 
-ointt ensitivity, modes of use, etc.  

a ms require response by facilities and BRP 

R staff responding to several alarms a week 

* A "quagmire" of national regulations and 
standards regarding the RAM involved

5



17-yid we need regs and guidance? 

curethe responses are appropriate from the 
ulic health & environmental standpoint 

raims sually involve PaDEP RP Program 
:ta fand, sometimes NRC or EPA staff 
-ostof o:'ý"the alarms result from radioactive 
ýterial that has been disposed of legally [i.e., 

nuclear medicine (NM) procedures; RAM w/ 
T1/2 < 65 days]
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mh'ydo we need regs and guidance? 

_ n n with the source / radioactive 
"mnterial possession is responsible to act 

* •ost:of thealarms are of little or no 
diol" al significance (ie., NM RAM) 

* c sts of response if RAM > 65 day TP/ 

,casified as low-level rad. waste who pays? 

* Hauler or SW facility may have to pay if 
originator can't be identified

7



.... have facilities been installing 
;inonitors without mandate ? 

p rotect their image and legal interests 

,urrentPaDEP permits prohibit 
S.Petng "radioactivity" 

s',tof facility cleanup if contaminated 
So'ncerned citizens & monitoring groups 

Concern for illegal disposal of LLRW

8



hd4& do we have this problem? 
ost. everything in the world contains some 

~0'divity, mostly of natural origins; but 
hre is, no accepted legal definition of what 

embe-dtectable as "radioactive," but of such 
S ic dose impact (i.e., health risk) as 

"vA4glittle need for regulatory control 
Now SW facility permit holder will have install 
radiation monitors and develop an "Action 
Plan" for alarm detection response

9



Saources of Radioactivity 
clear Medicine Procedures 

''no V, ed NM radioisotopes w/ T1/2 < 65 days 
Di•agostic or therapy procedures 

r•controlled to 30 mCi, use dose limit 
Ice u!•the patient, now dose based to 

eterm i!ne if patient leaves facility 
* .'cretaoto sanitary sewer - biosolids with RAM, 

or contaminated household items in trash 
* While in facility, contaminated items are 

controlled, but may get in trash accidentally

10



ources of Radioactivity 
SN uclear Medicine Procedures 

mmonly contaminated items in 
Ppit als or medical clinics 

(ona! hygiene items 

- Caiiiwipes, paper towels 
4ewspapers, magazines 

i'sls',tableware 
--edding ! 

- Anything else touched by patient 

• At home, much of above materials may 
get into trash

11



souUrces of Radioactivity 
9 Industry 

adiunmsources can be a major hazard 
ScadNRC General License (GL) RAM 
g static eliminators and thickness gauges 
le h or, lost sources: 
-e~ll oggers 
oisture Idensity gauges 

* Some RAM are not gamma emitters & can't be 
detected by usual monitors (e.g., GL tritium 
EXIT signs)

12



s' 'ources of Radioactivitye- NORM 
11,y Occurring Radioactive Material 

"�dmodia Radioactive Elements 
,e..s,._.entsince earth was formed 

y...ong half-lifes (billions of years) 
u••mi,•torium, and decay products 

tasu...m-40 (K-40) 

* Cosmogenic Radionuclides 
- Formed continuously through interactions of 
cosmic rays with air, e.g., C-14, Be-7, H-3

13



Sources of Radiation 

.... Items containing NORM or 
renIehnological1y Enhanced (TENORM)

* Oil & gas brines and 
sludges 

• Coal fly ash

* Coke slags 
* Metal processing 

slags 
* Media from water 

purification -Rn, Ra 
* Fire Bricks 
* Mineral Sands 
* Soils 
* Anything from earth

14



U

Sources.of Radiation •ources o11 

Consumer Products 

elluminous items 
W- .. Umeieces (tritium, radium, promethium) 

•auges for aircraft etc (same as timepieces) 
Tri'tium "EXIT" signs (hydrogen-3) 

okedetectors (Am-241) 

ottery [and glass] used natural uranium 
compounds for color in glazes 

* Gas lantern mantles (thorium)

15



Sources of Radiation 
-Consumer Products 

pticaienses - cameras, glasses, binoculars, 
Oseopes, etc. (thorium) 

ding -rods (thorium) 
ental porcelain (uranium) 

lrecovered from radon seeds used for 
trrstitial therapy (Pb-210) 

Fertilizers (uranium, radium, K-40) 
* Lite salt or road salt (KCI), or other potassium 

compounds (K-40)

16



j�t*v•-es of Regs and Guidance 

-p erV environment, public and workers 
omnecessary exposure 

ý.Ot ,• SW facility property from RAM 
tamination and costly decontamination 

1i? p" prevent unlawful disposal of controlled 

''........ facility operators in complying with 

revised regulations and permits 

* To conserve PaDEP / RP Program resources by 

reducing unnecessary response activity

17



W Regulations- Basic Limitations 
/Ifollowing radioactive material controlled under 

p•ificg•!ogeneral license or order authorized by any 
3wraJ'"'tate or other government agency shall not be 

qcssed tthe facility, unless specifically exempted 
n~disp~osal restrictions by an applicable 
Ujsy ania or federal statute or regulation: 

Uct material 
* S•ourcematerial 
* Special nuclear material 
• Transuranic radioactive material 
* Low-level radioactive waste

18



R lations Basic Limitations 

f!1•oWing radioactive material shall not be 
lisjosed/processed at the facility, unless approved in 
Frtigy the department and the disposal/processing 
oe n-otendanger the health and safety of the public 

fliVnvironment: 

&ta1Wedradioactive material from a patient having 

"udergone a medical procedure 

• Consumer products containing radioactive material 

The limitations in subsections () and () shall not apply 
to radioactive material as found in the undisturbed 
natural environment of the commonwealth.

19



SGuidance General 

ati ý(RAM, NARM, NORM, TENORM, etc.) 
ac'-,"': idp n g redrivers, sources, past events 
eeral 'Considerations 

,I.sonnen Training 
vionlitoring and detection of radiation 

'ýwareness of items containing RAM 
niti0l*response to detection 
otifications; internal/external (PaDEP) 

- Characterization 
- Disposition; reject, dispose/process onsite 

Record keeping

20



Guidance 
Action Plans 

Eroved Action Plan, can have a disposal 
fiofj or ;NM RAM, and small quantity of 

OR! :and consumer products 

inElsumr ary posted for facility personnel 

.t" personnel trained to plan 

* Proper response if alarm exceeded 

* Customer and waste hauler awareness 

* Ensure that at least one trained person on duty

21



Guidance 
Action Levels 

e Tw, average background + 10 giR h-1 (max) 
0AC4ION REQUIRED - Treat waste in 

_mamanner.  

e :ACTION LEVEL I 
oae-,erage background + 10 p.R h-r (max) ", all c .ause an alarm. INVESTIGATE.  

o...R h-1 limit on instrument background.  

ACTION LEVEL 2 
• Above 2 mR h-1 in vehicle cab, 50 mR h-1 any 

other surface, or contamination - notify PaDEP 
/ BRP and isolate waste and / or vehicle

22



Guidance 
-Detection and Initial Response 

'stemsmust alarm with 10 pR h-1 radiation 
-i"d-atýdetector element, with Cs-137 

st. detect50 keV and above gamma rays 

Sm'4r-iset-at no higher than average instrument 
ground + 10 R h-1 (maximize sensitivity, 

'ze, false alarms) 

* cNground is instrument response AT THAT 
LOCATION; may need to shield to 10 ýiR h-1 

* If wastes exceeds alarm set point, test again 

• Still above alarm set point - survey truck

23



Guidance 
Monitoring Equipment 

ponmends that facilities have suggested 
pes of mnitoring devices 

ie portal monitors to survey vehicles I SW 
- andheld instrument and 2 probes (Nal and 

pancake-"G-M) for dose rate and contamination 
- ortable -MCA 

nual ,calibration 
"* Daily performance source checks if used 
* Staff training on field use and maintenance

24



S.Guidance 

Detection & Initial Response 

cility's tuation specific Action Plan 

a•"measurements below Action Level 2, T½ 
<- 65_days and patient excreta, facility may have 

a~EP blanket approval for disposal option 

•2•m Ii :-cab and/or > 50 mR h-1 on surface, 
i "emovable contamination- isolate and call 

'~E1, BRP 
"* O,,NOT send driver back on road until proper 

action determined, and if needed, DOT 
Exemption obtained from PaDEP/BRP 

"• If waste rejected, PaDEP will need to know 
destination to notify other state agencies

25



Guidance 
''Characterization 

nfcation of radioisotope use i1rMCA for gamma spectroscopy 
65 days and NM RAM, see guidance 
• 6,,-days, see guidance 

S ayiave, to unload or hold in 
g... unated Area 

-Isolate vehicle, bag, or container 
- STOP, isolate vehicle from people, call 
PaDEP if Action Level 2 exceeded

26



Guidance 
Determining Origin 

A iver where the shipment came from 

dformation required by SW regs 

C, t -cation on containers or bags. Look for 
inrwith radiation labels while unloading.  

Vprinted material where radiation is 

• Assistance from PaDEP/BRP, perhaps NRC, 

DOE or EPA
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Guidance Disposition 

Ipb e of NM RAM with half life less than 65 
d mined by DEP not to endanger health 

Safkety of site staff, public and environment) 
'quantity TENORM and consumer 

ducts can be pre-approved too 
,pectlmost facilities will want blanket 
"ro.al of PaDEP in Action Plan, or 

*aDEP RP managers can approve case by case 

OR 
• Return to point of origin (with DOT Exemption 

manifest from PaDEP / BRP)

28



Gduidance Disposal Option 

,!pIes leof Nuclear Medicine RAM * 

tpe T-1/2 
ý- g6m hr 

1;.;201 .. 3.0 days 
G-ý-7: •ý:'67 3.3 days 

~1-i31 8 days 

* About 95% of alarms to date are from patient 

contaminated solid waste

29



Guidance - Disposal Option 

TENORM 
N Msurface dose rate < 50 ptR h-" 5 cm combined radium activity < 5.0 pCi/g, and 

9q) o ne cubic meter - facility can dispose / 
1 esswith DEP approval 
Ig ermitted with BRP Director approval, 

if pathways analysis demonstrates annual dose 
to maximum exposed person is less than 10 
mrem yr-' air, 4 mrem yr-1 DW, and 25 mrem 
yr-' for a total from all exposure pathways

30



Guidance - Disposition 

$ia~ys, except NORM TENORM 

TION LEVEL 1 Reject and return 
o oint-of origin (with DOT Exemption Form 

-.B"), or arrange for proper recovery and 

bove ACTION LEVEL 2 - Respond in 
consultation with PaDEP / BRP, and perhaps 
U.S. NRC or EPA

31



Guidance 
Records & Notification 

• perationai * DEP Notification 
ate/time/location 

- For DOT Exemption e time/lo'catio 

rief Narrative - For disposal NM 
RAM w/ T/< 65 uynfo 0on origin -Stoe ID iff known ope++++: ID i known Immediate if Action 

ame, address, Level 2 exceeded 
tel.# of hauler/ Annual report of 
supplier/driver ID detected RAM 

- Final deposition 
(dispose/reject)

32
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Guidance 
APPENDICES 

EPcontact and tel.# for notification, by 
_onnormal and off-hours 

-AM activ ities for released patients 
de••ines for monitoring equipment 

I idelines for Action Plans 

e ka•ckground information on RAM in 
solid waste 
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ISSUES TO CONSIDER 

* General Licensed sources in the recycle and solid waste stream 

(e.g., gauges with RAM and tritium EXIT signs) 

* Other Orphan Sources in the solid waste stream (e.g., RaBe) 

* Exempt RAM in the solid waste stream (e.g., Am-241 smoke 

detectors) 

* Consumer products in the solid waste stream (e.g., radium dial 

clocks and watches); a "Universal Waste" analogy? 

* NORM or TENORM in the solid waste stream into RCRA 

Re-concentrated RAM in sewage treatment plants (e.g., Kiski 

Valley and Royersford) 

Waste from Specific Licensed sites that have terminated 

operations and used the new 25 mremlyr dose-based License 

Termination Rule 

Other site RAM cleanups, e.g., Ra operations, CERCLA, 

FUSRAP, DOE, imported materials from over-seas, etc.  

Short-lived RAM from animal and human patient nuclear 

medicine procedures contamination in the solid waste stream 

Some cities in USA collect waste contaminated with short-lived 

RAM; alternately use a special tag to prevent landfill alarms? 

UK considering using landfills for all short-lived LLRW 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Bureau of Radiation Protection and 

Bureau of Land Recycling and Waste Management 

DOCUMENT NUMBER: 250-3100-001 

TITLE: Final Guidance Document on Radioactivity Monitoring at Solid Waste 

Processing and Disposal Facilities.  

EFFECTIVE DATE: September 16, 2000 

AUTHORITY: Solid Waste Management, Act of July 7, 1980, P.L., No. 97, as amended, 

35 P.S. Sections 6018.101-6018.1003; Radiation Protection Act, Act of July 10, 1984, 

P.L. 688, No. 147, 35 P.S. Sections 7110.101-71 3 1.1101; The Administrative Code of 

1929, Section 1917-A, 71 P.S. Section 510-17; Solid Waste Regulations, 25 Pa. Code 

Chapters 273, 277, 279, 281, 283, 284, 288, 289, 293, 295 and 297; Radiological Health 

Regulations, 25 Pa. Code Chapters 215-240.  

POLICY: To protect the environment and the public health, safety and welfare from the 

possible dangers of radioactive material that is delivered to solid waste processing and 

disposal facilities.  

APPLICABILITY: This guidance document applies to all owners and operators of solid 

waste processing and disposal facilities that are required by regulation to monitor for 

radiation from incoming loads of waste, and to those facilities that choose to monitor 

even though not required. This guidance document also applies to all Department 

personnel and activities involved with waste facility permitting, operations and 

enforcement, radiation protection, grants, monitoring, administration and emergency 

response.  

DISCLAIMER: The policies and procedures outlined in this guidance document are 

intended to supplement existing requirements. Nothing in the policies or procedures will 

affect regulatory requirements.  

The policies and procedures herein are not an adjudication or a regulation. There is no 

intent on the part of the Department to give these rules that weight or deference. This 

document establishes the framework, within which DEP will exercise its administrative 

discretion in the future. DEP reserves the discretion to deviate from this policy statement 

if circumstances warrant.  

PAGE LENGTH: 44 pages 

LOCATION: Volume 5, Tab 7 

DEFINITIONS: See attached.
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DEFINITIONS 

Absorbed Dose: 

Activity:

Measure of energy absorbed by material iriteracting with radiation.  

The unit in the older conventional system is the rad, which is equal 

to the energy of 100 ergs per gram of irradiated material. In the 

System International (SI), the unit for absorbed dose is the gray 

(Gy), which is equal to 100 rads.  

Rate of decay for radioactive material. The older conventional unit 

is the curie (Ci). The System International (SI) unit is becquerel 

(Bq), where ICi = 3.7 x 1010 Bq.

Byproduct Material: (1) Radioactive material, except special nuclear material, yielded 

in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to the 

process of producing or utilizing special nuclear material and (2) 

the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration 

of uranium or thorium from ore processed primarily for its source 

material content, including discrete surface wastes resulting from 

uranium or thorium solution extraction processes. Underground 

ore bodies depleted by these solution extraction operations do not 

constitute "byproduct material" within this definition. (10 CFR § 

20.1003) 

Decay: Transformation of atoms of a radioactive element to atoms of 

another by emission of alpha or beta particles (positive or 

negative), or gamma rays from its nucleus, The resulting decay 

product may be radioactive or stable.  

Department or DEP:The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection.

Dose Equivalent:

DOT: 

DOE:

The dose of an ionizing radiation that will cause the same 

biological effect as one rad of x rays or gamma-rays. In the older 

conventional system, the unit is the rem. In the SI system, the unit 

is the sievert (Sv), ISv = 100 rem. Dose equivalent is calculated 

by multiplying absorbed dose (rad, Gy) by a quality factor (QF) 

that accounts for the effectiveness of the radiation, relative to 

gamma or x rays, in causing a biological effect, i.e., rem = 

rad x QF; Sv = Gy x QF. (Note: For this guidance, and x ray or 

gamma radiation, rem = rad = R.)

The U.S. Department of Transportation.  

The U.S. Department of Energy.
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EPA:

Exposure Rate: 

Half-life: 

Isotope: 

Multichannel 
Analyzer (MCA):

NARM:

NORM:

NRC:

Radioactive 
Material (RAM): 

Radiation:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. (Note: According to 
the revised Federal Radiation Emergency Response Plan 
(FRERP), EPA is responsible for providing assistance to states in 
managing incidents involving radioactive material of unknown 
origin that is found outside of Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) licensed facilities unless the radioactive material is clearly 
associated with a ARC licensee, in which case the NRC assumes 
responsibility for assistance. In general, federal agencies provide 
assistance at the request of the state.) 

An older measurement quantity of intensity for x ray or gamma 
radiation causing ionization of air. It is still in practical use in the 
U.S.A.; measured in roentgen (R) or microroentgen (QR) per unit 
time, usually an hour, as in Rh-1 or gRh-W, I R = 2.58 E-4 C/kg of 
air.  

The time required for half the atoms of a quantity of a radioactive 
material to decay or become transformed to another nuclide.  

A chemical element with the same atomic number (i.e., number of 
protons), but different atomic mass.  

An electronic instrument which, when coupled with an 
appropriate detector, can determine the energy associated with 
various radiations and thereby identify the radioactive material 
emitting the radiation.  

Naturally occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive material.  
The term does not include byproduct, source or special nuclear 
material, 

Naturally occurring radioactive material is a radioisotope that is 
radioactive in its natural physical state, not man-made, but does not 
include source or special nuclear material.  

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which is the federal 
agency responsible for the regulation of power and research 
reactors, and radioactive materials produced in nuclear reactors, 
and certain quantities of uranium and thorium.  

A material - solid, liquid or gas - which emits radiation 
spontaneously.  

The ionizing particles (alpha, beta, others) or photons (x or 
gamma ray) emitted by radioactive materials in the process of 
decay or nuclear transformation.
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A radioactive isotope of an element.

Source Material: (1) Uranium or thorium or any combination of uranium and 

thorium in any physical or chemical form; or (2) ores which 

contain, by weight, 0.05 percent or more, of uranium, thorium, or 

any combination of uranium and thorium. Source material does 

not include special nuclear material. (10 CFR § 20.1003) 

Special Nuclear (1) Plutonium, uranium-2 3 3 , uranium enriched in the isotope 233 

or Material: in the isotope 235, and in any other material that the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, pursuant to the provisions of section 51 

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 determines to be special nuclear 

material, but does not include source material; or (2) any material 

artificially enriched by any of the foregoing but does not include 

source material. The term "Department" shall be substituted for 

the term "Commission" when the Department assumes Agreement 

State status from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (10 CFR § 

20.1003) 

TEDE: Total effective dose equivalent. Means the sum of the deep dose 

equivalent (for external exposures) and the committed effective 

dose equivalent (for internal exposures). (10 CFR § 20.1003.) 

TENORM: Technologically enhanced naturally occurring radioactive 

materials. It is naturally occurring radioactive material not 

specifically subject to regulation under the laws of the 

Commonwealth or Atomic Energy Act (Public Law 83-703, 68 

Stat. 921, 42 U.S.C. §2011 et seq.), but whose radionuclide 

concentrations or potential for human exposure have been 

increased above levels encountered in the undisturbed natural 

environment by human activities.  

Transuranic (TRU) The term "transuranic radioactive material" means material 

Radioactive contaminated with elements that have an atomic number greater 

Material: than 92, including neptunium, plutonium, americium and curium.  

TRU waste disposal is strictly regulated by the NRC and DOE.
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TECHNICAL GUIDANCE 

Background 

The Department has the responsibility of protecting the health and safety of the citizens 
of the Commonwealth and the environment from toxic and hazardous materials in the 
environment. This includes most sources of radiation. With increasing frequency, 
radioactive materials have been detected in the municipal waste stream by monitors 
installed at waste processing and disposal facilities. Radioactive material (RAM) can 
also appear in the residual waste stream. Sometimes the radiation comes from naturally 
occurring radioactive material (NORM), but most often it comes from man-made 
radioactive materials. Man-made radioisotopes are regulated by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and / or the individual states. Accelerator-produced 
radioactive materials are regulated by the Commonwealth. Naturally occurring 
radioactive materials (NORM) are not regulated in Pennsylvania unless resulting 
radiation doses exceed the limits set forth in Title 25, Chapter 219 of the Pennsylvania 
Code. However, in the case of radium-226, the Commonwealth can regulate individual 
discrete sources above 0.1 microcurie ([iCi), as set forth in Chapter 217. Thus, one can 
have RAM that is regulated (through specific or general license), unregulated, 
deregulated, or exempted from regulation by a variety of federal and state regulatory 
authorities, and yet the material may cause a solid waste facility radiation monitor to 
alarm.  

Almost everything in the world contains small amounts of radioactive elements, which in 
turn emit radiation. Most radiation found in the natural environment comes from NORM 
and cosmic radiation from space, with minor amounts from past above ground testing of 
nuclear weapons, the nuclear fuel cycle, and perhaps effluents from medical and 
industrial uses of radioisotopes. Most of the alarm events with radiation monitoring of 
the municipal waste stream in Pennsylvania have been from short-lived isotopes often 
used in medical procedures. However, a number of very dangerous RAM sources have 
been recovered in recent years (e.g., 4.2 Ci Ir-192 and 20 mCi radium-beryllium neutron 
sources). It is possible that the medical isotopes are getting into the waste stream directly 
from the medical facilities via contaminated items getting into general trash by mistake.  
Alternately, the contaminated items are discarded in municipal waste from homes of 
patients who have had nuclear medicine procedures and been discharged from the 
treating facility. Other credible routes to the waste stream include contaminated items 
being discarded in regular trash containers by mistake from clinical or research 
laboratories, industrial facilities, misplaced encapsulated RAM sources, and construction, 
residual or industrial waste containing NORM, TENORM or other types of radioactive 
material.
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State and federal regulations require that those who are licensed to handle radioactive 

materials will maintain strict controls relative to the use and disposal of the material, and 

will take appropriate actions to prevent unauthorized releases of radioactive materials in 

solid waste. Nonetheless, for some radioactive materials licensed by NRC or state 

regulations, once radioisotopes have been administered to patients, and are not likely to 

cause a dose to an individual above the proscribed public dose limit, the RAM is no 

longer regulated and patients can be discharged from the treating facilities. The potential 

amount of radioisotope in a patient's body that may be released from a medical facility is 

noted in NRC Regulatory Guide 8.39.1 It should be noted, even small amounts of 

radioisotopes used for diagnostic tests or radioactivity retained on items touched by 

patients may emit enough radiation to set off a facility radiation monitoring alarm.  

Licensees are encouraged to investigate ways of effectively monitoring institutional 

waste streams coming from facilities using radioactive material before the waste leaves 

the facility. The NRC has recently issued guidance to RAM licensees for the 

"Management of Wastes Contaminated with Radioactive Materials" in Information 

Notice 99-33.  

Additionally, there are a number of consumer and industrial items containing RAM in 

general use that are distributed under a regulatory "exemption" or "general license;" that 

is, the fabricator or distributor must be licensed but the individual owner/user does not 

have a "specific license." Examples of exempt RAM include some types of smoke 

detectors, self-luminous watches or clocks, and many others. Some of these consumer 

items, like smoke detectors are assumed by the NRC to be discarded in municipal waste 

during their normal life cycle, however return to the manufacturer is recommended.  

Other RAM is supposed to be returned to the manufacturer for proper recycle or low

level radioactive waste disposal (e.g., self-luminous tritium EXIT signs). For the more 

hazardous higher activity sources, the NRC and the Department are presently developing 

registration requirements to inventory generally licensed (GL) devices used in industry 

and other areas.  

It is interesting to note the first time an alarm went off at one large landfill in 

Pennsylvania, the cause was a load of sludge containing TENORM (specifically radium

226) from a facility that treated oil and gas well brine. Similarly, most rocks, bricks, 

gypsum wall board, slag from metal processing, waste from coal ash or coke processing, 

and similar residuals contain some natural radioactivity. Depending on their origin, these 

materials may emit enough radiation to set off the radiation alarms at solid waste 

facilities. These are all examples of NORM or TENORM.  

Regulatory Guide 8.39, Release of Patients Administered Radioactive Materials. U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Comission , Washington, DC April 1997. A copy of the relevant table from Regulatory Guide 

8.39 is attached to this guidance document as Exhibit B.
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Given the above examples of RAM that may set off waste facility radiation alarms, 
materials that are regulated, deregulated, exempt or unregulated, there are no current 
standards for radiation monitor alarm set points, and the potential for serious impact on 
human health and the environment - the DEP Bureaus of Radiation Protection and Land 
Recycling and Waste Management have recommended to the Department's Solid Waste 
Advisory Committee and the Environmental Quality Board, that the Department 
promulgate regulations requiring monitoring for radiation and radioactive materials at the 
following types of facilities: 

SMunicipal w aste landfills. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 273) 
o Construction/demolition waste landfills. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 277) 
* Municipal Waste transfer facilities. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 279) 
* Commercial municipal waste composting facilities that will receive sewage 

sludge or unseparated municipal waste, or both. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 281) 
o Resource recovery and other municipal waste processing facilities.  

(25 Pa. Code Ch. 283) 
* Commercial infectious or chemotherapeutic waste processing facilities.  

(25 Pa. Code Ch. 284) 

* Noncaptive residual waste landfills. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 288) 
o Noncaptive residual waste disposal impoundments. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 289) 
o Noncaptive residual waste transfer facilities. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 293) 

* Noncaptive residual waste composting facilities. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 295) 
* Noncaptive residual waste incinerators and other noncaptive residual waste 

processing facilities. (25 Pa. Code Ch. 297) 

Operators of these facilities must comply with the new regulatory requirements as they 
are adopted and phased in. Requirements may be implemented by following the 
recommendations of this guidance document. Briefly, the facilities will have to be 
equipped with suitable gamma radiation detection devices to monitor incoming loads of 
waste for radioactive materials in the waste, and will be required to have an appropriate 
Action Plan that is approved by the Department. These, and the other applicable 
requirements and recommendations, are discussed herein. It is the Department's belief 
that these regulations and guidance will be a model for all solid waste facility operators 
that monitor for radioactive material in incoming waste loads. For Pennsylvania solid 
waste facilities not required to monitor, but wish to do so as a best management practice, 
this guidance document should be followed.
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General Considerations 

Detecting radiation and dealing with radioactive materials in the waste stream is a 

multiple phase process, including: 

"* Monitoring and detection of gamma radiation, 

"* Personnel Training, 

"* Awareness of items that may contain RAM, 

"* Initial response to the detection of RAM, 

"* Notifications - within the company, to DEP, and to others as necessary, 

"* Characterization, 
"* Disposition, and 

"* Record keeping.  

The details of these phases may vary somewhat with the type of facility; but in most 

respects they are similar, except for disposition of the radioactive material. In some cases 

the facility may have the option of onsite processing or disposal with Department 

concurrence or pre-approval. Alternately, the waste load may be rejected. However, 

once RAM has been identified in the waste, it may not be transported on public roads 

without an evaluation for compliance with DOT regulations. The Department has the 

authority to exempt carriers from DOT regulations with the scenario of RAM in waste if 

certain conditions are satisfied.  

Action Plans 

The Department's regulations require specified facilities to have an approved Action Plan 

to give direction to operating staff and facility users regarding procedures for detecting 

and dealing with radioactive material in the waste stream. Action Plans will be part of 

the solid waste facility permit by modification, and must be approved by the Department.  

Guidance for preparation of Action Plans and their content is described below, and is also 

provided in Appendix D. As part of the submission of a proposed Action Plan, the 

Department may approve the processing and / or disposal of short lived RAM (e.g., 

1-131, Tc-99m, T1-201, etc.) from a patient having undergone a medical procedure, small 

quantities of TENORM, and consumer products containing RAM. This will require 

providing appropriate justification and / or pathway analysis for modeling potential 

public and facility staff doses.
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Dose Limits for Public and Workers 

The public and occupational annual dose limits that will be utilized by the Department in 
evaluating proposed Action Plans are as follows: 

Facility staff- 5,000 mrem (considered as "occupationally" exposed) 
Facility staff- 100 mrem (if considered member of the "public") 
Vehicle driver - 100 mrem (considered member of the public) 
General Public - 4 mrem (for the drinking water pathway) 
General Public - 10 mrem (for the air pathway) 
General Public - 25 mrem (all pathways combined) 

The above public radiation dose limits are all TEDE, where an external deep dose and 
internal committed dose is summed. It is important to emphasize that all public and 
facility staff exposure to radiation should be maintained as-low-as-reasonably-achievable 
(ALARA). As stated above, some facility staff may be considered members of the 
public, if it is unlikely they will exceed the 100 mrem per year dose limit. However, 
certain personnel may be considered occupationally exposed workers if higher exposures 
are anticipated (e.g., the individual that may be performing vehicle surveys). The Action 
Plan should include consideration of relevant requirements outlined in the Department's 
Standards for Protection Against Radiation (25 Pa Code Ch. 219) and Notices, 
Instructions and Reports to Workers (25 Pa Code Ch. 220) if personnel are to be 
considered occupationally exposed.  

In all reviews of proposed Action Plans, the Department will perform evaluations to 
ensure solid waste processing or disposal does not endanger the environment, facility 
staff and public health and safety. Therefore proposed Action Plans should describe the 
potential exposure pathways for members of the general public, and how these expected 
doses were modeled. For certain solid waste facilities where processing solid waste may 
release RAM to the environment, the Department recommends the use of basic and 
conservative regulatory computer codes for such pathway analysis and dose modeling, 
e.g., the EPA's CAP88 or DOE/NRC's RESRAD codes. These codes and support 
documentation can be downloaded from various internet web sites. However, valid 
manual calculations using dispersion equations and published dose conversions factors 
are equally acceptable to the Department.
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Detection of Radiation 

The Department's revised solid waste regulations require radiation monitoring and 

response at the solid waste facilities specified above. Additionally, the regulations state 

that the radiation detector elements shall be as close as practical to the waste load, and in 

an appropriate geometry to monitor the waste. The Action Plan should require 

notification to the Department for conditions specified in the regulations (i.e., 

radiological conditions noted below in Action Level Two), the detection of prohibited 

RAM, or the case when a waste load is rejected and a DOT Exemption Form must be 

issued. Action Plans should address the two basic scenarios, or Action Levels, when 

radiation is detected from a truck or waste container: 

1. Action Level One: A radiation monitor alarm at the facility indicating the 

potential presence of radioactive material in a waste load.  

(Note: The regulations require a gamma exposure rate from a cesium -137 source, at a 

level no higher that 10 pR h-1 above the average local background, at any detector 

element, shall cause an alarm at the facility. Instrument background shall be kept below 

10 mR h-1 using shielding if needed, and the system shall be set to detect gamma ray 

energies of 50 kiloelectron volts and higher.) 

2. Action Level Two: Radiation dose rates of 20 ý.Sv h-1 (2 mrem h-) or greater in 

the cab of the waste transport vehicle, 500 !.Sv h-' (50 mrem h-) or greater from 

any other surface, or the detection of contamination on the outside of the vehicle 

shall require immediate notification of the Department, and isolation of the 

vehicle.  

Measurements should be made in accordance with guidance provided in Appendix D.
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IDENTIFICATION AND DISPOSITION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 
FOUND IN THE WASTE STREAM 

1. Landfill or Disposal Impoundment 

A. RAM from Patients Having Undergone a Nuclear Medicine 
Procedure 
If the gamma spectroscopy or other measurement indicates the radiation is 
from a radioisotope with a half-life of 65 days or less, the DEP Area 
Health Physicist may authorize the contents of the waste load to be 

processed and/or disposed of immediately. (See Appendix A for 
telephone numbers during normal and non-business hours.) This is 
provided there is a high likelihood, through radioisotope identification, the 

RAM is from a patient having undergone a medical procedure, and the 
disposal does not endanger the health or safety of the facility staff, the 
public or the environment. Alternately, as noted above, the facility may 
provide justification (e.g., considering the facility's engineered barriers, all 

the RAM will decay in place) in the proposed Action Plan, and apply for a 
blanket approval to dispose of short lived RAM from patients treated with 
radioisotopes.  

For reference, the total estimated radioactivity that may be released in a 
patient is detailed in NRC Regulatory Guide 8.39, which is duplicated in 

Appendix B as Table 1. The solid waste facility operator will always have 
the option to reject any waste load causing an alarm; however, no vehicle 
containing RAM shall leave the facility without written approval and an 
authorized DOT Exemption Form issued by the Department.  

Upon formal request and appropriate environmental analysis, the 
Department's Director of the Bureau of Radiation Protection may 
authorize disposal of RAM with a half-life greater than 65 days, if the 
material is not under state or federal regulatory controls and / or disposal 
restrictions. (See Appendix D for additional guidance.) 

B. Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material 
If the gamma spectroscopy or other measurement indicates the radiation is 
from NORM or TENORM, the Action Plan should outline an approach to 
determine the nature of the waste, or perhaps cover material, entering the 
facility. If the radiation source is determined to be from the undisturbed 
natural environment of the Commonwealth (e.g., cover material soil or 
rock with elevated NORM levels), then there are no disposal restrictions 
and the material can be accepted at the facility. Similarly, if the source is 
determined to be potassium or any related compound (e.g., potassium 
permanganate used for odor control), with a natural abundance K-40, there 
are no processing or disposal restrictions.
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In the case where process knowledge would indicate the presence of 

TENORM, the DEP Area Health Physicist may authorize immediate 

disposal. However, the following conditions must be satisfied: a) the 

volume of waste does not exceed one cubic meter, b) the gamma radiation 

level at a distance of 5 cm from any source surface does not exceed 0.5 

[ISv h-1 (50 treta h-1), and c) the concentration of combined radium 

isotopes does not exceed 5.0 pCi g-1. A facility may submit, in their 

proposed Action Plan, to obtain a blanket approval for disposal of such 

small quantities of waste with TENORM. For a blanket approval, the 

applicant shall provide appropriate justification (e.g., presence of 

engineered barriers) in the proposed Action Plan. Disposal of waste with 

TENORM of higher volumes, emitting higher radiation levels, or at higher 

radium concentrations, may be approved by the Department's Director of 

the Bureau of Radiation Protection. Such evaluations shall require the 

appropriate environmental assessment and pathway analysis to 

demonstrate that the annual dose to any member of the public is unlikely 

to exceed those values noted above. (See Appendix D for additional 

guidance.) 

Again, the facility operator may reject any waste load causing an alarm, 

however, no vehicle containing RAM shall leave the facility without 

written Department approval and an authorized DOT exemption form.  

C. Consumer Products Containing Radioactive Material 

If certain consumer products containing radioactive material are observed 

in waste or cause an alarm - and are subsequently identified through a 

visual means to be an individual commodity smoke detector, radium dial 

watch / clock, exempt thorium metal alloy (e.g., welding rod), or uranium 

glaze / glass product - a facility may propose in their Action Plan that 

such an individual waste product be disposed of immediately. A recent 

life cycle analysis of these exempt RAM sources by the NRC notes that 

the above public dose limits will not be exceeded in such a disposal 

scenario (see NRC NUREG-1717). The facility Action Plan could have 

such an allowed disposal scenario for the specific individual items noted 

above, but should prohibit the disposal of aggregate quantities of these 

exempt devices or other products without written approval by the 

Department. It is recommended that smoke detectors, when found, be 

returned to the manufacturer for appropriated disposal. If a "generally 

licensed" tritium EXIT sign is found in any waste stream, it shall be 

returned to a licensed manufacturer for recycle or shipped for proper low

level radioactive waste disposal.
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Consumer products containing exempt radioactive materials may be 
recovered by the facility, and stored for ultimate disposal as low level 
radioactive waste by the operator. Alternately, the facility operator may 
reject any waste load causing an alarm; however, no vehicle containing 
RAM shall leave the facility without written Department approval and an 
authorized DOT exemption form.  

2. Other Facilities 

A. RAM from Patients Having Undergone a Nuclear Medicine 
Procedure 
If the gamma spectroscopy or other measurement indicates the radiation is 
from a radioisotope with a half-life of 65 days or less, the DEP Area 
Health Physicist may authorize the contents of the waste load to be 
processed and/or disposed of immediately. (See Appendix A for 
telephone numbers during normal and non-business hours.) This is 
provided there is a high likelihood, through radioisotope identification, the 
RAM is from a patient having undergone a medical procedure, and the 
disposal does not endanger the health or safety of the facility staff, the 
public or the environment. Alternately, the facility may provide in the 
proposed Action Plan, the justification through modeling that the above 
general public dose limits are met, and apply for a blanket approval to 
dispose of short lived RAM from patients treated with radioisotopes.  

For reference, the total estimated radioactivity that may be released in a 
patient is detailed in NRC Regulatory Guide 8.39, which is duplicated in 
Appendix B as Table 1. The solid waste facility operator will always have 
the option to reject any waste load causing an alarm, or forward the waste 
load to a solid waste facility that will process or dispose of the material.  
However, no vehicle containing RAM shall leave the facility without 
written approval and an authorized DOT Exemption Form issued by the 
Department.  

Upon formal request and appropriate environmental analysis, the 
Department's Director of the Bureau of Radiation Protection may 
authorize processing or disposal of RAM with a half-life greater than 65 
days, if the material is not under state or federal regulatory controls and/ 
or disposal restrictions. (See Appendix D for additional guidance.)
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B. Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material 

If the gamma spectroscopy or other measurement indicates the radiation is 

from NORM or TENORM, the Action Plan should outline an approach to 

determine the nature of the waste entering the facility. If the radiation 

source is determined to be from the undisturbed natural environment of 

the Commonwealth (e.g., soil or rock with elevated NORM levels), then 

there are no processing or disposal restrictions and the material can be 

accepted at the facility. Similarly, if the source is determined to be 

potassium or any related compound (e.g., potassium permanganate used 

for odor control), with a natural abundance K-40, there are no processing 

or disposal restrictions.  

In the case where process knowledge would indicate the presence of 

TENORM, the DEP Area Health Physicist may authorize immediate 

disposal. However, the following conditions must be satisfied: a) the 

volume of waste does not exceed one cubic meter, b) the gamma radiation 

level at a distance of 5 cm from any source surface does not exceed 0.5 

ýtSv h-1 (50 ýirem h-1), c) the concentration of combined radium isotopes 

does not exceed 5.0 pCi g-, and d) the processing or disposal of such 

material will not cause any above stated general pubic dose limit to be 

exceeded. A facility may submit, in their proposed Action Plan, to obtain 

a blanket approval for disposal of such small quantities of waste with 

TENORM. For a blanket approval, the applicant shall provide appropriate 

justification and modeling in the proposed Action Plan.  

Processing or disposal of waste with TENORM of higher volumes, 

emitting higher radiation levels, or at higher radium concentrations, may 

be approved by the Department's Director of the Bureau of Radiation 

Protection. Such evaluations shall require the appropriate environmental 

assessment and pathway analysis to demonstrate that the annual dose to 

any member of the general public is unlikely to exceed those values noted 

above. (See Appendix D for additional guidance.) 

Again, the facility operator may reject, or forward to a landfill that will 

accept it, any waste load causing an alarm. However, no vehicle 

containing RAM shall leave the facility without written Department 

approval and an authorized DOT Exemption Form.
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C. Consumer Products Containing Radioactive Material 
If certain consumer products containing radioactive material are observed 
in waste or cause an alarm - and are subsequently identified through a 
visual means to be an individual commodity smoke detector, radium dial 
watch / clock, exempt thorium metal alloy (e.g., welding rod), or uranium 
glaze / glass product - a facility may propose in their Action Plan that 
such an individual waste product be processed or disposed of immediately.  
A recent life cycle analysis of these exempt RAM sources by the NRC 
notes that the above public dose limits should not be exceeded in such 
processing or disposal scenario (see NRC NUREG-1717). The facility 
Action Plan could have such an allowed processing or disposal scenario 
for the specific individual items noted above, but should prohibit the 
processing or disposal of aggregate quantities of these exempt devices or 
other products without written approval by the Department. It is 
recommended that smoke detectors, when found, be returned to the 
manufacturer for appropriated disposal. If a "generally licensed" tritium 
EXIT sign is found in any waste stream, it shall be returned to a licensed 
manufacturer for recycle or shipped for proper low-level radioactive waste 
disposal.  

Consumer products containing exempt radioactive materials may be 
recovered by the facility, and stored for ultimate disposal as low level 
radioactive waste by the operator. Alternately, the facility operator may 
reject, or forward to a landfill that will accept it, any waste load causing an 
alarm. However, no vehicle containing RAM shall leave the facility 
without written Department approval and an authorized DOT exemption 
form.  

3. Records and Reports 

A. Each person or municipality who operates a waste processing or disposal 
facility which has detected radioactive materials in any manner or radiation 
levels in excess of Action Level One to cause an alarm shall maintain records 
of each incident, containing the information set forth in section b, below, in 
the facility's daily operational record.
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B. The daily operational record should include information required by 

regulation, such as the following: 

1) Date, time and location of the occurrence, 

2) A brief narrative description of the occurrence, 

3) Specific information on the origin of the material, if known, 

4) A description of the RAM involved, if known, 

5) The name, address and telephone number(s) of the supplier, 

handler or transporter of the RAM contaminated waste, the name 

of the driver, and 

6) The final disposition of the material (processed, disposed, or 

rejected).  

C. The facility's annual report should include a record of detected RAM 

summarizing the above information.  

4. Monitoring and Equipment 

Facilities monitoring for radiation emitted from radioactive material must have 

appropriate monitoring equipment onsite. (See Appendix C for more 

information). Employees should be trained on proper use of all fixed and portable 

equipment. Additionally, facility operational staff should be trained to visually 

monitor waste during transfer or unloading for the potential presence of RAM.  

Specifically, they should be able to identify the caution "radiation symbol" on 

containers, arid items that may not be detected by gamma monitors (e.g., tritium 

"EXIT" signs).  

RADIATION SYMBOL 

Sal

SW
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APPENDIX A. NOTIFICATION OF INCIDENTS OF RAM IN SOLID WASTE 

AND/OR REQUEST FOR DOT EXEMPTION FORM (Rev. 2-1-01)

- North West Regional Off-ice [. -North Cent Regional Office -North East Regional Office 

South West Regional Office South Cent. Regional Office

Department of Environmental Protection

Area Health Physicist 
James G. Yusko, CHP 

Business hours: (412) 442-4227 

Northwest Region: 
Butler, Clarion, Crawford, Elk, Erie, 
Forest, Jefferson, Lawrence, McKean, 
Mercer, Venango and Warren Counties.  
Emergency Coordinator 
Non-business hours: (800) 373-3398 

South"west Region: 
Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Cambria, 
Fayette, Greene, Indiana, Somerset, 
Washington and Westmoreland Counties.  
Emergency Coordinator 
Non-business hours: (412) 442-4000

Area Health Physicist 
James Kopenhaver 

Business hours: (717) 705-4712 

Northcentral Region: 
Bradford, Cameron, Clearfield, Centre, 
Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming, Montour, 
Northumberland, Potter, Snyder, Sullivan, 
Tioga and Union Counties.  
Emergency Coordinator 
Non-business hours: (570) 327-3696 

Southcentral Region: 
Adams, Bedford, Berks, Blair, 
Cumberland, Dauphin, Franklin, Fulton, 
Huntingdon, Juniata, Lancaster, Lebanon, 
Mifflin, Perry and York Counties.  
Emergency Coordinator 
Non-business hours: (877) 333-1904

Area Health Physicist 
Ivna Shanbaky, Ph.D.  

Business hours: (610) 832-6041 

Northeast Region: 
Carbon, Lackawanna, Lehigh, Luzeme, 
Monroe, Northhampton, Pike, Schuylkill, 
Susquehanna, Wayne and Wyoming 
Counties.  
Emergency Coordinator 
Non-business hours: (570) 826-2511 

Southeast Region: 
Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery 
and Philadelphia Counties.  
Emergency Coordinator 
Non-business hours: (610) 832-6000
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APPENDIX B. ACTIVITIES AND DOSE RATES FOR AUTHORIZING 

PATIENT 

RELEASE FROM MEDICAL FACILITIES'

T ab le 1 . A ctiv ities a n d uose m La tes r _utu_ _ _ _ _ __, _ ____.... ........  

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 

Radioactive Activity at or Below Which Patients May Dose Rate at 1 Meter, at or Below Which 

Material LB e Released Patients May Be Released* 

(GBq) (mCi) (mSv/hr) (inrem/hr) 

Ag-111 19 520 0.08 8 

Tu-198 3.5 93 0.21 21 

[Cr-51 4.8 130 0.02 2 

'u-6 4  8.4 230 0.27 27 

Cu-67 14 390 0.22 22 

Ga-67 8.7 240 0.18 18 

1-123 6.0 160 0.261 26 

-125 0.25 7 0.01 1 

1-125 implant 0.33 9 0.01 1 

1-131 1.2 331 0.07 7 

In-11 2.4 64 0.2 210 

r-192 implant 0.074 2 0.008 0.8 

P-32 ** ** ** ** 

Pd-103 implant 1.5 2940 0.03 ,, 

e-186 28 770 0.15 75 
Re-188 '29 790) 0.20 20 

Sc-47 11 310 0.17 17 

*Se-75 0.089 2 0.005 0.5 
•m-153 26 700 0.3 ,,,30 

[Sn-1 17m 1.1 291 0.04 ,4 

Sr-89 
****** 

Tc-99m '28 7'60 '0.5'8 "58• 

TI-201 16 430 0.19 19]

Y-90 10 0 .021 2 

Yb-169 0.37 10[ 02 2_ 

t The activity values were computed based on 5 millisieverts (0.5 rem) total effective dose equivalent.  

If the release is based on the dose rate at 1 meter in Column 2, the licensee must maintain a record as required by 

10 CFR 35.75(c) because the measurement includes shielding by tissue. See Regulatory Position 3.1, "Records of 

Release," for information on records.  
** Activity and dose rate limits are not applicable in this case because of the minimal exposures to members of the 

ublic resulting from activities normally administered for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.

SSource: Regulatory Guide 8.39, Release of Patients Administered Radioactive Materials. U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. April 1997.
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APPENDIX C. GUIDELINES FOR RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING 
EQUIPMENT 

1. General Information About Radiation Detectors 

In general, radiation detection equipment consists of a detector and electronics to 
convert the signal received by the detector into meaningful values. The passage 
of radiation through the detector (or probe) causes an impulse to be generated 
within the detector, which is converted into a preset unit, usually counts per 
minute (cpm). There are two general types of detectors likely to be used in 
municipal and residual waste monitoring. The first, called a Geiger-Muller (G-M) 
counter with thin window probe, converts electrical discharge pulses into counts, 
which are displayed on a meter. This is the best type of detector for detecting 
beta particles, because most of the beta particles that pass into the detector will 
register. However, certain low-energy beta particles will not penetrate through 
the outer wall of the detector and, therefore, will not be detected. Examples of 
radioactive materials emitting such low-energy beta particles include carbon-14 
and tritium (hydrogen-3), which are commonly used in medical research 
programs and may inadvertently be disposed of in waste. This type of detector is 
gas-filled and is less efficient at detecting gamma radiation because most pass 
through the detector without causing a pulse to be generated. Nevertheless, G-M 
counters are normally used in hand-held instruments, and a "pancake" type thin 
window G-M probe can be used for alpha, beta, and gamma measurements when 
properly calibrated.  

The second type of radiation detector also uses a probe that converts the impulses 
caused by the radiation striking the detector surface into counts, which are 
recorded on the meter. However, this type of detector differs from the G-M 
counter in that the signal transferred to the meter is dependent on the radiation 
type and energy striking the detector. Typically, this type of radiation detector is 
called a scintillation detector. Scintillation detectors convert the radiation energy 
into a light impulse within the probe. The amount of light generated is based on 
the amount of radiation that strikes the probe. This light impulse is then converted 
to a measurement that may be used to determine the energy of the radiation and 
the total amount of radiation. Because of this capability, scintillation detectors are 
useful in determining the type of radioactive material present in the waste as well 
as the relative radiation hazard associated with the material. Scintillation detectors 
are also more efficient at detecting gamma radiation than a G-M counter because 
they are solid material (i.e., a greater number of interactions occur between the 
detector and the radiation yielding a greater number of counts). Zinc sulfide 
scintillation detectors may be used to quantify the amount of alpha particle 
radiation from contamination materials, although this is often conducted in 
laboratories rather than field settings. In addition, the scintillation medium may 
be liquid, thus allowing greater contact of the medium with the radioactive
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material and further increasing the efficiency of the measurement. Liquid 

scintillation is often used to quantify the amount of radioactive materials that emit 

low-energy beta particles, such as carbon-14 and tritium. However, this technique 

is employed exclusively in laboratories, rather than in the field.  

Sodium iodide (Nal) crystals, germanium crystals, zinc sulfide coatings, and 

specially formulated plastic materials are the most common media used in solid 

scintillation detectors. Plastic scintillation detectors may be more sensitive to 

beta/gamma radiation than Nal detectors due to size and window thickness, 

however neither detect alpha radiation. In addition, plastic detectors are usually 

more resistant to environmental stresses than Nal detectors and can be purchased 

in larger sizes, allowing better geometry for detection of radioactive material in 

waste. However, though plastic detectors may be less expensive than Nal 

detectors, they may not offer the same degree of discrimination in terms of 

identifying the energies of the gamma radiation. Solid state germanium detectors 

are often used in laboratories for precise determination of the type and amount of 

radioactive materials present. Although some germanium detectors are 

sufficiently rugged to be used in the field, most are designed for use in 

laboratories.  

2. Facility Monitoring Equipment 

Many solid waste facilities have installed radiation detection equipment at the 

entrance portal to the facility or in conjunction with other onsite facilities, such as 

scales. In such installations, the radiation detector elements (e.g., Nal crystals) 

are typically installed to screen incoming waste and should be installed, operated, 

and maintained in a manner that ensures that the measurements are meaningful 

and fulfill the objectives for detecting radiologically contaminated waste. The 

detectors should be positioned as close as practical to the waste load, and 

calibrated so that they measure radiation [in [LR h-1, or equivalent counts per unit 

time] emitted from vehicles that are used to haul the solid waste into or out of the 

facility. The waste load portal detectors are normally scintillation type detectors.  

In the scenario where time permits (i.e., waste loads are infrequent) or fixed portal 

monitors become inoperable, hand-held microR meters may be used to scan 

incoming waste loads.  

Both fixed and portable scintillation and G-M detectors can be calibrated to 

display radiation in units of exposure rate (jaR h-1), or dose equivalent rate (grem 

h-1). Equipment that display in counts per unit time should have calibration 

factors that can be related to these qualities. The radiation unit displayed by the 

detector is less important than the selection of the appropriate type of radiation 

detector element or probe, and the proper subtraction of background radiation is 

made. Factors that should be considered when developing radiation detection and 

monitoring programs are:
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* Area background radiation level, 
* Detector efficiency and ruggedness, 

* Detector calibration and response checks, 

*Detector positioning and shielding, 

* Detector element physical protection, 

* Counting time, 
* Alarm set point, 
"* Overall system sensitivity, and 
"* Alarm response procedures and training.  

Because of the complex nature of radiation detection instrumentation and the 
multiple objectives for which such instruments may be deployed, facility staff 
should be trained to determine the appropriate type of instrument and / or detector 
probe to be used at a facility based on the established operational objectives. In 
addition, it is recommended that only individuals with proper experience and 
training (e.g., manufacturer's representative or knowledgeable health physicist) 
should be permitted to initially install, calibrate fixed radiation detection 
equipment.  

3. Monitoring Equipment - General Recommendations 

Facilities shall comply with specific regulatory requirements, but the following 
general recommendations for monitoring equipment may be used for initial 
detection of radioactive material at solid waste facilities: 

A. Monitoring equipment should consist of both portable (hand-held) and 
fixed radiation monitoring equipment. Portable instrumentation should 
have multiple probes for contamination and a range of gamma dose rate 
measurements (i.e., 10 tR h-1 to over 50 mrem h-1).  

B. Fixed monitoring equipment should be capable of detecting and displaying 
ambient background radiation levels. For both portable and fixed 
instrumentation, the equipment should provide a visual readout of the gSv 
h-1, grem h-1, ptR h-1 or count rate (e.g., cpm) level. Should the 
background radiation level be above 10 kR h 1, the detector elements will 
require shielding to maintain the rate below this level.  

C. The readout on the instrumentation should allow either scale multiplying 
factors or logarithmic scales to display higher radiation levels.
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D. Portable instrumentation should be powered either by replaceable batteries 

or power cells with charging units and provide indication if battery/power 

cell capacity is not at levels for proper unit function. Fixed 

instrumentation should be line operated (e.g., 110 volt AC).  

E. Waste monitors should be installed according to the manufacturers 
recommendations, with the radiation detectors as close as practicable to 

the waste load (i.e., close as possible and preventing physical damage).  

The alarm set-point for fixed monitoring equipment shall be no higher 

than 10 gR h1 above background, with a cesium- 137 gamma radiation 

field at the radiation detector element(s). The ambient gamma background 

in Pennsylvania ranges from about 5 ptR h' to 25 p2R h-. Instrument 

readings in microroentgen per hour (p-R h-), or equivalent counts per unit 

time (e.g., cpm), will need to be averaged during calibration to determine 

the appropriate alarm set point. If capable of energy discrimination, the 

radiation monitor shall be set to detect gamma rays of a 50 kiloelectron 
volt (keV) energy or higher.  

The alarm should provide an audible signal to the operator and may 

provide a visible signal that the alarm set point has been exceeded. The 

operator should be able to reset the audible signal from the readout 

position. Written indication of radiation levels, such as by a data log print 

out or chart recording, may be available as an option for the readout.  

F. The detector element assemblies for fixed monitoring may be located at or 

near the weigh scale for vehicles. Provision should be made to stop or 

slow the vehicle during the monitoring for radioactive material, with a 

geometry and collimation of the radiation detectors to maximize system 
sensitivity. It is recommended an appropriate housing and other barriers 

be installed to protect the detector assembly from physical damage due to 

vehicles and from environmental conditions, such as precipitation, high 

humidity, and thermal variation.  

G. If the detector assembly for fixed monitoring equipment is supplied with 

electrical power other than the monitoring unit, provision should be made 

to display power condition or availability to the detector assembly.  

H. The range of readout for portable (hand-held) monitoring equipment and 

various probes should be 0.01 to approximately 100 mrem h-1, and have a 

known gamma energy response. A "pancake" type G-M probe will be 

adequate for gross counting of wipes taken for gross contamination 
evaluations of vehicles. Again, hand-held micoR meters would be suitable 

for temporary vehicle monitoring if fixed systems become inoperable.
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I. The monitoring equipment used at solid waste facilities should be 
calibrated no less frequently than annually, and (if utilized) its function 
should be tested on a daily basis using a check source for which the 
instrument's expected response has been previously determined.  

4. Evaluation Equipment 

If a radiation alarm is determined to be valid, evaluation of waste may require 
supplies, calibrated survey meters with capabilities similar to those specified above, 
and may require any of the following to determine the specific radioisotope, and if 
contamination is present: 

A. Portable multichannel analyzer (MCA) coupled to a sodium iodide (NaI) 
detector or solid state detector. Appropriate calibration source(s) will also be 
needed to check the library of spectra.  

B. Probes for survey meter capable of detecting beta and gamma radiation.  
Depending on the survey meter and probe(s) used for beta / gamma 
monitoring, a different probe could be obtained for alpha monitoring, if 
desired.  

C. Supplies for taking samples for laboratory analysis, such as wipes (or smears), 
containers for water and soil/waste samples, plastic bags, indelible markers, 
trowels, tongs, etc. would be useful to have on hand.  

D. Plastic tarps, disposable protective clothing and gloves for personnel handling 
potentially contaminated waste. (Note.: the use of some types ofprotective 
mask requires that the employing firm have an approved respirator 
qua lification program.) 

E. A supply of radiation warning signs, rope, tape, etc.  

F. Supplies and information for data analysis, e.g., scientific calculator, survey 
forms, tables of radioisotopes with half-life, etc.
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APPENDIX D. GUIDELINES FOR ACTION PLANS FOR DETECTION AND 

HANDLING OF RADIOACTIVITY AT SOLID WASTE 
FACILITIES 

1. Procedures for Development and Review of Action Plans 

A. Qualifications of Persons Preparing the Action Plan 

Plans should be prepared by individuals having, at a minimum, the following 

qualifications: 

1) Two years of on-the-job training in health physics; or one year of on-the

job training in health physics plus one year of formal college level study in 

health physics, physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, or radiation 

science.  

2) Experience with radiation detection and measurement, and in developing 

radiation safety procedures and plans.  

Comprehensive certification by the American Board of Health Physics satisfies 

numbers 1 and 2, above. It is recommended that facilities employ a certified 

health physicist (CHP) as a consultant for developing and implementing their 

Action Plan.  

B. Implementation of the Action Plan 

The provisions of the Action Plan should be activated whenever situations arise in 

which the pre-established action levels are exceeded.  

C. Persons Responsible for Implementation of the Action Plan 

Each facility should designate an individual responsible for implementation of the 

Action Plan. This individual should have adequate authority to implement the 

plan. In the event that the individual(s) implementing the Action Plan is/are 

different from the individual who prepared the Action Plan, the Action Plan 

should specify a minimum one day training session in the fundamentals of 

radiation safety and detection.  

(Note: Provided onsite operationalfacility personnel are able to appropriately respond 

to the radiological scenarios at Action Levels One and Two, the Action Plan may 

reference the use of corporate or consultant health physics support stafffor further RAM 

characterization.)
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D. Revision of the Plan 

The plan should be reviewed and updated periodically by the permittee. At a 
minimum, this should occur when any of the following occurs: 

1) Applicable Department regulations or policies are revised.  

2) The Action Plan fails during an incident.  

3) The facility operation changes in a manner that would interfere with 
implementation of the Action Plan.  

4) The individual responsible for implementing the plan changes.  

5) The monitoring equipment used is changed.  

6) The designated area for vehicles in which RAM has been detected 
changes.  

7) As otherwise required by the Department.  

2. Content and Format of Action Plans 

A. General Instructions 

The main elements of the Action Plan should cover all the appropriate regulatory 
requirements, and are described in this basic guidance document. Details are 
outlined below. Certain Action Plan elements may not be entirely applicable or 
appropriate for a specific facility or type of incident. In these cases, the person 
preparing the Action Plan should act accordingly and provide a brief explanation 
as to why the Action Plan element(s) in question are not applicable or appropriate.  

The most important thing to remember in developing an Action Plan is that the 
actual effectiveness of the plan will depend upon its simplicity, readability and 
summary instructions for facility operational staff.  

B. Action Levels 

The Action Plan must be designed to address two radiological scenarios or action 
levels, namely: 

Action Level One: A radiation monitor alarm at the facility indicating the 
potential presence of radioactive material in a waste load.
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(Note: The regulations require a gamma exposure rate from a cesium -137 source, at a 

level no higher that 10/pR h-1 above the average local background, at any detector 

element, shall cause an alarm at the facility. Instrument background shall be kept below 

10 FR h-1 using shielding if needed, and the system shall be set to detect gamma ray 

energies of 50 kiloelectron volts and higher.) 

Action Level Two: Radiation dose rates of 20 gSv h-1 (2 mrem h-1) or greater in 

the cab of the waste transport vehicle, 500 ýtSv h-1 (50 mrem h-1) or greater from 

any other surface, or the detection of contamination on the outside of the vehicle 

shall require immediate notification of the Department, and isolation of the 

vehicle.  

The Action Plan should provide for notification of the Department.  

1) For Action Level One, notification and request for DOT Exemption Form 

prior to rejection of a waste load, or request for disposal or processing 

approval of RAM in solid waste if blanket approval was not requested.  

2) For Action Level Two, notification must be made immediately.  

C. Detection and Initial Response 

Fixed and portable radiation monitoring systems shall be calibrated annually to a 

traceable cesium-1 3 7 source. This radiation standard shall be traceable to the 

U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology. Radiation monitors may be 

response checked daily on a relative basis. If the alarm level of 10 pR h< over 

background is exceeded when a vehicle is at the monitoring location, the 

following procedures are recommended: 

1) Reset the monitor alarm and evaluate the vehicle or container a second 

time.  

2) If the alarm level is still exceeded, promptly survey the vehicle surfaces at 

a distance of 5 cm with a portable radiation survey meter to determine if 

Action Level Two levels are exceeded, and if an area of highest radiation 

level can be determined. Mark this location with chalk if other gamma 

spectroscopy measurements are to be performed.
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3) If surveying the vehicle with a portable survey meter at 5 cm fails to 
reveal the presence of radioactive material, scan the driver with a portable 
survey meter (or have him/her stand between the monitor detectors) to 
determine if the driver has triggered the alarm. Alarms have been 
triggered by drivers who have undergone nuclear medicine procedures 
involving radioactive material. If this is the case, and the driver alone has 
triggered the alarm, no further action under this guidance document is 
necessary.  

4) Action Level One: If the radiation monitor alarmed on a second count, 
the following procedures are recommended: 

a) Remove the vehicle to the Designated Area for vehicles found to 
contain RAM. (See D below.) Contact the individual responsible 
for supervising response to alarms at the facility. If the waste load 
is to be rejected, contact the appropriate DEP Area Health 
Physicist for approvals. If disposal or processing is considered, 
keep the load onsite until the nature of the RAM and proper actions 
are determined. Do not allow the vehicle or container to leave the 
facility without the permission of the Department, and the driver 
being issued a DOT Exemption Form signed by the Department's 
Area Health Physicist or their authorized representative. If a driver 
leaves the facility with a contaminated waste load, they must carry 
a copy of the signed DOT Exemption Form. (Note.: once a solid 
waste facility has an approved Action Plan, it is anticipated that 
facility survey data and DOT Exemption Form can be exchanged 
via fax to allow for immediate action on the part of the 
Department.) 

b) If the driver leaves with the vehicle without a DOT Exemption 
Form and before the RAM can be evaluated, contact the 
Pennsylvania State Police and provide them with any information 
you may have on the vehicle such as make, model, color, company 
name, license plate number, time left and the direction in which the 
vehicle was traveling and, if possible, the intended destination.  
This is to ensure that the driver does not dispose of the 
contaminated waste improperly. Notify the appropriate DEP Area 
Health Physicist listed in Appendix A and apprise that individual 
of the situation.
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5) Action Level Two: If the dose rates indicated by a radiation survey at a 

distance of 5 cm equal or exceed either limit in this Action Level on the 

exterior or in the cab of the vehicle, remove the driver and all other 

personnel from the immediate area. Similarly, if contamination is detected 

by wiping vehicle areas that may have contacted the waste during loading, 

or seams that may leak liquid, isolated the vehicle and call the 

Department's Area Health Physicist for your location as listed in 

Appendix A. Proceed as directed by the Area Health Physicist.  

D. Designated Area 

The Action Plan should include the location of a Designated Area for vehicles 

found to contain RAM. This area is to be used for surveys, and if needed, to 

isolate a vehicle or container to maintain personnel radiation exposure ALARA.  

If surveys show that either exterior dose rate limit in Action Level Two is 

exceeded, but there is no removable contamination on the exterior of the vehicle 

and the dose rate in the cab is below 50 mrem/hr, the vehicle should be promptly 

moved to the Designated Area for an addition characterization or evaluation by 

facility or Department staff. The area should be appropriate for the various types 

of RAM potentially found in waste, size of facility, size of truck, employees in the 

proximity of the truck, and any other suitable steps warranted by the potential 

situation at hand and site-specific facility layout. Protection of the health and 

safety of facility operators, and the environment, may be achieved through 

consideration of time, distance, shielding, and contamination containment.  

E. Characterization 

If blanket approval is requested for immediate disposal or processing of short 

lived RAM from patients, NORM, TENORM, or individual consumer products 

containing RAM (as described above), the Action Plan must have procedures for 

characterizing the radioactive material present in the waste. Characterization is 

best executed under the direct supervision of the person who prepared the Action 

Plan, or another similarly trained and qualified individual. The Action Plan 

should address steps to confirm the radiation level detected by the monitoring 

device and identify the radioisotope(s).  

At Action Level One, the procedure to identify the radioisotope must include 

means to determine the gamma ray spectrum. Procedures used in the 

characterization phase should be situation specific and will be determined by 

many factors including the type of truck and how it is loaded, the nature of the 

waste, radiation levels indicated by the survey, highest dose rate, location of 

RAM in the load, instrumentation, personnel available, weather, and other factors.
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At Action Level Two, radiation protection personnel from DEP, and perhaps 

federal agencies, may come onsite to provide additional guidance and assistance.  

In general, appropriate characterization procedures should include the following: 

i) If the cab radiation level is over 2 mrem/hr, vehicle surface is over 50 

mrem/hr, or contamination is detected - immediately notify the 

Department's Area Health Physicist. If there is no contamination and the 

cab radiation level is less than 50 mremlhr, promptly relocate the vehicle 

or container to the Designated Area. Using appropriate instrumentation 
and measurement set-up, identify the radioisotope (i.e., via gamma 
spectroscopy).  

If the gamma spectroscopy indicates the radiation is from RAM with a 

half-life of 65 days or less and is most likely from a patient having 

undergone a medical procedure, the DEP Area Health Physicist may 

authorize the contents to be processed or disposed of immediately in the 
facility, provided there is minimal risk to workers. Alternately, the waste 

load may be rejected. As noted above, a solid waste facility may apply for 

a blanket approval to process or dispose of certain RAM in waste (i.e., 

short lived radioisotopes form patients, NORM, TENORM and individual 
consumer products).  

2) Survey the exterior of the vehicle with a portable survey meter set at the 

most sensitive setting and holding the survey meter no more than two 

inches (5 cm) from all vehicle surfaces. Mark areas where radiation levels 

appear to be the highest. If containerized, monitor the waste during 

unloading from the vehicle. If the radiation levels from the vehicle or any 

container exceeds 50 mremlhr at any time during unloading, stop 

removing the waste, remove personnel from the area and call the DEP 

Health Physicist at the numbers provided in Appendix A.  

3) If contamination is found or the dose rate on the vehicle or cab exceed 

Action Level Two, Department staff will oversee the surveying the waste 

vehicle or containers (if waste is containerized in the vehicle). Personnel 

who are handling the waste to isolate the source should have appropriate 

training, wear radiation monitoring devices, protective clothing, including 

coveralls, boots, gloves and dust masks to avoid skin contamination, 
inhalation, or ingestion with the radioactive material or other potentially 
hazardous material. The Action Plan and facility should provide for 

personal protective equipment for facility or consultant personnel if waste 
off-loading is anticipated.
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4) If the waste is containerized, remove the individual waste containers (if 

not contaminated) from the vehicle and survey each with a survey meter.  

Look for signs and container labels that might identify the radioactive 

material or other hazards and the point of origin. Caution should be 

exercised to ensure that injuries do not occur during removal of the waste 

containers. Do not attempt to open containers and sort through the waste.  

The waste may contain sharps, biological waste, and other pathological or 

hazardous waste that could cause immediate, and more significant risks to 

the workers.  

5) If the waste load is in bulk form and can not be processed or disposed of in 

the facility or rejected, remove the bulk waste until the estimated location 

of the radioactive source is approached. Survey bulk waste removed with 

the portable meter to isolate the RAM. When the source is located, 

attempt to separate the RAM from the waste, provided it can be done 

without jeopardizing the health and safety of workers due to other hazards 

present in the waste. The Action Plan should specify precautions to be 

taken to monitor external exposure and prevent workers from becoming 

contaminated by the radioactive material in this process. The 

contaminated material should be placed in containers and taken to the 

Designated Area where it can be stored safely and in a manner that 

protects facility staff, and prevents environmental contamination (e.g., due 

to runoff, infiltration, pests, etc.) until the means of disposition is 

determined.  

6) If radiation is detected at more than 0.5 mSv h-1 (50 mrem h1) above 

background levels on the surface of any container, isolate this area within 

the facility property and contact the DEP Area Health Physicist.  

7) The area(s) where radioactive material is identified per (5) and (6) above, 

should be roped off or otherwise secured to prevent persons from entering 

areas where radiation levels exceed 0.02 mSv h- (2 mrem h-), and labeled 

with appropriate signs. Radiation levels in areas occupied by operational 

staff should be kept ALARA. The contaminated waste should be 

physically secured against removal or inadvertent disposal or else be under 

observation by facility staff at all times.  

8) If radioactive material is not detected in any of the waste containers or in 

the bulk waste, resurvey the exterior of the vehicle. Mark any areas where 

radiation levels exceed background levels. The source of the radiation 

may be the transport vehicle itself (i.e., contamination or a small sealed 

source).
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F. Determination of Origin.  

The plan should include procedures to determine the place where the waste 
originated that contained RAM. These procedures should be thorough (e.g., 
interview driver) and capable of providing the best attempt to determine the origin 
of the waste. This effort is most likely to be successful with monitoring at the 
transfer station.  

G. Disposition and/or Storage.  

The plan should have procedures for rejection, disposition, or perhaps storage for 
decay of the waste containing RAM in accordance with the requirements and 
recommendations set forth in this guidance document. The procedures must take 
into account the radiation level, the type and amount of waste involved, the 
radioactive material present in the waste, the form in which the radioactive 
material is present, availability of the storage option at the waste processing site, 
and the health and safety of personnel handling such waste or present in the 
immediate area.  

Experience to date indicates that many, if not most, alarms at solid waste facilities 
involve radioactive materials used in medical procedures which have half-lives 
sufficiently short (i.e., less than 65 days) that it is practical to either process or 
dispose of the waste immediately, or to store the waste in a secure area until it has 
decayed to a non-radioactive form. If the waste is contaminated with short-lived 
radioisotopes from medical procedures, and the facility operator requests blanket 
approval to disposed or processed at a solid waste facility immediately, the 
proposed Action Plan should contain a justification and / or pathway analysis 
indicating that the RAM will decay in place or not cause a radiation dose to the 
general public above respective limits noted above. Similarly, for NORM, 
TENORM or individual consumer products containing RAM, the disposal or 
processing shall not cause a radiation dose to the general public above applicable 
limits.  

H. Training 

The Action Plan should provide for training of individuals responsible for 
implementing the plan in the areas of.  

1) Fundamentals of radiation safety.  

2) Operation of the monitoring instrumentation used by the facility, including 
daily operation and other response checks.  

3) All aspects of the Action Plan.
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I. Other Items to be Included 

1) Provision for written alarm procedures to be posted where they can be 

seen by the personnel performing the waste monitoring. The alarm 

procedures should be coordinated in advance with facility personnel, 

including appropriate notification of DEP or other applicable state or local 

agencies and authorities.  

2) Posting of notices so that waste haulers will be aware of the procedures 

that will be followed if radiation and radioactive material is detected in 

their vehicle, including notification of out-of-state radiation protection 

authorities and declaration of where the waste will be returned. Again, 

any rejected waste load must have an approved D0T Exemption Form 

from the Department.  

3) Procedures to ensure that at least one individual per- shift is trained in and 

responsible for the implementation of response procedures in the event an 

alarm is activated.  

4) Informing customers in advance of the procedures in the event that an 

alarm point is exceeded, especially if the procedures include "waste load 

rejection" provisions under which the suspect waste may be promptly 

returned to the shipper.  

5) Instructing facility personnel on the appropriate procedures to be followed 

in the event the alarm is activated. The instructions should include 

graduated contingency plans in the event that RAM in waste is detected, 

or criteria of Action Level Two is exceeded.
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APPENDIX E. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON RADIOACTIVE 

MATERIAL IN SOLID WASTE 

1. Introduction 

Radioactive material is used for a variety of beneficial purposes in the United 
States, including medical diagnosis and treatment and materials testing. The use 
and disposal of most types of radioactive material are regulated by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and individual states. Other types of radioactive 
material are regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
States. Although low-level radioactive waste must be disposed of in a licensed 
radioactive waste disposal facility, occasionally unregulated RAM (e.g., from 
patients having undergone a medical procedure) is found at solid waste processing 
sites that are not licensed by the NRC or states for the control radiation hazards.  
Additionally, with increasing frequency, NORM, TENORM or consumer 
products are detected, as well as less frequent lost or improperly discarded higher 
hazard radioactive sources.  

Radioactive materials in municipal waste have been detected with increasing 
frequency at landfills, incinerators, transfer stations, and associated facilities.  
This increase can be partially attributed to increased use of radiation detection 
instruments at the solid waste facilities. The operators of facilities have been 
installing such instruments in response to concerns by regulatory agencies and the 
public or in an attempt to limit liability for potentially costly remedial actions for 
radioactive contamination. When radioactive contamination is detected, it often 
prompts an emergency response until the potential hazards posed by the waste are 
determined and the material is properly controlled.  

2. Sources of the Contamination 

It should be noted just about everything contains some trace amount of 
radioactivity, and the earth is continually bathed in cosmic radiation from space.  
Radioactive materials exist naturally in soil, rocks, and water. There are a great 
many of these radioactive materials in construction materials, food, and waste.  
These materials may also be concentrated artificially above naturally occurring 
levels in their use or production (i.e., TENORM). In addition to these naturally 
occurring radioactive materials, municipal waste may also contain radioactive 
materials that have been introduced in consumer products (e.g., most domestic 
smoke detectors contain the radioactive material americium-241). These 
detectors enter the waste stream when consumers dispose of them in municipal 
waste.
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Although the NRC and the Agreement States (States that have assumed regulatory 

control over certain nuclear materials through an agreement with NRC) strictly 

control the possession, use, storage, transportation and disposal of certain 

radioactive materials through their licensing and inspection activities, on 

occasion, radioactive material can find its way into municipal solid waste streams.  

Over the last several years, the Department and NRC have monitored event 

reports involving detection of radioactive materials in municipal wastes. Based 

on reported incidents, the principal man-made sources of rad inactively 

contaminated waste in municipal waste landfills are medical facilities, private and 

university laboratories and radiopharmaceutical manufacturers.  

The radioactive materials reported in contaminated waste have consisted 

primarily of the following radioisotopes: iodine- 13 1, technetium-9 9 , thallium

201, gallium-6 7, iodine-123, indium-! 11, etc. In most cases, such RAM has been 

legitimately released within patients in accordance with the NRC and state 

requirements. However, in other cases the event has been caused in violation of 

applicable requirements, such as lost sealed sources of cobalt-57 and iridium

192.1 

In the practice of nuclear medicine, radioactive materials are administered to 

patients for the diagnosis or treatment of illnesses such as thyroid cancer or 

dysfunction. NRC and Agreement State regulations allow patients receiving 

radiopharmaceuticals to leave the hospital or clinic when the amount of 

radioactive material present in their bodies has dropped to ce.iiain levels or they 

present a low exposure potential to members for their family and the public. (See 

Appendix B). After these patients leave the hospital, they may inadvertently 

contaminate ordinary trash that is then disposed of in municipal solid waste 

disposal facilities. Contaminated materials that have been generated by nuclear 

medicine practices and detected at municipal solid waste facilities include diapers, 

bed linen, disposable medical supplies and general trash (for example, food, 

plastic and paper dishes and utensils, newspapers and magazines). Again, these 

items often become contaminated with radioactive materials when they are 

contacted by patients that have received the nuclear medicin-e administration, 

either while the patient is in the hospital or after the patient has returned home.  

Although the amount of radioactivity in the municipal waste is often small, 

detection systems used by solid waste facilities are often sensitive enough to 

detect the radioactive contamination.  

Of particular note and concern is an incident that occurned n mPensylvania whsen an high activity iridium

192 source used in cancer treatment was inadvertently disposed cwf' as niedica ar "red bag" waste - see 

NRC document number NUTREG-1480 for more information.
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Hospital, clinics, laboratories and universities use radioactive materials in 
research, including the marking and detection of molecules in genetic research, 
the study of human and animal organ systems, and in the development of new 
drugs. There is a potential that municipal wastes may become contaminated with 
radioactive materials when contaminated laboratory trash is inadvertently mixed 
with municipal waste. Contaminated materials may include contaminated glass or 
plastic, gloves, animal bedding, or paper lab countertop protectors. Waste from 
radiopharmaceutical manufacturers is similar to the waste produced by 
laboratories and universities. On rare occasions, sealed sources are mistakenly 
discarded from such facilities, and shall be retrieved when detected.  

In addition to radioactive material that may inadvertently be included in 
municipal solid waste, solid waste facilities may detect NORM, which is found in 
a variety of common household or construction materials. NORM, such as 
radium, thorium or uranium is often found in bricks, wall board or building rubble 
containing these construction materials. It should be noted, this NORM was 
present in the base material that was used to produce these construction materials.  
Natural potassium also contains trace amounts of the radicisotope potassium-40 
(K-40). In sufficient quantities, NORM potassium salts may trigger radiation 
alarms. In no case, because of radiological concerns, shall the presence of 
potassium or any related compound (with K-40 at natural abundance levels) 
prevent the immediate disposal or processing of solid w aste.  

The NRC and most Agreement States allow licensees with wxaste contaminated 
with radioactive material having a short half-life (e.g., less than 65 days), to be 
held for at least ten half-lives onsite at licensed facilities. After this period, the 
licensees are allowed to dispose of the decayed waste, if it is indistinguishable 
from background radiation levels based on an appropriate survey. There have 
been occasions when municipal waste becomes contaminated when a licensee 
fails to properly monitor radioactively contaminated waste before releasing it for 
disposal as ordinary trash. In other reported detection incidents, licensees may 
have properly managed the waste, but the disposal facility's detection equipment 
was more sensitive than the licensee's equipment.  

The NRC and some Agreement State regulations also allow small quantities of 
specific radioactive materials used in clinical or laboratory tests to be disposed of 
as if they were not radioactive. Although no incidents involving the disposal of 
these types of radioactive material have been reported, incidents involving 
medical waste have shown that detection systems are capable of detecting the low 
levels of radioactivity associated with these exempted materials.
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Some radioactive materials that could contaminate solid waste include:

Radioisotope 
Iodine-131 
Iodine-125 
Iodine- 123 
Technetium-99m 
Indium- 11I 
Thallium-201 
Gallium-67 
Cobalt-57 
Hydrogen-3 
Iridium- 192 
Potassium-4 0 

Radium-226 
Uranium-2 3 8 
Thorium-23 2 

Americium-241

Half-Life 
8 days 
60 days 
13 hours 
6 hours 
2.8 days 
73 hours 
3.3 days 
270 days 
12 years 
74 days 
1.3x10 9 years 
1600 years 
4.5x10 9 years 
1.4 x 10"0 years 
432 years

Radiation Type beta, gamma 
Gamma 
Gamma 
Gamma 
Gamma 
Gamma 
Gamma 
Gamma 
Beta 
beta, gamma 
beta, gamma 
alpha, gamma 
alpha, gamma 
alpha, gamma 
alpha, gamma

Lastly, under NRC and Agreement State regulations, some sources and devices 

may be possessed under a General License. These items include industrial 

gauging equipment, tritium "EXIT" signs, etc. There is a real potential for such 

items to be present in solid waste streams. When they are identified through 

radiation alarms, or visual observation of a GL device or radiation warning 

symbol, the waste processing facility shall investigate, isolate the item, and 

contact the Department if needed. Action Plans should contain procedures for the 

appropriate response if a tritium (hydrogen-3) EXIT sign, or other package with a 

caution radiation symbol, is observed during processing or disposal of solid 

waste.  

3. What is Radioactivity and Radiation? 

The term "radiation" as it relates to "radioactive materials" means the energetic 

emissions given off by the material as it decays. Ionizing radiation produces 

charged particles, or ions, in the material that it encounters. Potential adverse 

effects from radiation on humans are caused by these charged particles, and the 

energy they deposit in tissues and organs.  

Detailed information on radioactivity and radiation is provided in Appendix F.  

If you have questions about radiation or require more information, please contact 

the Bureau of Radiation Protection at the Department of Environmental Protection 

in Harrisburg (717) 787-2480 or the Area Health Physicist !isted in Appendix A 

for your location.
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APPENDIX F. RADIATION PROTECTION FUNDAMENTALS 

1. What is Radiation? 

Radiation is energy that comes from a source and travels through any kind of 
material and through space. Light, radio, and microwaves are types of radiation.  
The kind of radiation discussed in this appendix is called ionizing radiation 
because it can produce charged particles (ions) in matter.  

Ionizing radiation is produced by unstable atoms. Unstable atoms differ from 
stable atoms because unstable atoms have an excess of energy or mass or both.  
Radiation can also be produced by high voltage devices (e.g., x-ray machines).  

Unstable atoms are said to be radioactive. In order to reach stability, these atoms 
give off, or emit, the excess energy or mass. These emissions are called 
radiation. The kinds of radiation are electromagnetic (like light) and particulate 
(i.e. mass given off with the energy of motion). Gamma radiation and x rays are 
examples of electromagnetic radiation. Beta and alpha radiation are examples of 
particulate radiation.  

Interestingly, there is a "background" of natural radiation everywhere in our 
environment. It comes from space (i.e., cosmic rays) and from naturally 
occurring radioactive materials contained in the earth and in living things.  
Background radiation levels are typically 5 tol0 jiR h-I depending on location, but 
may be as high as 25 ktR h-1.  

Radiation from Various Sources 

External Background Radiation 60 mrem/yr, U.S. Average 
Natural K-40 Radioactivity in Body 40 mrem/yr 
Air Travel Round Trip (NY- LA) 5 mrem 
Chest X-ray Internal Dose 10 mrem per film 
Radon in the Home 200 mrem/yr (variable) 
Man-made (medical x rays, etc.) 60 mrem/yr (average) 

2. Types of Radiation 

The radiation one typically encounters is one of four types: alpha radiation, beta 
radiation, and gamma (or X) radiation.  

A. Alpha Radiation 

Alpha radiation is a heavy, very short range particle, and actually an 
ejected helium nucleus. Some characteristics of alpha radiation are:
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1) Alpha radiation is not able to penetrate human skin.  

2) Alpha emitting materials can be harmful to humans if the materials 

are inhaled, swallowed, or absorbed through open wounds.  

3) A variety of instruments have been designed to measure alpha 

radiation. Special training in the use of these instruments is 

essential for making accurate measurements.  
4) A thin window Geiger-Mueller (GM) probe can detect the 

presence of alpha radiation.  
5) Instruments cannot detect alpha radiation through even a thin 

layer of water, dust, paper, or other material, because alpha 

radiation is not penetrating.  
6) Alpha radiation travels only a short distance (a few inches) in 

air, but is not an external hazard.  
7) Alpha radiation is not able to penetrate clothing.  

Examples of some alpha emitters: radium, radon, uranium, thorium.  

B. Beta Radiation 

Beta radiation is a light, short range particle, and actually an ejected 

electron. Some characteristics of beta radiation are: 

1) Beta radiation may travel several feet in air and is moderately 
penetrating.  

2) Beta radiation can penetrate human skin to the "germinal layer," 

where new skin cells are produced. If high levels of beta emitting 

contaminants are allowed to remain on the skin for a prolonged 
period of time, they may cause skin injury.  

3) Beta emitting contaminants may be harmful if deposited internally.  

4) Most beta emitters can be detected with a survey instrument and a 

thin window G-M probe (e.g., "pancake" type). Some beta 

emitters, however, produce very low energy, poorly penetrating, 

radiation, that may be difficult or impossible to detect. Examples 

of these difficult to detect beta emitters are hydrogen-3 (tritium), 
carbon-14, and sulfur-35.  

5) Clothing provides some protection against beta radiation.  

Examples of some pure beta emitters: strontium-90, carbon-14, tritium, 
and sulfur-35.  

C. Gamma (or X) Radiation 

Gamma radiation or x rays are very long range, penetrating 

electromagnetic radiation. Some characteristics of gamma radiation are:
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1) Gamma radiation or x rays are able to travel many feet in air, and 
many inches in human tissue. It readily penetrates most materials, 
and is sometimes called "penetrating" radiation.  

2) X rays are like gamma rays. X rays, too, are penetrating radiation.  
Sealed radioactive sources and machines that emit gamma 
radiation and x rays respectively constitute mainly an external 
hazard to humans.  

3) Gamma radiation and x rays are electromagnetic radiation like 
visible light, radiowaves, and ultraviolet light. These 
electromagnetic radiations differ only in the amount of energy they 
have. Gamma rays and x rays are the most energetic of these.  

4) Dense materials are needed for shielding from gamma radiation.  
Clothing provides little shielding from penetrating radiation, but 
will prevent contamination of the skin by these materials.  

5) Gamma radiation is easily detected by survey meters with a 
sodium iodide detector probe.  

6) Gamma radiation and/or characteristic x rays frequently 
accompany the emission of alpha and beta radiation during 
radioactive decay.  

Examples of some gamma emitters are: iodine-131, cesium-137, cobalt

60, radium-226, technicium-99m.  

3. How is Radiation Measured? 

In the United States, radiation dose or exposure is often measured in the older 
units called rad, rem, or roentgen (R). For practical purposes with gamma and x 
rays, these units of measure for exposure or dose are considered equal.  

Smaller fractions of these measured quantities often have a prefix, such as, milli 
(in) means 1/1000. For example, I rad = 1,000 mrad. Micro (!') means 
1/1,000,000. So, 1,000,000 ytrad = 1 rad, or 10 r.R = 0.000010 R.  

The "System International" of units (SI system) for radiation measurement is now 
the official system of measurement, and uses the "gray" (Gy) and "sievert" (Sv) 
for absorbed dose and equivalent dose respectively.  

1 Gy= 100 rad 
1 mGy = 100 mrad 
1 Sv = 100 rem 
1 mSv = 100 mrem
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With radiation counting systems, radioactive transformation events can be 

measured in units of "disintegrations per minute" (dpm) and because instruments 

are not 100% efficient, "counts per minute" (cpm). Background radiation levels 

are typically less than 10 gR h-1, but due to differences in detector size and 

efficiency, the cpm reading on a fixed portal monitor and various hand-held 

survey meters will vary considerably.  

4. How Much Radioactive Material is Present? 

The size or weight of a quantity of material does not indicate how much 

radioactivity is present. A large quantity of material can contain a very small 

amount of radioactivity, or a very small amount of material can have a lot of 

radioactivity.  

For example, uranium-238, with a 4.5 billion year half life, has only 0.00015 

curies of activity per pound, while cobalt-60, with a 5.3 year half life, has nearly 

513,000 curies of activity per pound. This "specific activity," or curies per unit 

mass, of a radioisotope depends on the unique radioactive half-life, and dictates 

the time it takes for half the radioactive atoms to decay.  

In the U.S., the amount of radioactivity present is traditionally determined by 

estimating the number of curies present. The more curies present, the greater 

amount of radioactivity and emitted radiation.  

Common fractions of the curie are the millicurie (1 mCi = 1/1000 Ci) and the 

microcurie (1 faCi = 1/1,000,000 Ci). In terms of transformations per unit time, 1 

ktCi = 2,220,000 dpm.  

The System International of units (SI system) uses the unit of becquerel (Bq) as 

its unit of radioactivity. One curie is 37 billion Bq. Since the Bq represents such 

a small amount, one is likely to see a prefix noting a large multiplier used with the 

Bq as follows: 

37 GBq = 37 billion Bq = 1 Curie 

I MBq 1 million Bq = - 27 microcuries 

1 GBq = I billion Bq = 27 millicuries 

1TBq = 1 trillion Bq - 27 Curies
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5. How Can You Detect Radiation? 

Radiation cannot be detected by human senses. A variety of instruments are 
available for detecting and measuring radiation.  

The most common of these are: 

Geiger-Mueller (G-M) Tube or Probe -- A gas-filled device that creates an 
electrical pulse when radiation interacts with the gas in the tube. These pulses are 
converted to a reading on the instrument meter. If the instrument has a speaker, 
the pulses also give an audible click. Common readout units are: roentgens per 
hour (R/hr), milliroentgens per hour (mR/hr), rem per hour (rem/hr), millirem per 
hour (mrem/hr) and counts per minute (cpm). G-M probes (e.g., "pancake" type) 
are most often used with hand-held radiation survey instruments, 

Sodium Iodide Detector -- A solid crystal of sodium iodide creates a pulse of light 
when radiation interacts with it. This pulse of light is converted to an electrical 
signal, which gives a reading on the instrument meter. If the instrument has a 
speaker, the pulses also give an audible click. Common readout units are: 
microroentgens per hour ([tR/hr), and counts per minute (cpm). Sodium iodide 
detectors are often used with hand-held instruments and large stationary radiation 
monitors. Special plastic "scintillator" materials are also used in place of sodium 
iodide.  

(Note. For practical purposes, consider the rad, roentgen, and the rem to be 
equal with gamma or x rays. So, 1 mRlhr is equivalent to 1 mrem/hr.) 

6. How Can You Keep Radiation Exposure Low? 

Although some radiation exposure is natural in our environment, it is desirable to 
keep radiation exposure as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) in an 
occupational setting. This is accomplished by the techniques of time, distance, 
and shielding.  

Time: The shorter the time in a radiation field, the less the radiation exposure 
you will receive. Work quickly and efficiently. Plan your work before 
entering the radiation field.  

Distance: The farther a person is from a source of radiation, the lower the 
radiation dose. Levels decrease by a factor of the square of the distance.  
Do not touch radioactive materials. Use shovels, or remote handling 
devices, etc., to move materials to avoid physical contact.
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Shielding: Shielding behind a massive object (such as a truck, dumpster, 

or pile of dirt) provides a barrier that can reduce radiation 

exposure.  

7. What is Radioactive Contamination? 

If radioactive material is not in a sealed source container, it might be spread onto 

other objects. Contamination occurs when material that contains radioactive 

atoms is deposited on materials, skin, clothing, or any place where it is not 

desired. It is important to remember that radiation does not spread or get "on" or 

"in" people; rather, it is radioactive contamination that can be spread. A person 

contaminated with radioactive material will receive radiation exposure until the 

source of radiation (the radioactive material) is removed.  

-- A person is externally contaminated if radioactive material is on the skin or 

clothing.  

-- A person is internally contaminated if radioactive material is breathed in, 

swallowed, or absorbed through wounds.  

-- The environment is contaminated if radioactive material is spread about or 

is unconfined.  

8. How Can You Work Safely Around Radiation or Contamination? 

You can work safely around radiation and/or contamination by following a few 

simple precautions: 

A. Use time, distance and shielding to reduce exposure.  

B. Avoid contact with the contamination.  

C. Wear protective clothing that if contaminated, can be removed.  

D. Wash with non-abrasive soap and water any part of the body that may have 

come in contact with the contamination.  

E. Assume that all materials, equipment, and personnel that came in contact with 

the contamination are contaminated. Radiological monitoring is 

recommended before leaving the scene.
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9. Is it Safe to be Around Sources of Radiation? 

A single high-level radiation exposure (i.e., greater than 10,000 mrem) delivered 
over a very short period of time may have potential health risks. From follow-up 
of the atomic bomb survivors, we know acutely delivered very high radiation 
doses can increase the occurrence of certain kinds of disease (e.g., cancer) and 
possibly negative genetic effects. To protect the public, radiation workers (and 
environment) from the potential effects of chronic low-level exposure (i.e., less 
than 10,000 mrem), the current radiation safety practice is to prudently assume 
similar adverse effects are possible with low-level protracted exposure to 
radiation. Thus, the risks associated with low-level medical, occupational and 
environmental radiation exposure are conservatively calculated to be proportional 
to those observed with high-level exposure. These calculated risks are compared 
to other known occupational and environmental hazards, and appropriate safety 
standards have been established by international and national radiation protection 
organizations (e.g., ICRP and NCRP) to control and limit potential harmful 
radiation effects.  

Annual Radiation Dose Limits- TEDE 

Facility staff - 5,000 mrem (considered as "occupationally" exposed) 
Facility staff- 100 mrem (if considered member of the "public") 
Vehicle driver - 100 mrem (considered member of the public) 
General Public - 4 mrem (for the drinking water pathway) 
General Public - 10 mrem (for the air pathway) 
General Public - 25 mrem (all pathways combined) 

Both public and occupational dose limits are set by federal (i.e., EPA and NRC) 
and state agencies (i.e., DEP) to limit cancer risk.  

(Note: It is important to remember when dealing with radiation sources in other 
materials or waste that there may be chemical or biological hazards separate and 
distinct from the radiation hazard. These chemical or biological hazards are 
often more dangerous to humans than the radiation hazard.)
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PaDEP's NEW MUNICIPAL AND RESIDUAL WASTE 

RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE REGULATIONS 
Title 25. Environmental Protection 

CHAPTER SECTIONS 

Chapter 271 - Municipal Waste Management - General Provisions 

§ 271.1 DEFINITION 
§ 271.114 TRANSITION PERIOD 

Chapter 273 - Municipal Waste Landfills 

§ 273.133 MAP AND GRID REQUIREMENTS 
§ 273.140a RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
§ 273.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 273.223 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE 
§ 273.311 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
§ 273.313 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

Chapter 277 - Construction/Demolition Waste Landfills 
§ 277.133 MAP AND GRID REQUIREMENTS 
§ 277.140 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
§ 277.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 277.222 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE 
§ 277.311 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
§ 277.312 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

Chapter 279 - Transfer Facilities 
§ 279.103 MAPS AND RELATED INFORMATION 
§ 279.110 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
§ 279.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 279.222 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE 
§ 279.251 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
§ 279.252 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

Chapter 281 - Composting Facilities 
§ 281.112 MAPS AND RELATED INFORMATION 
§ 281.119 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
§ 281.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 281.221 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE 
§ 281.271 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
§ 281.272 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT



Chapter 283 - Resource Recovery and Other Processing Facilities 
§ 283.103 MAPS AND RELATED INFORMATION 
§ 283.113 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
§ 283.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 283.220 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE 
§ 283.261 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
§ 283.262 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

Chapter 287 - Residual Waste Management - General Provisions 
§ 287,1 DEFINITIONS 
§ 287.135 TRANSITION PERIOD FOR RADIATION MONITORING 

Chapter 288 - Residual Waste Landfills 
§ 288.133 MAP AND GRID REQUIREMENTS 
§ 288.139 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
§ 288.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 288.222 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE FOR NONCAPTIVE 

LANDFILLS 
§ 288.281 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
§ 288.283 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT

Chapter 289 
§ 289.133 
§ 289.138 
§ 289.201 
§ 289.230 

§ 289.301 
§ 289,303 

Chapter 293 
§ 293.103 
§ 293.111 
§ 293.201 
§ 293.223 

§ 293.251 
§ 293.252

- Residual Waste Disposal Impoundments 
MAP AND GRID REQUIREMENTS 
RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
BASIC LIMITATIONS 
RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE FOR NONCAPTIVE 
RESIDUAL WASTE DISPOSAL IMPOUNDMENTS 
DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

- Transfer Facilities for Residual Waste 
MAPS AND RELATED INFORMATION 
RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 
BASIC LIMITATIONS 
RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE FOR NONCAPTIVE 
RESIDUAL WASTE TRANSFER FACILITIES 
DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 
ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT



Chapter 295 - Composting Facilities for Residual Waste 

§ 295.112 MAPS AND RELATED INFORMATION 

§ 295.120 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 

§ 295.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 295.222 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE FOR NONCAPTIVE 

RESIDUAL WASTE COMPOSTING FACILITIES 

§ 295.271 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 

§ 295.272 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

Chapter 297 - Incinerators and Other Processing Facilities 

§ 297.103 MAPS AND RELATED INFORMATION 

§ 297.113 RADIATION PROTECTION ACTION PLAN 

§ 297.201 BASIC LIMITATIONS 
§ 297.223 RADIATION MONITORING AND RESPONSE FOR NONCAPTIVE 

RESIDUAL WASTE PROCESSING FACILITIES 

§ 297.261 DAILY OPERATIONAL RECORDS 

§ 297.262 ANNUAL OPERATION REPORT 

NOTE: THE REGULATIONS ARE BASICLY THE SAME FOR THE APPLICABLE 

SOLID WASTE FACILITIES. BELOWISA FULL TEXT EXAMPLE FROM

GENERAL PROVISIONS AND MUNICPAL WASTE LANDFILLS 

CHAPTER 271. MUNICIPAL WASTE MANAGEMENT - GENERAL PROVISIONS 

§ 271.1. Definitions.  

NARM- Naturally occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive material - The term 

does not include byproduct, source or special nuclear material.  

NORM- Naturally occurring radioactive material - NORM is a nuclide, which is 

radioactive in its natural physical state-that is, not man-made-but does not include 

source or special nuclear material.  

Radioactive material - a substance which spontaneously emits alpha or beta particles 

or photons (gamma radiation) in the process of decay or transformation of the atom's 

nucleus.  

Source material-- the federal definition for "source material" in 10 CFR § 20.1003 

(relating to definitions) is incorporated by reference.  

Special nuclear material- the Federal definition for "special nuclear material" in 10 

CFR § 20.1003 is incorporated by reference. The term "Commission" refers to the



Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The term "act" refers to the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954 (42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2011-2297h-13), as amended. The term "Department" shall be 
substituted for the term "Commission" when the Department assumes Agreement State 
Status from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  

TENORM - Technologically Enhanced Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials - A 
naturally occurring radioactive material not subject to regulation under the laws of the 
Commonwealth or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, whose radionuclide concentrations or 
potential for human exposure have been increased above levels encountered in the natural 
state by human activities.  

Transuranic radioactive material- Material contaminated with elements that have an 
atomic number greater than 92, including neptunium, plutonium, americium and curium.  

§ 271.114. Transition period.  

A person or municipality possessing a permit for a municipal waste disposal or 
processing facility which was issued by the Department prior to December 23, 2000, 
shall file with the Department an application for permit modification to bring the facility 
operation into compliance with the following requirements for radioactive material 
monitoring and detection that became effective on December 23, 2000, according to the 
following schedule, unless the Department imposes in writing an earlier date in a specific 
situation for reasons of public health, safety or environmental protection: 

(1) Municipal waste landfill. An application for a permit modification addressing the 

requirements of §§ 273.133(a)(14) and 273.140(a) (relating to map and grid requirements 
and radiation protection action plan) shall be filed by December 23, 2001.  

(2) Construction/demolition waste landfills. An application for a permit modification 
addressing the requirements of §§ 277.133(a)(14) and 277.140 (relating to map and grid 
requirements and radiation protection action plan) shall be filed by December 23, 2001.  

(3) Municipal waste transfer facility. An application for a permit modification 
addressing the requirements of §§ 279.103(a)(18) and 279.110 (relating to maps and 
related information and radiation protection action plan) shall be filed by December 23, 
2002.  

(4) Commercial municipal waste composting facility that will receive sewage sludge 
or unseparated municipal waste, or both. An application for a permit modification 
addressing the requirements of §§ 281.112(a)(20) and 281.119 (relating to maps and 
related information; and radiation protection action plan) shall be filed by June 23, 2001.  

(5) Resource recovery and other processing facilities. Including infectious and 
chemotherapeutic waste processing facilities, an application for a permit modification 
addressing the requirements of §§ 283.103(20) and 283.113 (relating to maps and related 
information and radiation protection action plan) shall be filed by September 23, 2001.



CHAPTER 273. MUNICPAL WASTE LANDFILLS

§ 273.133. Map and grid requirements.  

(a) An application shall contain a topographic map of the proposed permit and adjacent 

areas showing the following: 

(14) A designated area for vehicles for use in the event of the detection of waste 

containing radioactive material. The designated area shall, by location or shielding, 

protect the environment, facility staff and public from radiation originating in the vehicle.  

The Department's Guidance Document on "Radioactivity Monitoring at Solid Waste 

Processing and Disposal Facilities, "Document Number 250-3100-001, describes 

various factors to consider in determining an appropriate designated area.  

§ 273.140a. Radiation protection action plan.  

(a) An application shall contain an action plan specifying procedures for monitoring 

for and responding to radioactive material entering the facility, as well as related 

procedures for training, notification, recordkeeping and reporting.  

(b) The action plan shall be prepared in accordance with the Department's Guidance 

Document on "Radioactivity Monitoring at Solid Waste Processing and Disposal 

Facilities, "Document Number 250-3100-001, or in a manner at least as protective of the 

environment, facility staff, and public health and safety and which meets all statutory and 

regulatory requirements.  

(c) The action plan shall be incorporated into the landfill's approved waste analysis 

plan, under § 271.613 (relating to waste analysis plan).  

§ 273.201. Basic limitations.  

(1) The following radioactive material controlled under specific or general license or 

order authorized by any Federal, State or other government agency may not be disposed 

at the facility, unless specifically exempted from disposal restrictions by an applicable 

Pennsylvania or federal statute or regulation: 

(1) Naturally occurring and accelerator produced radioactive material.  

(2) Byproduct material.

(3) Source material.



Upon a confirmed exceedance of the alarm level in subsection (c), a radiological survey 
of the vehicle shall be performed.  

(e) An operator shall notify the Department immediately and isolate the vehicle when 
radiation dose rates of 20 gSv/hr (2 mrem/hr) or greater are detected in the cab of a 
vehicle, 500 qSv/hr (50 mrenihr) or greater are detected from any other surface, or 
contamination is detected on the outside of the vehicle.  

(f) Monitoring equipment shall be calibrated at a frequency specified by the 
manufacturer, but not less than once a year.  

(g) If radioactive material is detected, the vehicle containing the radioactive material 
may not leave the facility without written Department approval and an authorized United 
States Department of Transportation exemption form.  

§ 273.311. Daily operational records.  

(b) The daily operational record shall include the following: 

(10) A record of each incident in which radioactive material is detected in waste 
loads. The record shall include: 

(i) The date, time and location of the occurrence.  

(ii) A brief narrative description of the occurrence.  

(iii) Specific information on the origin of the material, if known.  

(iv) A description of the radioactive material involved, if known.  

(v) The name, address and telephone numbers of the supplier or handler of the 
radioactive material and the name of the driver.  

(vi) The final disposition of the material.  

§ 273.313. Annual operation report.  
(b) The annual operation report, which shall be submitted on a form supplied by the 

department, shall include the following: 

(9) A record of detected radioactive materials.
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COMMENTS OF THE NATIONAL READY MIXED CONCRETE 

ASSOCIATION TO THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, THE 

BOARD ON ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS TO 

THE COMMITTEE ON ALTERNATIVES FOR CONTROLLING 

THE RELEASE OF SOLID MATERIALS FROM LICENSED 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION FACILITIES 

Tuesday, March 27, 2001 

Comments provided by Robert A. Garbini, P.E., President of the National 

Ready Mixed Concrete Association, 900 Spring Street, Silver Spring, MID 

20910, 301-58- 1-400, b~urhin' nrmca.orz.  

The Nanonal Reads Mixed Concrete Association is the naunonal trade 

associanon represcnune ready mixed concrete producers and suppliers to the 

industry in the United Statcs. Ready mixed concrete is 5- S30 billion part of the 

construction industnr. It is the most universally aval"'able building material 

around the world. The Un ited States consumes approximatelv 1.5 cubic yards 

ot ready mixed concreei t-o, evern man, woman, and child in this country or 

approximmately 400 miliLon cubic yards. It is used in literally every single 

constructuon proiect in this country. liven steel, wood, or asphalt prolects 

usuallyvhave some concrete within them. Readv mixed concrete plants, of 

which there are approximate.ly -,000 across the United States are within evenr 

ciny, town and hamlet.  

In addrcssing the scenarios of using lowlv-lc\c contaminated concrete waste 

from licensed facilities of the Nuclear Regulatorn Commission sNRC, 

Commission/, I will address responses to the issues stated in the Congressional 

Federal Register 10 CIFR Part 20.
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Issue Number 1"- Should the NRC Address Ilconsiýstency in its Release., 

Standards byConsiaering Rulemaking on Releaset o cfSid Materiils?.  

Issue Number I concerning whether the NRC should consider developing a 

rule for the release of solid materials. There has not been sufficient time for 

NRt\ICA's leadership to develop a position on this question. I can, however, 

state that establishing a rule for the release of solid materials would or should 

have been consistent with the charter of the NRC under the Atomic Policy Act 

to protect the general population from radioactive expos.ure greater than the 

background. The Commission was charged with controlling the release of 

contaminated air and water trom single point sources. The proposal to allow 

the use, speakling for the concrete industnr, of contaminated concrete products 

into the general population removes the control originally given to the 

Commission for single point sources and allows the disbursement of licensed 

material into the general population where it can no longer be controlled nor 

monitored.  

Nonetheless, NRC continues to perform case-by-case rulings on solid materials 

where they should be guided by the original mandate to control "single point" 

releases of contaminated material in air and water. It is our opinion that the 

NRC should create a rule regarding the release of solid materials. The 

conditions and components of such a rule will require careful study to continue 

the originai mandate of NRC tO prevent widespread disbursement of 

.a-ioactIVc contamination i.to the general population.  

Issue Number 2 - If NRC Decides to Develop_ a Proposed Rule, What 

are the Principal Alternatives for Rulemaking that Should be Considered

and What Factors Should be Used in Making Decisions Between 

Alternatives? -.- . .  

In the alternauves listed for Issue Number 2, in our opinion there may be the 

ability to use contaminated concrete in restricted uses. These would have to be 

clearly defined, should still come under the control of the NRC, and must 

overcome debilitating economic, health, and public perceptions. It is difficult



at this time to conceive of unrestricted use of contaminated concrete, which 

was previously licensed by the NRC to be used in widespread use of 

construction throughout the United States. The potential exists to expose the 

general population to an ever-accumulating level of radioactive exposure.  

Already radioactive materials were to be licensed under the Atomic Policy Act.  

Their unrestricted use under any rule would make a de facto termination of that 

control.  

Faced with the challenges of closing licensed facilities and handling 

contaminated concrete, it is logical to conclude that a rule regarding release of 

contaminated materials from licensed sites should be made. It is not, however, 

an adequate conclusion in our opinion that these materials should be placed in 

unrestricted use or even restricted use without further definition. Concrete, as 

several other construction materials, is ubiquitous to our society. The concept 

of concrete framed buildings across the United States being made with 

radioactive materials housing millions of people exposing them to potential 

radioactive material greater than background exposure is contrary to the charter 

of the NRC.  

The Commission has stated that a "precedent setting" example of integrating 

waste products back into socient was made by the 1992 rule from the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) directing government projects to 

consume, where possible, fly ash in its concrete products is hardly a basis for 

allowing licensed material to be released. Fly ash, not licensed by NRC, has 

low levels of radioactive contamination at one-third the level of normal 

background radioactivity. These materials from licensed facilities contain 

radioactive contaminations of unknown levels at this time, nrid these levels may 

vary greatly depending on their origin. Unrestricted use o Dcontaminated 

materials from licensed facilities can put an extreme burden on unqualified 

handlers of radioactive materials such as ready mixed conciete producers. It 

should also be clear that neither the ready mixed concreree producer nor the 

consumer should assume the responsibility for the iiahiity of use of these 

materials or the economic cost. Licensees of these faci~idetics cannot abrogate 

their responsibilities under any proposed rule, nor shoulO the NRC be 

Facilitator to relieve the licensees of their obligations.  

OF additional concern is the economic impact for the use of commissioned 

licensed materials in concrete production. Would it be contemplated that the 

ready mixed concrete producers would be responsible .ir transporting, 

crushing, and preparing contaminated concrete? This obviously constitutes an 

extreme financial burden in attempting to prepare ready mixed concrete
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producers for handling radioactive material, which heretofore was managed by 

the licensees of these facilities. The use of fly ash is not ,,-n :campie of how 

concrete can be used. Fly ash constitutes trivial radioac' -e .naterial and does 

not require any additional processing. Waste concrete irorn i1censed facilities 

would require the expense of crushing and screening and ac~dnional handling to 

bring it into conformance with current standards of the American Society of 

Testing and Materials and the American Concrete Institute to be used as an 

acceptable construction product. Fly ash, on the other hand, requires no 

special processing and need only be blended with Portiand cement products for 

its use. In addition, the experience of the ready mixed concrete industry in 

using recycled concrete for aggregate in fresh concrete is not a good one, nor is 

it accepted by many states for their work. Processed concrete, while may be 

used as roadbed material or other fill, does not have the same characteristics as 

raw sand and gravel or natural aggregates. Acceptability of recycled concrete 

whether with radioactive contamination or not, does not have the best record 
in the construction industnr. In fact, many state departments of transportation 

prohibit the use of fly ash or other recycled materials. Of course, the liability 

issues and acceptance of the use of radioactive materials bhr ,he consumer and 

the public would put concrete into a disadvantageous po..U 

Issue Number 3- If NRC Decides to Develop a Proposed Rule Criteria_ 

for Release of Solid Materials, Could Some Form of Restrictions on 

Future Use of Solid Materials is considered as an Alternative? 

In our opinion, it is possible that some .orm or restricted use could be made of 

these contaminated concrete materials, \N',Ie, however, believe that restricted use 

should be defined to "singie point" uses where contact for exposure by the 

general population is minimal. Such examples might include non-water supply 

concrete dams for flood control, deep concrete foundations, possibly concrete 

bridges, or concrete containment facilities for this express used of storing these 

solid materials into a "single point", licensed storage facilities. Restricted use, 

however, should entail licensing as low-level nuclear facilities by the NRC.  

This will allow the users and the general public to have full knowledge of risk 

levels and exposure with public comment and further remove the issues of 

liability and monitoring costs by controlling its use in "single point" uses.
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Issue Number 4 -If NRC Decides to Develop a Proposed Rule, What 

Materials Should be Covered? 

In responding to this issue, whether for concrete or other building materials, I 

would state again our concern of allowing licensed materials to be disbursed 

within the general population. However, understanding the need to integrate 

various philosophies in today's complex environment, we believe that solid 

materials from licensed facilities should have a rule contemplated for their 

management and could be used under qualified conditions and could be used 

for restricted use. We again state that unrestricted, widespread use of any of 

these solid materials off of licensed facilities is unacceptable.
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Statement of Dan Guttman

National Academies 
National Research Council 

Committee on Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid Materials from Nuclear 

Regulatory' Commission - Licensed Facilities 
March 27, 2001 

My name is Dan Guttman, My work address is 1155 15 "h Street. N.W.. Suite 410: 

telephone no. 202-638-6050: email: dguttman~iari.net. Thank you for the opportunity to appear 

before you today. I appear on my own behalf as a citizen, but draw from experiences I have been 

privileged to have shared in matters related to the panel's charge.1 

Introduction and Summary 

This Committee's work raises three questions, the importance of \Ihich extends %\ell 

beyond the formal terms of the panel's contractual commitment to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission t"NRC"): 

I) Whý did the NRC - an entity vested with primary responsibility for protecting the 

public against radiation risk-- fail to ask the National Academy of Sciences 

("NAS") the proper questions regarding the radiation risk to wý hich the NRC 

Experience which informs this testimony includes: ( I ) counsel to numerous 

municipally/cooperatively owned electric systems regarding the purchase of ownership interest 

and/or power from nuclear plants: construction of nuclear plants: nuclear power plant 

decommissioning costs/methods:(2) special counsel to Senator David Pryor in oversight 

investigation of the Department of Eneruy's management ot its contractors and consultants: 3) 

EIxccutive Director of President Clinton's Advisory Committee on I luman Radiation 

lExperiments: (4) Commissioner of the t.`.S. Occupational Salct\ and I lcailth Re% ic\ý 

Commission: (5) counsel to the Oil. Chemical, & Atomic \Vorkers union (noý% a component of 

the Paper. Allicd-Industrial. Chemical & Atomic Workers . 'nion. PAC I y, the primary 

rcpresentative of workers at the nuclear \'eapons complex, and a representativc of workers at 

nuclear utilities and other hazardous and energy intensive \\ork sites, on matters including the 

rec\cling of radioacti\e \waste and the privatization of the I'.S. 5inrichment Corporation (operator 

of the NRC renlated Portsmouth and Paducah gaseous diLfusion plants)' (6) adviser to N\e 

County. Nevada, on matters related to the siting of the nuclear %%aste repository: (7) ads er to the 

special delegation to the United States of the Chancellor otfAustria regarding the TIemclin 

nuclear power plant. I has\e been called on to advise the Department of fnergy recarding the 

recently enacted nuclear workers compensation legislation and the Russian nuclear cities 

program I am a fellow oirthe Center tor the Study ot.-\merican Go% crnment at Johns I lopkins 

U nis ersity and of the National Academy of Public Administration.
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seems predetermined to expose the public?

(2) WVhy did the NAS - an entity with essential responsibility for vouchsafing the 
integrity of scientific advice to the nation -- accept without any evident question, a 
framework for its work wvhich it knewv, or should have known, effectively excluded from 
inquiry most important facts bearing on the protection of the public? 

(3) W\hat svil this panel do to ensure that the necessary and proper cuestions are asked.  
and that there is a full public record regarding the inquiry? 

The terms of the NRC referral to the NAS. and the NAS's acceptance of these terms, 
confirm that the NRC and the NAS believe that the primary issues here are technical -- i C., the 
amount and or quality of radioactisve materials that can. in the abstract, harm humans and their 
ensVironment. and the ability of equipment to decontaminate waste to these lesels. This is not so.  

It is now known that agencies (and private adjuncts) that performed well in the Cold War 
development and production of nuclear weapons, exposed citizens, soldiers and workers to undue 
risk of radiation exposure - without adequate provision for: 

I ) disclosure so that citiZens might choose to protect thnemsel cs, and 

(2) recordkcepi ne and monitorine needed to x ouchIsate public health at decades rerno\ e 
from initial exposure.  

\Iorcox er. the secretive. Las icss, andor incompetent exposure of citizCens to radioactise 
nWazards i. t tleast in reeard to the rccscl inc of radioactixc x\xaste. dcmonstrablx not a thine of the 
past. Ihc public record nox sho\ss that these features hase hallnmarked the recent promotion oC 
the recycling of radioacti e waste bs DOE (and its contractors), and. indeed, underiax Secrctar\ 
Riichardson s 2000 lntcrs ention to impose a moratorium on recscding.  

Ihe NRU. In the proceecline under> ing this panel's xxork. shoxxcd the public that it is 
determined to ignore that xOhich is of public concern. It has: 

refused to acknosxlcddee its oxn responsibility fbr the recycling ot DOE xastc. the 
largeet and most potentially lucrative, source ot radioactiselx contanminated metals.  

* abdicatcd its duts to provide independent and expert analysis of risk to a contractor 

(S.\IC' possessed ot obx ious conflict of interest.  

* declined to suibiect to public recviex the manner in w5 hich 1)(1 contractors took 
oc o antarc ot the NR(7-s lax o\crsi cht to launder the reccC1inc Oi 5 cIU InIr i calls 
c onmi nated radioactixe nickel through the secretive processes of the ITennessee 
Department of I nu ironincntaI Conservation "I( .. I )
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* persists on forwarding SAIC's tainted handiwork - even though the SAIC analysis. on 

its face. also ignored the most realistic of risk scenarios -- past and present DOE 

experience.  

In short, the central issue here is not, as the NRC's referral to the NAS would have it, 

one of addressing an "hysterical" and "ill-informed " "public perception" (that low level doses 

of radiation are risky)-- a task which, it is hoped, can be accomplished by the NAS's august 

confirmation that a given amount of radiation is safe (or, if not safe, a risk somehow worth 

taking). Rather, the issue here is the intelligent public's increasingly well-informed 

understanding that governmental and contractor institutions that now purport to protect them 

from radiation risk have hitherto unjustifiably withheld information, lied, and demonstrated a 

startling incapacity to technically abide by public protection standards.  

In sum: 

* The NAS must address evidence that recycling is unsafe at any' speed until DOlk•and 

NRC (and their contractors, delegatees. and licensees) demonstrate an ability to act lawfullv.  

competently, and openly in matters that expose the public to the unrestricted reuse oa rec'cled 

radioactivcly contaminated metals: 

* Under no circumstances should the release of radioactivelv contaminated metals for 

unrestricted reuse be permitted in the absence of: 

- provision for 1 000o % erification of the released metals: 

- provision for labeling and recall of the released metals.  

I. The NAS Must Address Evidence that Recycling is Unsafe at An,, Speed until the 

DOE and DOE (and their contractors, licensees and delegatees) Show the Consistent 

Ability to Act La'vfullv, Competently, and Openly in Matters that Expose the Public 

to the Unlabeled and It nrestricted Reuse of Radioactive Waste 

In the proceedings betore the NRC. PACE (and many others) laid out the evidence that 

the track record of the institutions entrusted with recycling radioactive xxaste does not permit a 

reasoned conclusion that anx public protection standard(s) x1ill be abided by. Ihe NRC tIailed to 

address this evidence (much less contradict it). To the contran', the NRC gave ample basis for 

further reasoned public concern.  

A. We Now Know that the Government and its Contractors Knowingly Exposed 

Citizens, Soldiers, and Workers to Undue Radiation Risk Without Adequate 

Provision for Advance Disclosure, Recordkeeping and Post Hoc Monitoring
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In its 1995 report to President Clinton. the Advisory Committee on Human 
Radiation Experiments (ACFIRE") found that -- at its 1947 birth -- the Atomic Energy 
Commission ("AEC"), predecessor to the DOE and the NRC, embraced a (secret) policy of 
covering up health, safety, and environmental information that could embarrass, or be a source of 
liability to, the government or its contractors. ACt IRE found that this policy ,xhere national 
security itself could not serve as grounds to keep information on risk secret. AC! IRE d id not find 
that this covert policy was ever countermanded. -' 

By the late 1990's it became apparent that coverup continued for decades and that, by 
consequence. an unknown number of (the 600,000) nuclear weapons workers sere placed at 
undue and increased risk ofcancer and other ills. In January., 2000 Secretary of Energy 
Richardson acknowledged that the goernment's evasions and lies had harmed wxorkers. In 
October, 2000, the United States Congress provided for compensation tor these workers. In 
enacting the Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Act, Congress found that: 

(2) Since the inception ot the nuclear ,xeapons program and tor several 
decades afterw,'ards, large numbers of nuclear weapons workers at Department 
of Energry and at vendor sites vho supplied the Cold X, ar effort \vere put at 
risk without their knosxledee and consent Ibr reasons that, documents 
res eal, were dris en b,, fears of Idmserse publicity, liability, and employcc 
demands for hazardous dot> pa>.  

(3) Numerous pres ious sec ret records documented unmonitored radiation.  
hers Ilium. . licaI heaI :ceml>e. I I, d toxic substances' exposures anId 
continuitu problems at the Dcpartment of [Enerey and % endor si,,es across the 
country. xxhere since W\orld \Var 11 the Department ot Energe and lts 
predecessors hase been self -recgulating ',xith respect to nuclear saftets Jnd 
COccupational safct% aind hý2ealt1h.  

In s~hon' ii e niow kntow 11,1! /tc / / Sitwe (vz/U Ct Lwral/Ycor q 555/ciw ticc/Y~/ CIII v.ani K? 

f/it cou i~ o / ý/Lccuc/cs, dIMIt~ d/0 ?'tc C I 10uti~ 9 //20/is U/S 0/ itsý ;xrketrs it/to ii erc riltat/t/ CiJ 

See, Th flit' ~ lliti idalounb'n /A/kel K/tcIts, Rc port oflth 1/iclide St ors Ic/xvisoi-Y Comituiiee 
(Oxford t. P. 1996) at chapter I 'Seýcrecs . I [omian Radiation E xperiments, aind Intentional 
Releasesý- ''The Committee recon-mmended, and the .X\dministration aeoreed. that xx here the 
-mox eminent en eaced incos crop ot 1ri C. the \i tt i-s(o nx rkin) ýre enttited to apo lo ey ano-.  
ex en in the absen-ce of ph~s scal inILIý Ar .mea1sure of coI C0pensation. (Sc.c Recommn-endation I . at 

K e .\c in-rk i LItneI. Ian xFr>9 u S. 'xc knoss ledees Raidiation xii ldXcApn 

XX'oike2rs: 1 od -' Decades o f Denmais. C emCpen at ion i I P SS IbI 'ole t Ur\ S \ ut ts ors of Cane X ICtill-I 

xxho XX eN~ed xx Ils lRom[h&- Nýcrcitais liýchaideon told the ITiius, that: -[Ihs iS the first time that 
the c\ x ernine ot Is, lc knoxxldei that peonk I e ot caicer- :ronm ex posure at the plants
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protected from the start by ruies that provided for limitations on exposure, recordkeeping, and 

monitoring. fhly should the public have confidence that itsfring pans. braces, and knives and 

/orks will - in the absence of labeling or monitoring -- be given any better protection? 

B. The DOE/BNFL Oak Ridge Recycling Project Is the Primary Real World 

Precedent for Recycling and Must Be Addressed by any Committee that 

Purports to Address Public Health Protections 

In 1996 DOE announced what was proclaimed as a model and precedent setting project 

for the recycling of 100,000 tons of radioactive metallic waste from the Oak Ridge K-25 site.  

DOE boasted that its contractor - British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) - would deploy innovative 

nickel recycling technology, guarantee performance at a fixed price (S238 million) and save 

taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars in cleanup costs.' The continuing revelations regarding 

the failure of this showcase recycling project must be understood and addressed by any 

Committee that purports to address the protection of the public from the potential hazards of 

recycled radioactive waste.  

1. A Federal Court Has Found that, Through use of the NRC's Offices 

and Otherwise, DOE and BNFL Placed the Public at Unlawful and 

Unexamined Risk 

Prior to the A.ugust, 997 contract award to BNFL, OCAW and environmental groups 

called on DOE to conduct a public review of the proposed recycling, as required by the National 

Vnvironmental Policv Act (NEP:\. This request %aas ignored. OCAW,joined by enmironmental 

interveners, sought a court order that NEPA be complied with.  

In June. 1999 a Federal District court confirmed that DOE awarded its quarter billion 

dollar recycling contract to BNF L without regard for the basic requirements of environmental 

lavs and openness (See. Oil. Chemical & AItomic f'HOrkers, et al. v. Pena. et al. 62 F.Supp. 2d I 

(DD..C. 1999). Judge Kessler found that the Super!-und law barred citizens from obtaining court 

ordered relief. but, nonetheless. found that the concerns raised bv the union and environmental 

groups wcre alid (emphasis added) 

The ()ctober. 1 996 DOE press release qt CC.d Icc Pr:-ýidcnt Gore as promising that.  

"I his rein enting -o% ernment initiative not onr l.v e, s in <i, ironmental problem, but ,s ilI 

create jobs and stimulate the economy of Oak Ridge.  

The Court's reasoning %\as based on the D)(O)I , . clJ ati that recycling, was integral to 

an underly ing Supertund cleanup, and the lass prods ic> Lhat ,,p<rand cleanups cannot be 

challeneed during, their conduct. In fact, as Secretuary Rictardso2 : moratorium on the Oak Ridge 

recycling confirms, the DOELBNFL claim that the rec'ciioMe VD\s HTIegral to the K-25 cleanup 

(\ahich is ongoing) 'aas itself spurious.



The court acknowledges and shares the many concerns raised by [PACE and 
envi ronmental interxenorsj. The potential for environmental harm is great, 
especially given the unprecedented amount of hazardous materials which [DOE 
and ENE"FL] seek to relcase.  

The court found "ample evidence that the proposed recycling significantly 
affects the quality of the human environment." The court found that "plaintiffs allege and [DOE 
and BNFI ] have not disputed, that there is no data regarding the process efficacy or the track 
record with respect to safety." 

Finally, the court pointedly noted that BNFL had availed itself of a license under the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Tennessee state program. 'TDEC," noted the court, "which 
has neither the resources nor the extensive expertise ofa national regulaton, agency', is the onh 
body xxith anm supervisory power.' In short, as the court found, it was the Vuclear Regulatory 
C " lotn sion --o and not the Department ofTEnery- that ultimately) opened the door for the 
onar ien<&'zte'd, ioircsfricftcd and a un/abeL'd reuse ofi naclear ireapons complex t/ickel.  

2. Testimony in the Court Proceeding Revealed that the INFL Contract 
was Forwarded in Defiance of Secretary Pena's Directive that DOE 
Protect the Public Against Unrestricted Use 

Discox cry' ir the Court proceeding revealed that high DOE officials ignored or defied 
S;cretrsi Pcna's directive t he lM)l' BNI: contract reserve DOE's right to protect the public 
a, aini t ' inrestricted uses." 

lDisCox en recoaled that Sccrctarv Pena instructed hih 1)O0 E otficials to assure that the 
contritc! pro% idC D)OElauthorits ox er end uses. Jim I fail. I)O1' head ofOak Rlidge perations 
,,%ho ýincd the .\u Nnust. 1997 contract for 1)01', tcsti fled that Secrctarv lena- in recoenition of 
the i 1sues raised 0x the Steel indultrx , labor, ýnd ernvironrmentalists - directed DOE officials 
to tate strc the tilnl c•ontract pro\ i dc ti)r 1)()[' control oxer the end use ot metals to be 
rcletecd.  

In fict and to the claimed surprise of the Mir. I Jall - the Secretary's directive xxas 
•goored N...t his deposition. rir. I lall initially testified that the Secrctar ,,s directixe had been 

,.onpiicd ,, O iih ( 1n recx, ot the contract. ,, hich he signed fb(r the Department)' he recognized 

B RNFI.' contract proposal to 1)OF Stated that "'xolumctric contamination xvill limit the 
metals to restricted end use."' [.RN:II proposed reuse in nickel hy dride batteries. ) Nothine in the 
c1ntract tte cot i tiot i1 motel rials provided to ()('.,N\V bx 1)O1' and ,NF'I. contemplated the broad 
irce release iiehts N3:\L later claimed.  

lames ()x cndof1. Actig i \.ssistant Scc retary tIor I, Fxvironmcntal NIHanaement in 
Nos..LSt. I t9C. testif Ied to S.I-imilar cttcCt.
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that the Secretary's directive had, been disobeyed. The contract placed no restrictions on BNFL 

sale of materials once they leave MSC's processing facility.8 

The question of how and xshy Secretary Pena's directive was countermanded remains a 

public mystery. The reasoning public might ,,'ant to know the answer to this mystery before 

entrusting itself to the good graces of further federal protection from recycled waste.  

3. DOE Awarded the Contract to BNFL With No Regard for its 

Noncompliance with Environmental, Safety, and Health 

Requirements and Admitted Lack of Management Competence 

DOE awarded the $238 million contract to BNFL based on a statutorily required 

determination that BNFL was the sole "responsible source." DOE's "Justification for Less than 

Full and Open Competition" relied on the qualifications of "MSC." which operates a metals 

rec\clina facility in Oak Ridge. Federal procurement rules provide that where the prime 

contractor's affiliate- here BNF[L's \Tholly-ovned subsidiaryN MSC - may affect performance 

under the contract, the "responsibility" of the affiliate is also of the essence.  

BNFI.. how\ever. failed to disclose information to DOE that bore directly on the 

responsibility and integrity of \1SC - and the DOE never asked for it.  

In adxance of BNFI1's purchase of Il0%o ownership of \ISC, BNFL official James 

IBNFII \SC's President James NIcAnally testified: 

Q. So you deal \\ith. for example. a middleman? 

A. Yes.  
Q. And \ou don't care \\ here the middleman distributes the metal, just 

as lone as the middleman buys sour recscled metal? 
A,. N o.  

0. No, meaning \ou don't care'? 

A. No. in that %52 sell a product that is released that meets all the 

standards for release, and %\ here it coes from there is not our concern.  

Q. So. for exaimpl-e it could go into a metal joint for a hip replacement.  

.V Yes.  

\nd it could oo into spoons used for eatin, rieht'? 

.A Yes.  

Q. It could co into children's braces? 

A\. Yes.  

Q. There's no restriction on the end use'? 

A. No.  

Deposition of James \lcAnalli at 175-176.
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McAnally performed a management audit of NSC. Mr. McAnally testified under oath that his 
anal'sis led to his conclusion - in May 1997, during the midst of negotiations with DOE 
regarding the contract (which ,,as signed on August 25. 1997) - that MSC suffered fundamental 
management -weaknesses. ' BNFL evidently failed to disclose its findings (and the 200 page audit 
itself) to DOE.  

In Januan of 1998, moreover - months following the August. 1997 contract as<ard -

DOE belatedly performed an audit of the MSC Oak Ridge facility. DOE auditors found, among 
other deficiencies, that: (a) "[a] training program has not been implemented... [t]he training 
program has been identified as a recurring deficiency by MSC": (b) "[t]he records and document 
system at MSC has not been formally implemented"' (c) the procurement system "does not 
ensure that procured materials or sen ices meet the established requirements and perform as 
specified": (d) there were man>' repeat problems in operations and laboratory quality control and 
(e) the rcspiratorv protection and lock-out tag-out programs were in violation of OSI-iA.  

I 'cýC c h 1 ,. rC i I aicr c,,c. o -- /oYlg: g an7i hclý.ic -- 0ere 107117d in 0 
I'O t!> jflT7 C1L7 /1(01" /e,2 /14.' () /4_;'l h/Ul ':I!L'",6)t2'?c /) .) w.•)''l7O, ''I R(• )) ;(-gYU ' C: 

C01lpl?',4M I/ott /ick! !lk' opcr(///0i4 'm(icLr 'whl f)(,, )f(/org~wnout n R&D)A ( rc t a0ne!du 
It/.N SLY .RC i/ce'nase /or ie v." 

4. )(0) A,\, :rded the IIN'FI ('ontract Based on BNFLl Possession of 
Unique Recy cling, echnolog- Which BNFL did not Possess 

On hChallf-olthe noncompC'ttit, w lotracl 1TV•ard to t)ŽNFlI. D)OF claimed that ,NI"1 
ýthronaLe ]!> aib iate NBCiS'C ha) d 'etx eloped" a1 cniqtc tcChnolo''x to r-c\c te nickel.  

i N talc,"cll, tcstificd 

(Q. \\ht d'd the r ,v" ht'ý e to axn iboctt the nlanne'ment oftines ef 

V I don't rcCall tee _tc t ln.t guac, hat the - asicallx, that the 
o1reani/atonirml structure ,, as xxCak. that iananle•nmct did not haxe the 
proftessio nal manaagemcnt skills> to m ari cin terpriý;C the kind OlfoUtpUt 
that x•\,s needed from the BNFI, I . et 

V... I rated the xu. : , of'the v, orkt'orce as 1 ei ei-i er e xgood.  
but the OX cr9 lI manaeCment, stratec it thinkIM a, coUrcaniiation. necetine, 
coals. eCe Litioni I rated as XX: _.  

" lore>oxC r. thie C s .IA dchicinci2s ,,Xcre likel the tip of'thc iccberg 1). 0)1'- Jack 
I IoX,.rh the contract ofleer for :h1 ,NII proeict, c lpmlm cd e in ýcllrt testimnoax that 1) l)f: 
.iaditots x, erc not cv.en Iolkii-n Wor /S !IN X ilAit 11its.
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But court discovery reyealed that BNFL did not even possess the right 
to utilize the technology. Judge Kessler found that, "even as of March 18, 1999 when parties 
appeared before the court for a status conference, it was not fully clear when BNFL would be 

granted the legal rights to use the recycling process." 62 F. Supp 2d. at 12) 

DOE's contract justification also cited the experience of BNFL's parent company in 
decommissioning a gaseous diffusion plant in Capenhurst, England. The contract award was 
accompanied by a DOE press release which declared the K-25 approach would be based on 
"BNFL's successful experience in the Capenhurst facility in Great Britain." In 1998 deposition 
testimony, however, DOE's Jim Hall, who signed the DOE/BNFL contract, testified that BNFL 
did not recycle nickel at Capenhurst. As of 1998, the radioactive nickel was still sitting in drums 
in a warehouse in England.  

5. BNFL Sought to Launder its Proposal Through NRC/TDEC Closed 
Door Processes 

No federal rule provided (or provides) for recycling of the volumetrically contaminated 
nickel that was to provide the lion's share of BNFL's profits. With knowledge of the public 
controversy surrounding the nickel recycling. BNFL secretly planned to launder the recycling 
through the NRC-s delecatee - the Fennessee Department ofltnvironment and Conservation. A 
secret BNFlI strate,-,N memo explained (emphasis added): 

IsAs •Uc?'L o,? ra(lioJI c'1 \c' ttiOlclwt l.S /1c(0.5cs• Ivil/il/l file >Slted ), Tfenessee 

In his October. 1998 deposition, then-Acting. Assistant Secretary for Environmental 
Management James O\ endoff testified that "the reason we signed the contract with BNFL" was 
that BNFlT claimed its team had the technology to recycle volumctrically contaminated nickel.  

Q. Did '0-ou understand that BNFI claimed that it or its teaming partner.  
\ISC. had technology to recycle volumetrically contaminated nickel

A. Yes.  
Q. A\nd did you understand that claim was one of the reasons 13NFI- MSC 

(lot the contract.  
A. It was the reason \se signed the contract w\ith 13>L. ls.  

Similarlyl. Jim 1 lall. the Oak Ridge Operations Nlanagcer ss ho signed the contract, tcstif-led 

recarding patent os nership: 1 assume I was told it was MSC technology'." 

In fact, as of IMarch. 1()99. Judge Kessler noted. BNtII did not has e a right to use the 

patent. Indeed. the patent owner tiled an administrative claim with DOE. By consequence. ifand 
%\hen nickel recycling proceeds. taxpayers may be obligated to pay extra millions so that 1NFL 

can use the technology the unique possession of w5hich was the basis for its contract award.
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has not previous/v involved a public consultation process- It is unlikely 
that this will continue to be the case for the long term... Therejore, 
amendment to the existing ,/SC license for release of a small quantity of 
decontaminated nickel is beitg pursued to establish die precedent' fr 
nickel release.  

6. NRC/TDEC Rubberstamped BNFL's License in Secret, with 
Minimal Regard for Worker and Public Health and Safety 

As BNFL hoped. TDEC proceeded to amend the existing BNFLiMSC license to provide 
for nickel recycling. It did so without an' opportunity for meaningful public comment; indeed, 
public comment would have been Impossible because virtuall\ all the risk analyses and further 
documents under review by TDLC xere allegedly secret."' NMoreover. it did so in the absence of 
arm ei dent analxsis of the risks to workers performing the recycling.  

Furthermore. deposition testimony ot the TDLC radiation protection chief confirmed that 
TDfC was biisslfullx unaxx.are that Do[ auditors had found that IMSC xxas in noncompliance 
wx ith qualilt control, environment, and xorker health and safety protocol. There is no indication 
that the audit. or further evidence oi' 5.SC's noncompliance. xas taken into account by I-DLC in 
its appro al of 13 FI.'s nickel recyclinm license.  

Folloxxing the issuancc o< the license. (O('A\\' and the Natural Resources Defense 
Council (i"N''RD('") rcpcatcdlx, called on 111-C to prox ide the public xxith explanations of the 
basis t'or its LIease approa I[ I DIE' lexecr i espondcd to these inquiries.  

1X When. pursuant to court order, BNFI. provided (CX'A\\x with documents that it had 
presented to the I D-C'. each and cx ert document xxas claimed to contain business secrets and.  
thrcrcore, ould no' be rited publlc 

See )ctolbct 5. I9)) and O)ctoKcr IS. I )Q9 letters of Dan C uttman (Counsel for IX.Cl') 

and Daxid Adelman Counsel for N atural Resources Defense Council) to Mike Nloblexv, Director 
I'D FC.  

I he si i I nals,xx cr Id qucstio, as po's Id bx the C)ctobcr 5 letter xx ere 

1. jf;71 /C p/ N../',r' oc ot , I c/.i i' lanatied, hI' .A SC' V/5/. Ia msmppot i l the I nc 
iIttt~~i'It ~'i ot ''Ot i! i tui t /i[71 1 ,It c1'ker andcZil~ c* ite (wntanitnation f10t07 

-2 )oce.I N I1( ' or k/SC.' i\/N I ,,Iolt hair' niucli plianznunr? ani ?"epJtiilnt and )/hi"' 

'0/ 111 tid N Ili( l t'ý ( Irc 1 it' cit a (C i/nit it I// /)c tr 11101 d /-om tilt' O ak IRidge c As crvatian K-25 site fo~r 
, C/'it ,"ii it i/iC t / OL ,U,1cail/n .  

N 11)C's~i it0 <cit'/",c t P .to .f5( 13 X it'!C1. .c
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7. DOE's inspector General Has Now Confirmed That the Public 

Cannot Rely on the Integrity of Verification Procedures 

a. The IG Found, and DOE concurs, that DOE Cannot Ensure 

that Recycling Will not Increase Public Risk 

In September, 2000 the Department's own Inspector General ("IG") reported on its 

audit of the BNFL recycling contract. The IG concluded (DOEuIG-0481, at 2) (emphasis added): 

BNFL did not perJbrm accurate surveys of contaminated metals before the 

contractor released the metals for recycling on the open market. We found 

that employees who performed the surveys were not adequately supervised.  

As a result, there was increased risk to the public that contaminated 

metals were released from the site, a condition that, obviously, was contrary to 

the Department's objectives i hen it established this program.  

The IG report records that DOF management concurred with "the findings and 

recommendations." (Id.) 

inc/ludes ain" radiouctive or oatheirisc toxic inaterials or chemicials wihose ide/ntitv is still 

classi/ied.  

4 1 if/(I1t /ice T n.ret C i-Ic in/Us it ill asure that thaoe xI orking iii atid around/ lutoniim 

antd ,t1iC /10 il 1 ,IS( ' /K ll/i /i1cs11 i/I be prowected rom radiaon clides that can cause caeinr 

it hen present in the n,, n ultest c•ouiint? 

.Prior to the license anawadL What did TDEC independently do to identib, n hether the 

many violations ot quality control. cnvironmental, health, and sa/etv laws and protocols /ound by 

DOE in 1998 had been fally corrected -- i.e, to assure that A/SC's operations a/its.facilities will 

not in any -vav be atl imniniecnt or ea/endemic dangier to worker annd communit/v health and safety? 

6(. I/us I'DFC' inctepcetientiv cruietd that A/SC is now capable o/ the competent contract 

inan1ag'ment recq ared iný its ( )- toher / citer " 

- IIfhat reqiiremc•1ts arc built inito A/C/S's license amendment to assure that its 

operatitions will he in•tependenthI monitored hb expert sources other than those which TDE/C and 

DO1/I r he tirCeady' fondt1 to he in•ds//icient to protect workers and the public? 

S. if'he I-t ill the lu/l dccumenitition1 relict on bhy TDEC' in support qfthe license 

c1oeCi7d)iC/ nt bc Imade pi hIt icb , 

IThe (Still Unrespondcd to) ,ctober 18. 1999 letter asked TDEC to provide the statutory 

and regulatory provisions under '•ahich the license amendment was issued.  

/ kforeovcr. /ic' 1(; report ex'a/ained, at 8 thact BIA'\"I's'iailre had little to do with 

/tint ccd lechinical s-tant/ards or etiiipment and all to do/ with bad mnanaoetnent.
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BATL 's disregard /or pmhlic health toot p/acc under a showcase contracl. ýi /c/h U cis 
u/tianctelv put under the light oftcourt and ('ongres.szont/l and pre..A scrunv4 i 13AF / 1.DOE, 
did not /.eel constrained to /ol/ow hninirnca//i requis•ite mancigement practices in 5such a setting, 
"AYh would the puhlic he wrong in do&hhng i/tat .uhic Protection standcrcdis it ili be ihonore d in 
cmv oh/er circuimstances.  

b. The IG Confirmed that Independent Verification Does not 

Ensure Public Protection 

DOE's BNFL project proclaimed that the public would be protected because the surveys 

of BNFI would be reviewed by an "independent verification" team. The presence of such a 
team, the IG found, did not "ensure" that the public ',vas protected. To the contrary. as the IC 
report explained, the "independent enri fication" team only revixews a sample of the contractor's 
\vork: 'Since the verification team does not vcrif ever' item in each lot, additional survcxing 
errors \would not be detected, and in somc c mes, lots exccecihn the release Lniteia mwax have 

been released." 

C. The NRC Proceeding Shows an Agency Bent on Reinforcing Public 

Perception that it WVill not or Cannot Protect Against Recs cling Risk 

1. The NRC Bedrocked its Proceeding on Conflict of Interest

Regarding Ni hich it Still Refuses to Come (lean 

In Noxember. 1999 PIO'UI poiitc out to the NRC' that its c'mployxment o S.\IC to 

perform the technicai anasis [or its proccedine "NI' .:R.(>-1640") v,.as unacceptable. StAlC had 
lone been the teaming partner to I/N':I. in the e narter billion dollr a)O1-' sponsored effort to 

Mans ii the results 1 rctani si,',s that haxve been doiamel..d to dte as 
hei ie inacc urate xx crc a '-a alt o I 1/Ni I. Li p. ox ecs xx ho pet - neid the surx axs 
not beine adequate>) supervised. It his been noted that BNIs . expetienced 
signit-cant turnover in wIsLCv super> isors. Ihis largce nt>-'mentturnoxer 

affected trainine and continuite vx ith the I/N ,II survc i , '.. and x\as 
creating potential sxtacamic problems "xith release procaw" "-Pcialdx.  
the knoxxvledee Mu hich the aupc i-sor>s oibtained conccrr.:', c ' r .e kieas of 
material most likely to contain contamination as "l ,elI ai. r,-tirrine problem 
areas xould have been I ,.st unless 1/NHI. documented .KI ti•fL r ation in , ork, 

records ind then required cxcr> ns• oupervIsor and c% . . 'n, nixca 
technician to revicxv these rcord>• IN hI I-oxwevnr. ,sixx doc un•enting.  

recurring problem areas and thus did not initiatc corrme. c action on a 

trcndin basis.
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promote nuclear wýaste recycling. " Moreover, PACE pointed out. the conflict was particularly 

egregious where: 

(1) the terms of the SAIC contract called on a private contractor 

likely in xviolation of longstanding prohibitions against contracting out 

inherently governmental functions - to do the Commission's basic thinking, 

and even to provide the Commission with a summary of the views of other 

stakeholders; 

(2) the NRC relied on SAIC over a period that began in 1992; and 

(3) the NRC was forced to award SAIC a second contract in August, 

1999 because SAIC did not complete the required work under the first.i 

By letter to SAIC of December 16, 1999. NRC issued a stop work order to SAIC 

regarding the August. 1999 co-ntract. In March, 2000 the NRC announced the termination of the 

Augtust. 1999 contract. The NRC, hoivever, conspicuouisly rei/.suss to make public fIcts it hich 

M•uighit explain to the curious public hoW it contrived to rev Yon a con! we/C'or with such obvious 

con/lictinif interests. To boot, the \'RC now askvs the public to ls.spentd disbelie/ and assuome that 

t/he tuintetid vtldut is acceptable as is 

2. The NRC Prejudged the Result Nhich it Now Asks NAS to 

Rubberstamp 

In the Novxember, 1999 public sessions. many public conimenters noted that 

the NRC's June, 1998 Staff requirements nmemorandum (SRNI) revealed that the NRC had 

prejudged the outcome of the recycling proceeding. Commission staff vigorousy protested this 

conclusion, and professed to openmindedness. (See. No, ember 1 -2, 1999 NRC transcripts.) No 

sooner was the proceeding adiourned. then PACE learned that. cevidently unknowxn to these staff, 

the Commission's 1998 prejudgment had, indeed, been reiterated wxith emphasis in August.  

1999.1

` Indeed, documents obtained in the BNFL court case revealed that S tIC expected to 

obtain tens of millions of dollars from xxork on the BNFD, prolect. \xith its role including that of 

assurine regulatory compliance.  

T The above points \xcre spelled out to the NRC in IA.C!s \o\ cx mber 16. 19)99 

comments. xwhich I presume ha% e been prox ided to the N.,\S and Lire part o0 the record here.  

* SAIC contract N RC-04--99-046, efectis e .\uUust 4. 1999 is entitled. "Technical 

Assistance Support for Clearance of Materials and Equipment." The statement of xxork declared 

that the predicate for SAIC's continuing wyork xxas the NRC's June 30' 1998 Staff Requirements 

Niemorandum (SRNI). The statement of\xork explained (at I):

I



3. The NRC Refused to Engage in Reasoned Public Exchange or Inquiry 
Regarding The Abuse and Breakdomvn of NR(.' Recycling Regulation 

In the face of a court scepticism of the adequacy of NRC/TDEC( licensing, and PACE/ 
NRDC shoxxing that the TDEC review xvas. on its (barely visible) public face. deficient, 
reasonable citizens might have expected the NRC to assure the public that it would thoroughly 
reviexw the facts of the TDEC licensing. Fo the contrarx the NRC treated calls for due diligence 
(on the part of Congressmen as well as citizens) as if it were TDEC. and not the NRC. that xere 
the superior body.  

4. The NRC Declined to Address, Much Less Dispute, the Evidence that 
Government and Contractors Cannot Be Trusted to Protect the 
Public Against Recý cling Risk 

lPursuant to the NR''lx invtation. in 1994-2000 P..XCI. and othe identified 
basic tQtual questions regarding real xxorid experiences that must be addO :sted and ansxxered 
before any steps are taken to proceed with a rulemaking that might result in the release of 
:mare: ials for public use." 

For example. P XC'-s Nxovcmber 1. 1999 comments to the NKR -::led on the N RC'lo 
cngnic in discussion and fact tindine regarding: 

Federal court conitI rn'ation that precedent settirg2 (A., Ptidge recycin LI ,•\a.a 
proceeding in x iolation of en ironmental la,,,: 

* goxernment/ contractor historic practices of keeping e ifor.'mation on radioactive 
releases secret from the exposed public: 

I[he Q'~nissin in an ".lt rc;'uiicments \lemorandum (SNI, I iated lone .0o 
I 99 X directed the N[ REU taft to proceed \xxith rulcmakn1:12 on clearance of 

materials and equipment hax ing resMdual adioac'a xits. Specitic directions 
regard 1n2 the content of a clearance rule contained in SRN"I are that: ( I ) it Aill not 
be a detectahility standard but Hill instead be a dose-based regulation..{ it 
,xii: bt c standlards o'n re'lhstic scenrarios ofhealth etfects from loxx 
doses and i i it " ill be a compr pehensivi Ie app. uablc to ill metals.  
etqui pinent, and mLatrit ls includine soil, unless a narrox\er scope is 

.Iuvti Ved based on problems x iithL appt-ltlg the rule to certain cateories of 
il tCrial that coald delax corlletýin the 'Ulcrnlaking.  

S I understand thlit P.(XE i.and farther) sublissions to the N"RE(' are part of tile record 
before this panel.
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* evidence that those entrusted with the public release of radioactive materials do 

not have requisite competence to protect the public; 

* the failure of DOE and recycling contractors to provide credible analysis of the 

worker exposures stemming from recycling, and the real world difficulties of assessing such 

effects: and 

* evidence that the NRC's predecessor may have historically sanctioned the 

commercial release of radioactively contaminated materials without any public notice.  

The NRC provided assurances to PACE and other public participants that information 

sought by PACE and others would be diligently pursued. " No responses were forthcoming, and 

the NRC made plain that it had little interest in fact finding on these matters.  

NUREG-1640 Excludes the Most Dangerous Realistic Scenarios from 

Risk Analvsis 

It is axiomatic that any risk analysis must contemplate the real world in which risk is 

experienced. Lo its credit. NUREG- 1640 ackno\Oedges the importance 'f considering 

real \ýorld "scenarios." I Ioeveer. the document showýs that SAIC NRC ruied out consideration of 

the "scenarios" that, if past is prologue, pose the greatest danger to the p:'&ic and \\orkers.  

NI. ZRIt-G-1640 states. Lit x\ii emplhasis in original : 

The purpose of this report is ;o calcillate reauistic .' Sinates o, the 

dose ,actors 1or the averagkeielnher 0/t 1citical 'g.o) •usp•ociaI'td With 

the clearance of'equipment and o .scrap iron and steel, copper, aliiniunz 

and concrete on a radioncl/ide -h ,-racidioiziclide basiis.  

"Reali tic" estimates are estimate usinu scenarios and models %vhose 

parameters are based on general practices of the E'.S. nuclear po\,er 

industrv...  

Yhus. as just quoted, the N ',REG document purports to address the nuclear utility 

industry, but does not purport to address the "general practices" of the DOI (and DOE 

contractors).  

111. Conclusion: This Panel Must Decide Whether to Embrace the NRC on its Terms 

(and Confirm Reasoned Public Doubts about the Radiation Establishment) or to 

"' Thus. in opening the November 1. 1999 public participation meeting. NRC 

staff proclaimed that the NRC's intent %was "to exchange information, not 

just betw\een NRC and vou. but also amonest yourselves." (Ir. 2 ý4.)
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Affirm the Ethical Imperatives of Openminded Scientific Tnwiin

In da's past. the Ad\ isorB (vommittee on 1 luman Radiation 1-xri'.i-'ments found. A' EC insiders understood the NAS to be a tool to sell the public on positions .'it would not he credited 
if they emerged directly from the AEC's mouth. The Advisorn Committee reported: (1., at 
406)(emphasis added; fn. omitted) 

AEC insiders recognized that credibility was a problem. In a Decemnber.  
1954 letter to DBM's [AEC Division of Biology and Medicine] di ector.  
Charles Dunham. Los Alamos I Iealth Division Leader Thomas 
Shipman...lamented the lack of credibility possessed by those too .-tlosely 
associated xxith the A\EC: 

Phere is also the fact that Los Alamos may be regarded a rather 
biased institution. Some people may feel that xxe are amer 
interested parties. 1 i1M CC tInlx/ 0171i 100 WC// e Wru fe 01 U 

Y /, ,Htwi-'e, ['(i! t•} 1 .0 0 tI'e i>Vt' S',• [) Ut .7??t 1/)z"'*lohlCt Vt? 7! T 

and' conc! itusions c ,tI 21* (,7 /ii U tie . C f ('?. ar g /c/i. 0 ', Itlte, 
tueie quite it ifhing to acupt Ieun c lonch',sions o/the .VN(Itzoal 

C C. /em x I )ý S''ieit'. s t. C 7 t .V .' C,) L, i Ii 1 /i/7t t e I 7nc' 2)' t iIC.  
w'rc tt ei'X /Osigt' iit/ ('Ci SI/C tCaM So.yc c 0l/,- 1 ( / -or ].(I C - ' t r'i,"'uClCI)i 
VL'ptt '5. / to[i t . r'iTiV' it V', !he .tit * '11 1 W70." .c'' t (iiii 'i/// - I ; .S.  

Hitc reasonine publiC miht uspect that, t lCast in icuard to the ' .cl-x ii fciz Of : Cix e 
55,aste. ca.. tO chant uc l,,"/t s c11 tOL '.A t tt'c 't?,'.  

This panel has the abil ty to denmonstrate that such suspicion is urns arranted. NN hate\ er its 
basis tor accepting the crabbed N\ ,C assignment. this panel's present obligations airc clear: 

Out! ~ `h ntaintl'~iic ( /t, m i t l pro /lcV iw Lor)Il 0 t- / c [) V Ci cit o, ti ii0 .L'i! C '. ittl inu )0 

;t () i'/' ['( ) '[Ut C' / 'y. ' .it / ]l ,r'[ i'i [ ,' ]L' i/ ' tot\ l(' ,''/l 'l ':• .( ? ( i :L 

,2 ) ft',i * n(, t i t. I t ,? it'',' Otori t 

on I'()??,Iclol,()t () P;C'!',t(tW m lis kc 'I''ii, H ct ' cLii"ýIit L' 

iit/I/11zN le oe 17i/V' (2/ J i nit itJ i/it• itc NVR('C - rs,./-.s. SI "? It .(i Ce'C on tIe /•ILNZCN ýIVO 1t't;',d ? 1 W -k"J ,10('{ N("I' (;,"t i 1') 0?!Hcf'r 117,]I I zihc .\ ( /-[V {t;,': (~ktL,• '{IH ,' ( I ý(S I C" 

Li/l il tzi~lc oru i ,., i hY she .\R( it !or pubiict

It)



review of the NRC/TDEC secret rubberstainping of BNFL 's nickel recycling license, 

Finally, the panel must provide that, in light of the facts summarized here, there can be 

recycling oJ radioactive waste Jor unrestricted use absent.  

(1) provision Jbr ]00% verification,:0 

(2) provision for labeling, monitoring, and recall of the recycled waste.  

Addendum:Continued Proclamations of Ignorance of/Lack of Responsibility for the 

Department of Energy's Waste Are Unacceptable and Unbecoming 

It appears that this panel, following the course of the NRC. may be taking the head in the 

sand approach that the radioactive waste at issue here is essentially' that produced by nuclear 

utilities. The facts, as briefly summarized above, and presented at great length before the NRC, 

render such position incredible and. indeed, unbecoming for an expert panel.  

To briefly recap: 

(1) the NRC>s public proceedings confirmed that the lion's shoIre ofthe metallic 

waste at issue is that created by the Department of Enemry (and its contractors): 

(2) the NRC proceedines confirmed that D[)F' ot'ticials and contractors arc the prime -

perhaps the sole -- acti e promoters at the unrestricted release ot contaminated metals (at least 

for purposes of commercial profit): 

(3) fDOE's project to rccN cl 100.000 tons ot radioactive metals from the Oak Ridge K-25 

facilities is lar and aw ay the most ambitious recycling project undertaken: 

(4) DOC contractors (.',lcalate that they can avoid Federal standard setting and public 

review v launderine their recvcline behind the cozi closed door contines of the NRC's state 

delegatees.  

(5) DOE's recvclirng contractors managed to taint the NRC proceeding through the 

pertormance of the NI-JRE(, 1640: 

F" To be clear. a'0llo\winc a reasonable period of dernonstration by a contractor tor other 

recc ding entity) that the materials it \auld place into commerce meet the desienated stindard 

1000 o" athe time. sampling ot the contractor's output may be in order.  

DOE estimated radmetal \waste volume is in excess ot 1.000.000 tons.
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(6) DOF has repeatedly stated that DOE's recycling policy %\iii necessarily tollow NRC's 
action.  

In sum. this panel cannot excuse itself fr'om doing the hard work of examining the facts of 
public record regarding nuclear wxeapons complex \,vSte.
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Committee Must Safeguard Public Health and 
Allow More Public Interest Input 

Statement of David Ritter 

Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy & Environment Program 

To the Committee on Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid Materials from 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission-Licensed Facilities, National Academies of Science 

Thank you for the opportunity to present to this committee a public interest viewpoint that values 

public health and the integrity of the environment first and foremost among all considerations.  

Public Citizen, founded in 1971 by Ralph Nader, is an advocacy organization that exposes threats to 

health and safety and gives citizens a voice in Washington. Since 1974, Public Citizen's Critical Mass 

Energy & Environment Program has worked on issues related to nuclear power, radioactive waste and 

energy production.  

We are quite concerned at the possibility that the committee might recommend to the NRC that 

radioactively contaminated solid materials be released from NRC-licensed facilities. Whether these 

releases would come under the guise of "restricted" or "unrestricted" release, or in the faux-green form 

of "recycling" or "beneficial reuse", Public Citizen stands adamantly opposed to any policy that 

facilitates such releases, and we are confident that such a stance is in line with that of our members and 

the vast majority of concerned Americans. Compounding our concern is the unbalanced agenda and 

skewed composition of the panel chosen to make presentations before the Committee.  

We believe that exposures to radiation should be prevented and reduced, not legally increased. Should 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission make a rule that allows radioactively contaminated materials to 

be released into the marketplace or environment, this will impose multiple -and likely untraceable

forced exposures to radiation upon a public that has neither asked for nor consented to such. This 

action would clearly violate the principle of "informed consent", and not only for consumers in the 

marketplace; even those acting to avoid certain products could be exposed to radiation if materials in 

the public sphere were contaminated. The range of materials that could be released is broad: metals, 

concrete, wood, soil, plastics, paper, etc. The potential for widespread distribution of harmful radiation 

is nearly unlimited. Should radioactively contaminated materials be released, a person could prepare 

breakfast in a contaminated skillet, eat breakfast with contaminated utensils, retrieve the morning 

paper from a contaminated concrete porch, ride to work in a contaminated car, bus, or train, cross over 

a contaminated bridge, carry contaminated coins in a pocket close to the reproductive organs, speak all 

day on a contaminated phone, and relax in a park tainted with contaminated soil. all while breathing 

contaminated air from the emissions of a contaminated materials recycler. How would anyone know 

what is safe to use, own, or touch, and what is not? How would anyone realize when they might have 

exceeded the typical radiation dose estimated by health physicists? While cynical assumptions might 

be made that these exposures are "negligible", the truth is that each and every exposure increases one's 

risk of developing cancer and a variety of health problems, and that forcing an accumulation of 

multiple exposures upon a non-consenting public shows a callous disregard for human life.  

Unfortunately, many releases have already occurred in the U.S., and still do occur. When these 

releases later contaminate other materials or are later detected, it can be difficult or impossible to

/



determine their originating source. As of June 1997, a database maintained by the NRC showed over 

2300 reports of radioactive materials found in recycled metal scrap.  

The pressure is on for the US to follow international standards in setting limits on how much radiation 
a person ought to receive within a year. Before considering such "harmonization" with global 

standards., it might be instructive to consider the degrees of radioactive contamination in some other 

nations, and incidents that indicate radioactive materials are not tightly monitored: 

SIn 
January 1999 two Turkish scrap dealers were exposed to radiation (Cobalt 60) on the outskirts of 

Istanbul and were hospitalized. They were attempting to break up a two-ton block of iron and lead 

they had bought weeks before.  
SIn April 2000, Uzbek State customs committee reported the interception of radioactive scrap 

traveling to Pakistan from Kazakhstan. An official statement said "...gamma rays emanating from 

the load had radiation levels which exceeded the safety level by over 100 times." 

)> In March 2000, at a metal alloys plant in Tamworth. UK, a uranium metal bar was discovered "of a 

type used in the nuclear generating industry." 

>In Taiwan, radioactively contaminated steel in pipes and fittings were identified in buildings 

containing 1.600 apartments that were constructed between 1982-83. The apartments showed 

background radiation levels at more than 1,000 times that of most buildings in Taiwan. In mid

1998, 6,400 people had been identified as living in this radioactive environment for up to 16 years.  

The British medical journal The Lancet reported raised levels of cancer in occupants and also 

congenital disorders, unusual chromosomal and genetic damage.  

While American control over its own nuclear materials is not at all exemplary, it seems ill-advised to 

consider international harmonization. Certainly, the US needs to be a leader in setting the strictest 

regulations to protect the public health and environment.  

The motivations for such releases are clear enough. When it is cheaper to release the materials -and 

have them mix into a largely unregulated, uncontaminated product stream- than it is to store them in a 

properly monitored waste site, what NRC licensees euphemistically refer to as "radioactive recycling" 

is simply a cost-cutting tactic to improve the "bottom line." To knowingly expose the public to the 

radiation in these materials with the goal of saving money for the generators of those very same 

materials is the worst kind of cost-benefit analysis - precisely the kind which regulatory structures 

should guard against. Dealing responsibly with these materials can be an expensive activity, but it is 

unacceptable to transfer this liability to the public, in the form of unquantifiable health risks. The 

materials being discussed need to be isolated and tightly monitored. The NRC should require the 

permanent disposition of all such material in licensed waste disposal facilities equipped to handle 

them. There is absolutely no necessity whatsoever for releasing, reusing, or recycling these materials.  

Furthermore, the public does not want such releases. The public has an intuitive and intelligent 

objection to radiation exposures. Therefore, to make estimates of increased cancer risks, and describe 

such risks as "reasonable" or "acceptable", is an abuse of science. Neither economics nor science exist 

in a vacuum. Public health should always come first, and never be subordinate to financial 

considerations. The benefits of the free release of these materials all go to the nuclear industry. There 

are no benefits to people; we are just asked to accept an increase in our exposures to radiation. In this 

case, where much still remains unknown about the precise cumulative effects of low-level radiation 

exposure, a precautionary principle must apply and conservative regulations must be adopted to be 

sure that mistakes made are more likely to harm a corporate bank account than a human being. If the 

nuclear industries can't afford to deal responsibly with their own by-products, this is only further 

evidence that the industry is not economically viable. There may be some here today who disagree



with the assessment of Dr. John Gofman, nuclear physicist and former director of the Livermore 

National Laboratory, who said: "There is no safe dose or dose rate below which dangers disappear.  

No threshold-dose. Serious. lethal effects from minimal radiation doses are not 'hypothetical,' 'just 

theoretical.' or 'imaginary.' They are real." Still, responsible decisions made by this committee 

should seriously consider his assessment.  

Frequently, we are told that "the world is a radioactive place" and that we are always exposed to some 

naturally occurring background levels of radiation. First, it should be remembered that mankind has, 

in many areas, increased background levels by his nuclear activities. Secondly, the implied logical 

error should be rejected by any thinking person. Just because some level of background radiation 

exists, this does not justify adding more radiation to the environment.  

Since I have just addressed one logical fallacy, I would like to address another fallacy that we were 

offered yesterday, in which airport security was compared to the nuclear power plant decontamination 

& decommissioning (d&d) process. It was suggested that, just in the same way that it is completely 

impractical and excessively burdensome for airport security to go through every bag of each passenger 

individually, so tcois it impractical and excessively burdensome for the industry to crush all of their 

concrete (and all materials) and perform rigorous detection on it. The comparison is a poor one. The 

airlines and the public both benefit by some compromise being struck between expediency in lines and 

safety on the planes. Few would travel by plane if it meant waiting for 8 hours in line to get a bag 

checked. Yet, for nuclear plant d&d, the public does NOT benefit from the industry doing things 

quickly and cutting corners on safety to save money. The public only needs a decommissioned reactor, 

and does not need it quickly. Only the industry benefits from cost-cuttting in d&d.  

This is not the first time that the NRC has attempted to give the nuclear industry a break at public 

expense. In 1986, and again in 1990, the NRC adopted two "below regulatory concern" (BRC) 

policies, which would have released radioactive waste and materials from regulatory control. The 

material could have been used in everyday consumer products, manufacturing practices, or unloaded in 

household garbage dumps, sewers, and incinerators--all without notifying the public or labeling the 

products. The outcry resulting from these policies was loud and clear. Grassroots efforts led to 

passage of local and state ordinances and resolutions that required ongoing regulatory control of such 

BRC waste. As a result. Congress wisely revoked the NRC's BRC policies in 1992. Unfortunately, 

the nuclear industry's influence over the agencies regulating them has persisted. Although we are 

spared the irresponsible phrase "below regulatory concern," we are now barraged with technical 

minutiae regarding dose assessments and probabilistic analyses all designed to convince us that (in 

their terms) "a marginal risk to safety" is acceptable if it saves the industry money. Public Citizen 

fought hard against BRC. and we intend to challenge any decision that would result in radioactively 

contaminated materials being released into the marketplace or the environment generally.  

Public Citizen finds it highly objectionable that initiatives for regulatory retreats should come from the 

regulated community itself. For the NRC to appease the nuclear industry by considering a reduction in 

its regulatory role is indicative of the weakness of the agency. This overly friendly state of affairs 

should not surprise anyone. Two months before Congress struck down BRC in 1992, the NRC began a 

contractual relationship with a private contractor called Science Applications International Corporation 

(SAIC), and renewed this contract in 1999. SAIC prepared NUREG 1640 -entitled "Radiological 

Assessments for Clearance of Equipment and Materials from Nuclear Facilities"- which provided the 

technical basis for a process that pursued release, reuse, and recycling of radioactive materials. The 

strategy to pursue release was essentially indistinguishable from BRC, in that the entire process was 

predicated on the belief that radioactive recycling WOULD take place. SAIC also maintained a



business relationship with British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd. (BNFL) as a teaming partner in the quarter 

billion dollar contract at the DOE's Oak Ridge, Tennessee facility, to release 127,000 tons of 

radioactive metals, including volumetrically contaminated nickel. Clearly, use of the phrase "conflict 

of interest" in this instance would be a gross understatement. Such scenarios beg the question: Who is 

regulating whom? 

While a rule allowing the release of these materials would likely have a negative effect on the NRC's 

image and the public's confidence in the agency, their record thus far in regulating radioactive 

materials is hardly laudable. In November of last year Millstone Nuclear Power Station (Unit 1) in 

Connecticut filed a licensee event report (LER) in which the whereabouts of two full-length irradiated 

fuel rods could not be determined, and was not properly tracked in the Special Nuclear Material 

(SNM) records. According to the LER, the rods have not been seen since 1980. These rods, which 

together contain over 7000 grams of uranium and 40 grams of plutonium, are high-level waste. One 

might reasonably think that the industry and the NRC would maintain absolute control over these 

materials - materials that even they concede to be dangerous. Apparently, that is an unreasonable 

assumption. One hates to fathom how the NRC assesses and regulates innumerable bits and pieces of 

contaminated rubble.  

The National Academies of Science should also be concerned that if the Committee should choose to 

recommend release, reuse, or recycling of these materials, this could cause irreparable harm to the 

reputation of the Academies as bodies that provide "independent advice on matters of science, 

technology, and medicine" and make "efforts to improve the health, education, and welfare of the 

population." To recommend radioactive release of these materials rather than their continued isolation 

and regulation for their dangerous lifetime would be to prioritize the interests of the nuclear industry 

and its so-called regulators over the interests of the public. It would essentially be using the entire 

nation as a laboratory, wherein the experiment would be to determine the cumulative, long-term effects 

of repeated forced exposures to radiation. There would be no control group, as we would all be 

susceptible. Certainly, this could not be an effort to improve the health or welfare of the population.  

Public Citizen is concerned about the bias of this committee. It appears that the committee has chosen 

to give the nuclear industry more of its time and undivided attention during this meeting than it has 

given to the public interest community. We hope that this bias can be corrected in all future meetings.  

Lastly, we ask that this NAS committee recommend to the NRC that any and all materials that have 

been radioactively contaminated be isolated and contained from humans and the environment generally 

for their entire dangerous lifespan. Such a recommendation by the NAS committee, and a stringent 

rule by the NRC reflecting that protective stance, would set both agencies on course to fulfilling their 

prescribed missions. May independent. sound science and ethical principles be your guiding 

motivations. Thank you.
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> Exposures to radiation should be avoided and 
reduced, not legally increased.  

SRadiation sources and radioactively contaminated 
materials should be contained and isolated from the 

biosphere. Such materials should be strictly 
regulated and monitored.  

SCurrently existing background levels provide no 

justification for additional, forced exposures 

SPolicies that allow added radiation exposures to 

peo le and their environment will be challenged



Nuclear Information and Resource Service 
1424 16T' Street NW, #404, Washington, DC 20036 

202.328.0002; fax: 202.462.2183; nirsnet@nirs.org, www.nirs.org 

Comments to the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
May 9, 2000 

RE: SECY 0070 
Radioactive Waste and Materials Release and Recycling 

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US NRC) is asking for the public's opinion. I have 
provided the Commissioners with opposition statements from over a hundred organizations.  
We repeat--We do not want ANY MORE exposure from the nuclear power and weapons fuel 

chain. That means that we want the source, byproduct and special nuclear material now under the 

control of governments and industries to remain regulated, monitored, isolated from general 
commerce for as long as it remains radioactively and/or chemically hazardous.  

We are responding to your desire for public input by calling for you to require continued care of 

the radioactive wastes and materials that have been created and to isolate them. You do not have 

our permission to release or to stop holding radioactive wastes and materials in a condition that 

prevents public exposures. NRC's job is to prevent exposures to the public and environment.  
Take this lob seriously and develop workable scenarios to prohibit release and recycle of 
radioactive waste and 1aterials.  

Environmental organizations and much of the public did not participate in the NRC's workshops 

because of the predetennined outcome to allow radioactive materials to be released from 

regulatory control into general conmnerce and regular trash, as stated in the NRC's June 1998 

Staff Requirements Memo directing staff to come up with a standard that "allows quantities of 

materials to be released." prohibits a "detectability standard, and codifies "clearance levels above 
background." 

After the bitter experience of participating in the NRC's "enhanced rulemaking" on 
decommissioning standards, it does not appear that our voices are being heard or taken at all 

seriously. They still are not. Not one level of this Commission is capable of articulating even a 

theoretical plan that would prevent radioactive wastes and materials from being deregulated and 

released into daily commerce and normal trash. SECY-00-0070, March 23. 2000 appendix I 
page I lists the US NRC's options: make a rule to release radioactive materials or continue 
releasing under the current provisions with a possible "update" of those provisions. Both avenues 

mean continuing and increased radioactive materials and wastes being released&recycled.  

Punting public attention to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) is a waste of tax-dollars, 
time and the public's attention. It was admitted last week at the staff briefing that the purpose of 

the NAS study is to divert attention from the US NRC while NRC continues to "develop a



technical basis" for recycling and releasing atomic waste into everyday household items. The 

public deserves to know the missions and potential conflicts of interest of those agencies.  

organizations and contractors on whom you rely for that technical basis.  

Be forewarned that the NAS does not have the prestigious reputation that you might hope 

regarding radioactive waste and radiation issues. In my years of observation I have witnessed a 

pattern of bias. imbalance and secrecy by the panels and staff carrying out studies on Ward 

Valley, Yucca Mountain, so-called "low-level" radioactive waste siting in New York State, 

which were the subject of letters from federal and state legislators and members of the National 

Academy itself to the president of the NAS. The current panel on the Biological Effects of 

Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII), reassessing radiation health effects, is under international 

scrutiny and criticism for imbalance., conflicts of interest and secrecy, which could result in the 

federal agencies being prohibiting from using their conclusions when they come out. We have 

a-rave concerns another ongoing NAS study on "low-level" radioactive waste. The 1968 

restructuring of the section of the NAS that works on radioactive waste resulted in more 

sympathv to the Atomic Energy Corunission, whose mission was to promote nuclear power.  

That sympathy toward the nuclear industry continues today in the attitude and makeup the 

committees and panels and in the procedures behind closed doors.  

The NAS Board proposed to carr, out the US NRC's project on radioactive recycling has 

already produced a report (NAS BEES report 1996, "Affordable Cleanup?" pages 129 and 134) 

which recomnmends that ... " DOE and rea-ulatorv authorities [to] set free-release standards 

quickly and pennit recycling of recovered metals (within DOE complex or for sale to the 

commercial market) where economically feasible," and states that "'A DOE commitment to 

permit such release once the new criteria have been approved is essential." 

The NAS procedures are highly secretive and will not result in the openness and impartiality US 

NRC miJ~ht be seeking to evaluate the proposed standards and radioactive release options.  

Exactly how will the NAS committee evaluate public opposition to unnecessary exposures if it 

proceeds? 

We oppose the proposed N ASL'S USNRC contract and call on NRC to move directly to 

prohibiting releases and recycling of radioactive wastes into commerce.  

One of the unconscionable wavs the US NRC is attempting to justify setting standards legalizing 

recyclina of nuclear waste into commerce is by pointing to international efforts to do so. The fact 

is the US NRC and nuclear industry are major promoters of those international standards. The 

international bodies such as the International Atomic Energy Agency', the European 

Cornmission2 section on nuclear power. Euratom. the Nuclear Energy Agencv of the OECDý are 

International Atomic Energy Agencv JIAK.. ARTICLE II Obhc,ct;es: The Agency l,,all seek to accelerate and 

enlarae the contribution of atomic enerey.. throughout the woiV artcle II Statute of the International Atomic 

Energy Aoencv; (http:,, •ww.iaea.ore. worldatoilnDocuments. statute.htmV•A 1.1) 

- Euratom: The specific programme of research and training in the field of nuclear energy implements the section of 

the Fifth Framework Proaamme covered by the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) Treaty. The aim 

of the Nuclear Energy prograrmme is to help exploit the full potential of nuclear energy, both fusion and fission, in a



all nuclear power promoters by definition and mission statement. US NRC directing the NAS to 

review their proposals does nothing to assuage public opposition to unnecessary exposure from 

release and recycling of atomic power and weapons wastes.  

Tonflicts of Interest 
)nce US NRC was forced to look at its contractor for technical support, Scientific Applications 

nternational Corp. (SAIC), their blatant conflict of interest required the contract be stopped. But 

qRC appears to continue to rely on the data from their work over many years to justify 

:adioactive waste recycling into the marketplace.  

Has the US NRC evaluated the potential conflicts with its other contractors [ICF, DOE's 

Environmental Measurements Lab and Oak Ridge Institute of Science and Education (ORISE) 

md any others]? The reliance on international pro-nuclear agencies is also highly questionable.  

ksking the NAS, which has its own nuclear propensities to review the work is not the next best 

;tep for the US NRC.  

kn ironic point is that recycling has a very positive connotation by the public right now but 

2ontamination of recycling streams with nuclear waste at any level threatens that important step 

-he public has made toward resource conservation.  

Ne are frustrated with the refusal by this commission at every level to do what it is charged to 

1o: protect us from ionizing radiation from Source, By-product and Special Nuclear Materials 

V-om nuclear power and weapons. We encourage NRC to prohibit radioactive release and 

ecvcling into connnerce and nonnal trash. We support state and local authority to set stricter, 

More protective standards than federal. Finally, we encourage our federal agencies to call on 

)ther nations and international agencies to prohibit, not legalize radioactive release, clearance 

ind recycling into commerce.  

ustamable manner, byi making cun-ent technologies even safer and more econonrical, and b- exploring promising 

'ew concepts.  

OECD \EA: The Nuclear Enern', Agency (NEA is a semi-autonomous body within the Organisation for 

-conomic Co-operation and Development (OECD), located in the Paris area in France. The objective of the Agency 

s to contribute to the development of nuclear enery'v as a safe, enxironrnentally-acceptable and economical energy 

zource through co-operation among its participating countries.



New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution 
Post Office Box 545, Brattleboro, Vermont 05302 

March 26, 2001 

Committee on Alternatives for Controlling the Release of Solid Materials from 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Licensed Facilities 
Board on Energy and Environmental Systems 
National Research Academies 
National Academy of Science 
Washington, DC 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

The public interest stakeholders of New England are not invited participants in 

the March 26 and 27 meeting regarding release of solid materials. This is a 

serious omission challenging the credibility of your interest in hearing from a 

fair representation of all stakeholders.  

Although New England is a small geographic region, it is host to five operating 

and four decommissioning power reactors, plus numerous other nuclear sites 

including two nuclear submarine repair yards. Each of the four decommissioning 

reactors is the subject of citizen activist intervention in Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission proceedings. The State of Maine, at the prompting of environmental 

activists, has enacted statutory rejection of the designation and concept of 

"Below Regulatory Concern." Maine and Massachusetts have adopted 

radiological site release criteria more stringent than that in federal regulation.  

New England environmental activists clearly have a substantial interest in the 

release of radiologically contaminated or activated solid materials. They have 

strong and informed convictions on the release of solid materials and they, along 

with the rest of the nation's public interest community, deserve to be heard in 

full by this National academy of Sciences Committee.  

While deliberations press forward, we ask the Committee to consider that the 

release of solid materials cannot be rightly compared to licensed facility air and 

water releases. Air and water releases are quantified and their accumulation in 

the local environment is measured and tracked. Calculated doses are assigned to 

the neighboring and, to some degree, informed public.  

Nuclear power facilities have purported to demonstrate enormous beneficial 

health and environmental impact offsets against fossil fuel plants in order to 

gain the public's tacit consent to radiological doses resulting from operations.  

No comparable offset is contained in this universal dose proposal.
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Informed and concerned citizens may choose to remove themselves from the 

vicinity of nuclear facilities. No such information and no such choice exist when 

contaminated materials are freereleased for recycle.  

The present proposal contemplates no limit in the total number of curies 

released and no limit in the total number of people exposed. Quantifying the 

proposal's environmental and health effects will not, in our opinion, pass the 

straight face test.  

We believe that a comparison more reasonable than the licensed air and water 

release comparison exists: this proposal may be more appropriately compared to 

nuclear weapons testing fallout. It will mean that dose, some dose, will be 

randomly and universally distributed to unwitting, and likely unwilling, human 

targets. Worse, the contemplated dose is not justified by national security.  

It is not even justified by the recovered value of the recycled materials. The 

large benefit is to waste generators and it is in disposal costs avoided. This 

single fact should tag the proposal for what it really seems to be, a waste 

disposal method, and little more commendable than the practice of draining 

hospital radwaste into municipal systems.  

Given remaining uncertainties regarding radiological health effects that are 

presently being debated in the scientific community, this universal dose 

prescription can reasonably be regarded as experimental.  

Committee members may recall that at the height of the Cold War several 

thousand scientists signed a declaration of conscience regarding radioactive 

fallout that helped lead to a ban on atmospheric weapons testing. The New 

England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution is fully prepared to solicit endorsements 

of the broad science community on a similar petition regarding the proposal to 

distribute commercial "fallout" should the initiative gain the Committee's 

approval.  

We ask the Committee for a hearing and consideration of our point of view. We 

now anxiously await the Committee's response.  

Raymond Shadis 
Staff Advisor 
New England Coalition 

Raymond Shadis, Post Office Box 76, Edgecomb, Maine 04556 

[207] 882-7801 e-mail - shadis@ime.net



S I'A'.'ThMENT of CONCERN about BALANCE and PERSPECT••E 

to the 
National Academy of Scieences 

Committee on Altemrativfa, fnr Cnntrolling the Release of Solid M-aterials from Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission-Licesed Facilities 

Date: March 26, 2001 

RE: Non-ind'astry input on ihe issue of releasing and dispersing radioactive 
materials into everyday coniTce

This National Academy of Sciences Committee has been formed to assist the 

Nuciear Regulatory Commirssiu in x uleu'•aLag regarding the faoe-release of solid 

radioactive materials from licensed facilities. The precedent will also impact the release 

of radioactive materials from DOE, DOD, and other weapons and tuel chMin sites.  

Clearly the nuclear power industry, the creator of large amounts of radioactive waste, 

stands to bcnefit, by solling or donating radioactive material ordumping in unlicensed 

disposal, rather than paying to properly isolate it from the envirom.ment and the public. It 

has a vested economic iMneest in externalizing its costs of doing business, pushing 

its waste into commerce and the public, and thus, in the outooraC of this Committeers 

review. The publics right to protectioD from unnecessary radiation exposure 

should be the pre-erninent conrcem.  

The Commintn c bas schedulcd this mectisa- to hoar from "stakeholders." The nuclear 

industry is a stakeholder, but the public, into whose products, homes and lives the 

industr proposes to dump its radioactive waste is the key stakeholder.  

We are disappointed that the stakeholder presentations are so heavily skewed towards the 

nuclear industry.  

The first of the two-day mectiuq$ is ento ely takeaup w.i th nuclear industry 

representatives. Five t5) nuclear power industry representatives, some of Vhom plan to 

build -new nuclear reactors (thus generate even more radioactive wast; that could be 

released into comnmec-ce), have been imited to address the fall committee the first 

afternoon. Not a single critic of the policy, representing the public interests, will address 

the full committee. The critics, will not have the chnnce to address the whole conmictee 

as the second day is split into two simultaneous sessions- This is blatantly unfair and 

biased. It discredits the supposedly scientific process that should be indepeude4tL of 

powerful economic interests

Of the 25 total time slots scheduled, only 2 or 3 rep'resent the general public that will be 

impacted. Numerous others requested the opportunity to present, but were refused, some 

with unicuc and comprehxiensive knowledge of the very issues with which this Committee 

must coatend. _A of the Committee members will be bombarded with arguments for 
"clearifna" radioactive waste from numerous industry and agency representatie.
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Although, several others will present critical perspectives. mosk lill]v from directly 

impactedindusnies, more nuclear industry proponefts wil continue to present on the 

second day including regulators from at least one state that is already permitting the 

release of radioactive materials into general commerce.  

The organizations and individuals listed below believe that the decision of the NAS 

Committee to hear primarily from proponents of radioactive release and dispersal and to 

have the radioactive waste generators present to the fall cojmmttee but delegate critics to 

smaller sessions reflects a bias toward the perspectives. of nuclear waste generators and 

promoters of release and dispersal of radioactive materials.  

We request that this bias be corrected in all future sessions and that dhe experise of this 

committee focus seriously on practical mecbanisms to isolate radjoactively contaminated 

materials from the public and the env-ironment.  

From: 
A, Gayle Hudg-Ims, PhD, Sustainability Coaching 

Adrian Zolkover, Henderson, Nv.  

Alan Muller, Green Delaware 
Andy Peri, Social Justice Center of Marin; Ca.  

4Anne R,.be, Citizens' Enviroumental Coalition 

Athanasia Gregoriades, NY 
Barbara Wiedner, Grandrnoth-rs for Peace International 

Bill Linnell, Cheaper, Safer Power 

Bob Darby, Tom Ferguson, Food Not Bombs/Atlanta 

Bob Kinsey, Peace& Justice Task Force, Rocky Mountain Conf., United Church of Christ 

Bonnie Raitt 
Bonnie Urfer, Nukewatch, Wi.  

Brent Blackwelder, Erich Pica, Friends of the Earth 

Brace A Drew, Prairie Island Coalition, Minneapolis, Min.  

Buffalo Bruce, Western Nebraska Resources Council 

Charlene Johnston, Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy 

Chris Williams, Citizens Action Coalition of Indiana 

Claire Stadtn~ueller, Hope, R.I.  

Clen Wilkes, California Safe Food Coalition 
Corrine Carey, Don't Waste Michigan 

Cýndy deBruler, Columbia Riverkeeper, Wa.  

Dave Knft, Jennifer Moore, Nuclear Energy Information Service I1.  

David DeRosa, Washington, DC.  

David N. Pyles, New England Coalition on Nuclear Poll]ution 

David Ozonoff, MDMPH, Dept Env'tal Health., Boston UjLv7 School of Public Health 

Dave Rapaport, Vermont Public Interest Research Group 

David Ritter, Public Citizen
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Deborah Bois, Baltimnore, M& 

Deborah Katz, Citizens Awareness Network, New England 

Diane D'Arigo, Nuclear Information and Resource Serv.ice 

Don Eichelberger, California State Green Party 

Douglas Belyeu 
Dr- Jane E. Nielson (Geologist), Public Employees for Environnutal Responsibility 

Dr. John Gofinan, Committee for Nuclear Responsibilih 

Dr. Judith Johnsrud, Sierra Club 

Dr, Robert J. Gould, San Francisco Bay Amea, Physicians for Social Responsibility 

E,M.T. C -Kan, Protect -All Children's Environmrent, N.C

Elaine Babian 
Elisabeth King and Maria Holt, R.N., The Midcoast Health Researcb Group, Bath, Maine 

Ellen Thomas, Proposition One Comnittee, Washington, D.C, 

Etick Highum, Mn.  
Ernest Goitein, Californians for Radioactive Safeguards 

Eulia Mishlina, Gresham, Or.  

.Eva liallvLk 
Frank C. Subjeck, Air, Water, Earth, Org., Az, 

Fred Golan, L.A., Ca
George Crocker, North American Water Office, Lake Elmo, Mn.  

Georgiana Podulke, St. Paul, MN 

Greg Wingard, Waste Action Project, Seattle, Wa.  

Harvey Wasserman, Citizens Protecting Ohio 

Henry W. Peters, Radiological Evaluation & Action Project' C-reat Lakes (REAP GL) 

Howard Wilshire, Public Employees for Environmental Responsibiitv 

Hy-an Lee, Heart of America Northwest 

J Truman, Dowomwinders 
James Warren, NC W ARN, Waste Awareness and ReducticnI Network 

Jane Magers, Earth Care, Des Moines, Ia

Janet Michel, Oak Ridge Communities Allied 

Jeanne Koster, South Dakota Peace and Justice Center 

Je-nifer Olarawna Vierecl HOME: Healing Ourselves & Mother Earth 

Jessica Hiemernz, Taking Responsibility for the Earth and the Environment, Va.  

Joan and Robert Holt, Truro, Ma.  

Joani Matranga, Carbondale, Co.  

John Blair, Valley Watch, Inc., Indiana 

JohD J. Furman, Utica Citizens in Action, NY 

Joni AMends, Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, NNMI 

Joyce and Steve Kuschwara, Jersey Shore NuclearWatch 

Juanita Mendoza Keesing, Voices Opposed To Emdronmenual Racism (VOTER) 

Judy Treichel, NV Nuclear Waste Task Force 

Karen Keith, Friends of Ward County, Tx.  

Katharine Dodge, Northeast Pa. Audubon Society 

Katby Dorn, Irradiation Free Food HawaUi 

Kathy Stein, BEYOND RECYCLLNG 

Keith Gunter, Citizens' Resistance at Fermi Two



Leonore Lambert, -ast Aurora, NY 
Linda S. OcGs, Finger Lakes Citizens for the Environment 
Lloyd Marbet, Oregon Conservancy Foundation 

Lou Zeller. Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League 

Luanne Napton, South Dakota Resources Coalition 
Lyn. Sims, Don't Waste Oregon 
Maite Diez, The T!ner Ear, Hull, Ma.  
Marc Borbely, Washington, D.C.  
Maria Mendez, Susan Lee Solar, Grandmothers and Mothers' Alliance for the Future, Tx.  

Mark Knapp, Health Physicist, Minneapolis, MN 

Mary Byrd Davis, Yggdrasil Institute, Georgetown. Ky.  

Mary Lannpert. Massachusetts Citizens for Safe Energy 

Mary Lulu Lamping, ML3, Inc., New Hamburg, NY 

Mavis Belisle, the Peace Farm, Texas 
Max Obuszewski, Hiroshima-NagalSai Commemoration Committee 

Michael S. Keegan, Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes 

Michael J. Wright, United Steelworkers of America 

Michael Welch, Redwood Alliance, REEl 

Nancy Hirschfeld, Informed Choices, Sldell, La.  

Norm Rubin, Energy Probe, Canada 

Paige Knight, Hanford Watch, Oregon 

Patricia A. Noble, Conference of Social Justice Coordinators of Soulithern California 

Paul Hancock, Eastern Sierra Geological Society 

Peg Ryglismn. Michael Albrizio, Connecticut Opposed to Waste 

Peter Montague, Ph.D., Environmental Research Foundation 

Phil Klasky, Bay Area Nuclear Waste Coalition 
Rachel Griffiths, Chicago, IL.  
Residents for Environmental Safety and Security, Oh.  

Richard Bramhall, Low Level Radiation Campaign, UK 

Richard Gear>, Citizens Action for Safe Energy, Ok.  

Richard WVall 
Rob Sargent, Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group (iLXSSPITRG) 

Robin Mills 
Roaer Herried, Abalone Alliance 
Scott Cullen, Standing for Truth About Radiation-STAR Foundation, NY 

Sidney and Irma Goodman, NJ 
Solange Fernex, Ligue Internationale des Femmes pour la Paix et la Libert'ý (WILPF) 

Stephen Brittle, Don't Waste Arizona, Inc.  

Susan Tamky, California Alliance in Defense of Residential Environments (CADRE) 

Suzanne Kneeland- Jim Laybouln, Jackson, Wy.  

Suzy T- Kane, Bedford Hfills, NY 
Ted SmitA, Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition Campaig for Responsible Technology 

Tom Camara, Mill Valley, Ca.  
Vina Colley, PortsmouthbPiketon Residents for Environmental Sa•.thy and Security 

Wells Eddleman, NC Citizens Research Group Inc.  

Wendy Oser, Nuclear Guardianship Project for Responsible Care of Nuclear Materials



Duratek Vision Statement 

The employees of Duratek will create the 
company customers trust and consistently 
choose to manage their radiological and 
radioactive material challenges. We will 
achieve this goal by continuously delivering 
exceptional safety, regulatory, technical, and 
cost-effective results for our customers and 
financial performance for our investors.  
Furthermore, we will profitably apply the 
company's talent and technology to enter 
closely related markets where Duratek can 
achieve a similar leadership role.  

Durateki

Presentation Outline 

Brokering, Bulk Assaying and Releasing 
"Potentially Clean" Waste For Disposal Versus 
Recycling: 

" Part I - Broker! ng/Centra lized Waste Processing 

" Part 2 - Demolition Waste and Metals Recycling 

Qý' wDurateki



Presentation outline 

Part 1 - Brokering/Centralized 
Waste Processing: 

" Radioactive Waste Brokering 

" Centralized Radioactive Waste Processing 

" Duratek's GIC Bulk Assay & Release Program 

" Program Description 

" Processing Steps 
" Technology 

&Duratek 

What is Brokering? 

A Broker is defined as one who transports, 

collects or consolidates shipments of 

radioactive waste or processes radioactive 
waste; the Broker definition does not apply 

to carrier whose sole function is to transport 

radioactive waste.  

ODurateki
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What is the Duratek GIC Program 
and How Does It Work? 

a Duratek's Green is Clean (GIC) program is a multi

step, bulk assay and release process that relies on 

advanced assay technology to determine the presence 

of radioactive materials in potentially "clean" waste 

generated within a radiologically controlled area or 

licensed facility.  

a The GIC program incorporates specific conditions for 

waste assay and release criteria for landfill disposal 

that has been approved by the State of Tennessee (as 

a NRC Agreement State), on a case specific basis, and 

specifically incorporated as a condition of our 

Radioactive Material Ucenses. wDurate 

GIC Process Logic Flow 
Rcim 

Radionticlide 
Proffle Dain 

Nlonllor 
W Ste y 
DZ 

ýE *<@>t ----------

Clean ý Llnaid`rrrugk 

NO 

Landrill & P= QC 
Dislimal Monitor Load Analysis 
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GIC Processing Features 

" Reduced radioactive waste burial by segregating 
"clean" waste from "radioactive" waste 

w Saved radioactive burial space 
" Lowered customer costs for operations, 

decommissioning, etc.  
" No residual waste or fill material left on site 

(Allows clean materials to be removed to gain 
access to rest of radioactive materials) 

" Special waste disposal permits needed for 
commercial landfill usage (already done in TN) 

a Special residual radioactivity disposal licensing 
reviewlapproval needed (already done In TN) 

&ft WDuratekl



Presentation Outline 

Part 2 - Demolition Waste and 
Metals Recycling: 

" Final Disposition & Release Options For D&D 
Demolition Waste (i.e., Concrete) 

" Example of a Large Scale Demolition and Off-site 

Bulk Assay and Release Project 

" Metal Processing Options For Decontamination, 
Release, Beneficial Reuse and Recycle 

" Lessons Learned 

" Conclusion 
Dumtek 

D&D of Commercial Nuclear Power 
Plants 

4 Plants Have Been 7 Plants Are In 
Decommissioned: Decommissioning: 
" Shoreham 0 Big Rock 
" Shipping Port 0 Connecticut Yankee 
" Ft. St. Vrain 0 Maine Yankee 
" Pathfinder 0 Rancho Seco 

n Trojan 
0 SONGS 
0 Yankee Rowe 

Note: Since 1990, Duratek has had an active role in 

brokering and processing waste from all 
commercial plant decommissioning projects.  

Duratek'
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Demolition Debris/Concrete Waste 
Final Disposition (Release) Options 

1. License termination surveys with structures 
intact (MARSSIM final survey approach).  

2. Demolition followed by license termination 
surveys and onsite disposal/f ill (rubblization 
approach).  

3. Demolition followed by onsite release surveys 
and offsite landfill disposal prior to license 
termination (10 C171120.2002 approach).  

4. Demolition followed by off-site bulk assay and 
offsIte landfill disposal prior to licen 
termination (GIC Bulk Assay & Release 
Approach).  

wDurateki Aq!g'











Lessons Learned and 
Conclusions 

,$Duratek 

Lessons Learned 

1. While there is currently no set of comprehensive 
U.S. standards governing the free release of solid 
materials, release of solid materials from 
radiologically controlled areas and facilities occur 
every day. These releases are made on a case by 
case basis, in compliance with licensee programs, 
and consistent with existing NRC regulations.  

Aft 
W



Lessons Learned 

2. The implementation of any program that involves 
the release of any amount of radioactive materials 
from a licensee's control will always be subject to 
intense scrutiny by the regulatory agencies involved, 
the general public, scrap metal recyclers, land fill 
operators or any other recipients of the subject 
material.  

Conclusion 
A national standard for unconditional release would be 

useful and can be technically justified but may not be 
politically achievable.  

" The case by case regulatory approach to licensing 
will typically result in a kind of conditional release 
program that places additional restrictions on the 
process and end point (recycling versus reuse 
versus landfill disposal).  

" A single, unconditional release standard that fits for 
all radionuclides (including NORM), all scenarios 
(including recycling) and satisfies all stakeholders 
(i.e., regulators, users and the general public) will 
require unprecedented negotiation and compromise.  

Duratek
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S• View From East End of the 

Research Yard Looking West

Photo by Ray Russ, OHP Department



SLtC~ Radiological Profile of SLAC 

SLAC is a 50 GeV leptonic particle (e.g., electrons 
and positrons) accelerator. Its operation produces the 

following types of radiation: 

Prompt - radiation directly produced by the operating 
beam; consists of x-rays, neutrons, electrons, 
positrons, and muons.  

Residual- radiation from radioactive materials 
produced by beam operation. The materials include 

solids, liquids, and/or gases emitting gamma rays, 
x-rays, and beta particles.



Prompt radiation creates radioactivity in nearby materials via 
neutron activation; i.e., 
aAtomz + Ineutron0 = a+lAtomz => Radiotransformation 

Holding of these solid materials for two years at SLAC permits 

short-lived radionuclides to radiotransform, or in other words, 
decay away, leaving behind only the longer-lived, or residual 

radionuclides. Residual radioactivity tends to exist in low 

concentrations, is insoluble, and is immobilized within the 

materials in which it was created, With proper controls, SLAC 

solid materials having residual radioactivity pose little risk to 

the health of the site workers, the public, and to the integrity of 

the environment.



S C Residual Radionuclides in SLAC Solid 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW)

Type of 
Radionuclide 

Na-22 

Sc-46 

Mn-54 

Co-56 

Co-57 

Co-58 

Co-60 

Zn-65 

W-181 

Re-184 

Re-184m

Form 

Volurmetric, 
Insoluble 

Volumetric, 
Insoluble 

Volumetric, 
Insoluble 

Volurmetric, 
Insoluble 

Volumetric, 
Insoluble 

Volumetric, 
Insoluble 

Volumetric, 
Insoluble 

Volurmetric, 
Insoluble 

Volurmetric, 
Insoluble 

Volurmetric, 
Insoluble 

Volumetric, 
Insoluble

Half-Life 

2.62 years 

84 days 

303 days 

77 days 

270 days 

71 days 

5.26 years 

245 days 

140 days 

38 days 

169 days

Material 

Concrete 

Iron/Steel 

Iron/Steel 

Iron/Steel 

Iron/Steel 

Iron/Steel 

Iron/Steel 

Iron/Steel 

Tungsten 

Rhenium 

Rhenium



s1#jLc Radioactive Waste Management

Joe Christy, James Dayton, Billy Dick, 

Quang Le, and Carleton Washington

Five B-96 boxes being readied for 
shipment to Hanford on 09/12/2000.

SLAC typically generates, collects, packages, and ships about 450 ft3 of 

routinely-generated low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) for disposal per year. In 

CY 2000, SLAC also disposed of about 400 ft3 of 'legacy' LLRW. Much smaller 

volumes of 'mixed waste' are generated; proactive efforts to minimize generation 

of both LLRW and 'mixed waste' are now practiced sitewide.



SIC Options for disposal of SLAC LLRW 

" • Recycling for onsite use, 

[] Hold for radiodecay to background levels and 

then release as non-radioactive materials, 

* Dispose as LLRW at an approved DOE site, and 

*] Release for offsite use per regulatory approval 

per DOE 5400.5 or ROI Program.  

For bulk metals and concrete, disposal as LLRW can be 

very expensive. DOE 5400.5 provides some relief for items 

that have only surface-radioactivity at insignificant levels.  

In recent years, DOE has tried to provide a vehicle for 

release of slightly volumetrically-radioactivated metals 

known as the Return On Investment (ROI) Program.



S § First-Generation ROI Candidate Metals at SLAC 

(113 tons total mass); Picture 1 of 2
t



SIC First-Generation ROI Candidate Metals at SLAC 

tve£ (113 tons total mass); Picture 2 of 2



Using a contractor* to characterize the first-generation of 

ROI metals, the following alternatives were examined: 
(*Environmental Management Services. Date of report: 06/11/1998)

Alternatives

(Evaluated via NRC
approved RESRAD

RECYCLE using 
assumption of average 

of 50 pCi/gm Co-60) 

Unrestricted Use 

Release for 
Designated Use 

after Melt 
Refining 

Burial as LLRW 
at a DOE 

Disposal Facility

DOE Authorized 
Limits

Maximum Public 
Individual Dose 

Rate 
(mrero/year)

8.84 E-2

8.40 E-1

1.34 E-1

I

W r_ _ I
Overall Collective 
Public & Worker 

Dose for One-Year 
Release 

(person-rem)

9.5

1.25 E-2

2.03 E-3

10

Cost of 
Project 

($)

Cost of 
Impact 

(assumes 
$5,000 per 

person-rem) 
($)

95,500 47,500

I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

485,937 63

�����1���� +

631,520

N/A

10

N/A

Total Cost

143,000

486,000

63 ý-20

N/A

___________ I ___________ I____________ i _______



S C Sequence of SLAC ROI Events 

" The ROI alternative study for the first-generation 
of SLAC ROI scrap metals was compiled and 
submitted to DOE for selection of the preferred 
alternative in 1998 shortly after the submittal of the 
characterization from the contractor.  

"* DOE has taken no action on it to date.  

"* Presently, the scrap metals moratorium enacted by 
DOE in CY2000 effectively blocks further 
progress on the first-generation of SLAC ROI 
metals and stalls the program for future generations 
of ROI metals.
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NATIONAL ACADEMIES 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

DIVISION ON ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

BOARD ON ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 
Co...im, on.  

ALTERNATIVES FOR CONTROLLING THE RELEASE OF 

SOLID MATERIALS FROM NUCLEAR REGULATORY 

COMMISSION-LICENSED FACILITIES 

March 2001 

IC

Pesented by.  
Dr. Jens Hovgaard 

EXPLORANIUM RADIATION DETECTION SYSTEMS

___________________________________________________ _____________ I.

VEHICLE• RADIATION Monitoring SYSTEMS 

FR om E"PLRANMIUM 
RADIATION DETECTION SYSTE•,iS

I__________________________________ _________I



Principles of VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEMS

VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM 
DETECTOR PORTAL

ii



DETECTORS 

-Large Slap Plastic Scintillators (PVT) 
•2200 CI 
-4400 CI 
.6000 CI 

-insulated and Housed In Aluminum Box 

-Shielded on All Sides Except Front Face 

to Reduce Background Radiation

E.

VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM 

OPERATOR CONSOLE

L

3
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CONSOLE 

-Controls Detectors and Signals 

-Aiding Operator 

-Records System History 

-Records Alarms 

-Facilitates Connection to Outer World

I..I
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ASSUMPTIONS 

1. RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL PRESENT IN VEHICLE 

BY ACCIDENT 

2. RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL EMITS GAMMA 

RADIATION

I-



VEHICLE PROFILES
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REAL RADIATION PROFILES 

OF A VEHICLE WITH SMALL SOURCE

2000-10-l! 15: 53: 5B1 9; - 4.73 18- 38 530 00 526-u 
200 i 1 1:5:3£1211 -- 38!1148 294 4180 47O '2K 

2001 -S S5:Z 20 - -> 19 67 755 3 C 5-0 30 

20 0 I 1 6 0 :26 1,22/ .951 39 6 0 70-7 5 

2000-i0-!8 SI•8 -2,' 7.1 [2 i 0 568 6q 6350 

21,000-!0- 16:21:00 1s, -> 5,8 54 3 5 6 0 7! 8 0 
20c0 !,3-;9 6:26 23 •T'! <-- 4. 233- !o 57 00 57

I.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLICATIONS 

Background Radiation: 

-Varies with geography 

-Changes continuouslv, daily, Period of 
SbRain 

hourly, by the minute High Background 

-Rises dramatically with rainfall Period

Low Packground Period '

I-

PV+ AT Fit.

T-
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MANMADE CHANGES CHANGES TO 

THE BACKGROUND RADIATION 
(Non destructive testing, X-ray machines, etc..) 

Dal, ho 'f1eSe1 l SL ý TH Ht 14 ALARM4 

2 C 31-. ": 0 : 35 1 Z: 91 1, I 0 127 . 1 39' 1 2 (10 

.6 0 4_, I_ ,6 "7 1ý- 1 0' '2 0 
I. 4L S .'.0.- 2 1 13 1 

200. 34 ý SE0. 5 6 I 

0 . 411 2 4- 3 ; ^02 ý 

3: 4 11 26 N .4

I..

3. ENERGY REDUCTION DUE To 
SCRAP LOADING 

-Sources emit radiation at specific 

energy levels - Cesium for example, 

emits gamma rays at 662 keV 
pet uIl T•me 

-The primarily photon energy is not 

the energy that the detector sees sWelded Cesium 
sopmre ýO. s

Cesium sovmn 
UiLnsh~elded

I-



EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE DETECTOR MATERIALS 

*SODIUM-IODIDE 
Excellent performance in the Upper Spectrum but very expensive and fragile 

-CESIUM-IODIDE 
Even better Upper Spectrum performance but even more expensive than A al 

*HIGH PURITY GERMANIUM 
The ultimate detector for high-resolution spectrometers - but liquid Nitrogen? 

.GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES 
Reasonably cost effective but seriously lacking in sensitivity 

ePLASTIC (PVT) 
Rugged, relatively low in cost, high sensitivity so 

CLEARLY THE ONLY PRA CTICAL CHOICE.

LI

10
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EXPLORANIUM 
RADIATION DETECTION SYSTEMS

Corporate Head Office
Corporate Head Office 
6108 Edwards Blvd. Mississauga, Ontano CANADA L5T 2V7 

Tel. (905) 670-7071 Fax (905) 670-7072

I• www.expioranium.com

14

AT-900, USER FRIENDLY SYSTEM 

emultilingual -you can choosoe your own language 

*Big, easy-to-read colour displays 
*Real time vehicle-transit display ....  

*Instant daily sumnnaryv 
*Continuous self-test and 

automatic error recovery 

L ..5 _Rdoatv........ P"etcfo 

RADIOACTIVE SOURCE 
ALARM GRAPHICS 

*Easv to view alarn graphics 
'Customized operator mtsruetions 

*Single-button response K " !,.  

*Three user-custonizable alarm response nessages 

6 Quiet self-loading printer - large printouts ' C

11



RsoInc1: Overview 

"* RSO, Inc. provides a full range of services to 
to NRC and Agreement State Licensees.  

"* This includes services to investigate 
radioactive materials found in municipal 
waste and recycle materials.  

fl0'=

RSO, Inc.  

"a Radiaio Safety services and products 
", Founded in 1974 and incorporated as RSO, 

Inc. in 1982 
" Offices and facilities in Laurel, MD 
", Staff of comprised of health physicists, 

project managers, HP Technicians, 
radioactive waste brokers, radioactive 
material service technicians, iaboratory 
technicians and administrative personnel

Customers/Clients 

"* University Radiation Safety Departments 
"* Clinics, Community Hospitals and Medical 

Centers 
" Biotechnology Research and Development 

Laboratories 

"* Fixed and Portable Gauge Users 
"* General Licensees

License preparation 

Li Radiation Safety Surveys 
"o Survey Meter Calibration 
"o Training 
i Radioactive Waste Broker 

ý-_ Sealed Source Warehouse 
i Lcense Decommissioning 

Li X-ray Machine compliance 
u Medical Health Physics 
32424 440 4

Rad Investigation Contractor to: 

"* Waste Transfer Station in DC 
"* Waste Transfer Station and Municipal Waste 

Incinerator for a county in Maryland 
" Medical Waste Incinerator in Baltimore 

"* Municipal Waste Incinerator in Baltimore 

"a Scrap Metal Dealers in Hagerstown (12) and 
Baltimore (1)



830. in� 32531 170. IC. 12

Typical Investigation

a Waste related to Nuclear Medicine 
procedures (all short T,) 
- Usually 1-131 but also Tc-99m, TI-201, n-1 11, 

Ga-67 
- Often from hospitals (4 in 2)000) 
- Often from the paients homes or nursing homes 

(3 in 2000) 
- Occasionally from Veterinary Clinics (none in 

2000)

Items found in loads rejected 
by Scrap Metal Dealers 

- Pa-226 parachute pull cord (found by scrap 
metal dealerlshredder operator) - 5 uCi Ra
226 

- Grinding stones in Scrap steel with Ra-226 
(used to grind rails (90 used stones @ - 3 
pCi/g Ra-226) 

- Th-nat boiler refractory brick (rejected by Md.  
landfill returned to DC university), less than 5 
pCl/g

Investigations 

" Other items for 2000 
- FRP with Ra-226 pipe scale from waste water 

treatment plant 
- Truck trailer made with Ra-226 contaminated 

Al (sections- 30 cm length 20 uR/h @ 5cm) 

"" Scrap Steel (turnings) 
- Rejected by smelting facility with radiation 

levels 20% above bkg (nothing found 
following resurvey) 

WWI 80 l

Investigations 

"" Municipal Waste Incinerator Ash 

- -5 g ot ash -0.5 mr,,h at 5 cm... .To-96? 
Believed to be remtains of T-99m generator core? 

"" Scrap Metal Dealer 
- General Licensed gauge (Kr-85) 
- Returned to generator (sin of source determined 

by RSO)

Medical Waste Incinerator 

n Boxes and carts monitored 
- Patient room waste not controlied by the hospital 

placed in the "red bag'" waste 
- Same radionuclides as found in Municipal Waste 

since source is the salme

Detection Systems 

0 Municipal Waste 
- acron (LFM N2 or Ludlum Nat detector systems 
- Notsophticated: 
- Set to a arn at --2X or 3X BKG 

r Scrap metal Dealers 
- Typtcafly Biortn ASM-3ý0 o- 6000 sýyems e : 
- Set at 20% above bkg 

These systems are 5 to 10times morne senis6e than 
; smple systems based or 2" or 3" Net detectrs 
Als-o better irsa ainsl.... .

PSU, -ac



Municipal Waste Facility Response to 
Alarms

Initial Response 
-J fa~orlIdayefldOtY 

er£b: Is needel inli ISO 

-Cai qffleraror-^uarew or 
h aul :s 
v", edi be nh r-p-Set Ca

*RSO's Procedure 
- MJeasure rad levels on 

the vehicle2 
-. Gamma sp-ec, ID 

radionucli~de 
- Oump cad 

- Isolate bags 
- Dispcs~e of w~aste thwu 

RSO or returni Lo 
genrý-ator lit hospital)

Detection Sensitivity Issues 

n Installation and operator training greatly

systems that require a response on the part 
of the "operator" 

"* More sensitivity will find more medical waste 
"£ Find more NORM

1160 I� 6

Motivation for Monitoring

a Facility "dowýnsream' has a detection system and is 
rejecting loads 

", e-g.: System Installed at a landfill means need 
systemm at, Transfer Station 

" This leads to installation of systems at hospitals and 

monitoring of all solid waste leaving the hospital 

Se.g.: System Installed at a smelter means dealer 
needs a system

6706! rISC. rr� 16

Experience 

- Transfer stations, landfills and incinerators need 
to keep the municipal waste rnoviN:

- Rejected loads disrupt daily operations 
- Usually the most suilabe location to conduct the 

investýations is the tippng floor' of the facility 

- Exposures of personnel to the waste materials, 
and vehicuiar traffic is a greater risk than the 
radioactive material

S: : : :: : : :I l 17

Motivation for Monitoring 

a Scrap Metai Dealer that operates a shredder needs 

a system to protect operation 
+ PV'I.VVI~~hrDlric'

* Regulators want hospitals as licensees to control ail 
rad from the hospital

62661 1160,116. 16

Experience 

"" State regulatory agencies do not have 
practical policy on dealing with nuclear 

medicine waste from residences 
"" State regulatory agencies do not have policy 

on NORM materials such as refractory brick, 

minor volumes of pipe scale
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HI"stoEy Of Clive, Utah:

Roots going back I() Ihe 
I"Or (he V ill-() I I figs (11

S Site Search1970s, wilh 1--)OE' 
Sposal projecl.

Vitro moved 2J million ciihic yards t)[radloactiv )II 
OLIt OIAIIC j)0j)IIkII('d Sidt k1kC COUIlly 

')&,01*')9 potentital locatIMIS, (IIIS'FoOCIC COLI[Ity SlIc, 
delermined 1() lic the inost [iivortahle.  
" Rcinow arca - 40 mlics h-0111 IICM'eSt C011111IL11111Y 
" StabIc gcology 

Poor tplahly ormilld Willer

ý&, In 19871) whell Vilro WIIS comple1c, 1 -1 'M v irocIc-Ire hot i i;
(he It"Ind armilld 111C govel-11111clit
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NORM Total Volumes
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MWT Total Volumes
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MWD Total Volumes
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LARW Total Volumes
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Total- Waste Volumes
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Safety s o Pri~ority FI 

rrhe safety Of employees, the environment and 

the 1 )ulic is lvirocare s top priority.  

a, Signi hcanlt reso'ces dcoltVcd[ IL) saidy programis.  

* [ii1-[i ti ci sifely ofticer 
* 55,000)h(ete so Sj)CJL] ( SICLcy training last. year 

* Health Physics I )epart mcIi• fit (o,"'I 10 employee sl ci

* A\ggressivc CliVirOnlmen(ll itesting Ieo)pa! RilllS exceed 

goeiIll i1]c(l I r eqiirc ieIIts 

/i 12 yerS, lIgnviroare has never had a 
radiation exposure incident.


